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ABSTRACT

Coaching for Application: A School-Based
Staff Development Project
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M. Ed

. ,

Saint Michael's College

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed By:
Aided by

a

Dr.

R.

Mason Bunker

grant from the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation.

The purpose of this dissertation is to describe
the design and implementation of an inservice project

which utilizes current research evidence as to what

constitutes successful staff development.

The year-long

principal who
study involves seven teachers and one

represent three elementary schools.

The project's design

including:
incorporates three structural frameworks
from the
twelve research statements extrapolated

beliefs of the
literature on staff development, the
application" the
integrated Day Program and "coaching for
transference of skills
in-classroom assistance with the
by the research of Joyce
from a workshop setting isolated
Participants are provided with
and Showers (1980).
open education
curriculum experiences related to
a practicum experience
strategies; these are followed by
resource person/advisor to
where they are provided with a

V

help them implement these curriculum ideas in their own

classrooms

Literature on staff development, the role of the
advisor and the clinical model of supervision are reviewed
to identify characteristics necessary for the design and

implementation of

a

successful inservice project as well

as to link the role of the resource person to the

"coaching for application" component.
Data are collected through observations by

resource persons as well as by the principal investigator.

Mid-term and final in-depth interviews with the
participants and comparisons between pre- and post-test

questionnaires are also methods employed to provide
additional data.

Conclusions drawn from these data

frameworks
indicate that the utilization of the structural

employed in this study us an effective method for

designing inservice projects.
indicate that the use of

a

In addition,

conclusions

resource person contributes

implementation
significantly to the successful classroom

presentations.
of skills learned during workshop

The

for further research
study concludes with recommendations
in the areas of

and
staff development, needs assessments

staff development
the role of the advisor in field-based

projects
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CHAPTER

I

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND

Introduction

The professional development of teachers has been

part of the educational scene in America for well over one

hundred and fifty years.

At best,

the pre-service com-

ponent of teacher education only minimally prepares teachv

ers for a

career in the classroom.

Once employed,

teachers must rely on inservice coordinators and workshop
Cogan (1975)

leaders for future training.

,

the

in

National Society for the Study of Education Yearbook
edited by Ryan, outlines the following three operating

objectives in inservice work:
1.

to remedy and repair omissions and
weaknesses of collegiate preparation

2.

of
to refine and/or enlarge the scope

existing competencies
3.

innovations or tests of new
curriculum methods and materials of
instruction (p. 220).
to support

in the past, principals,

school boards and school

attend workshops and
districts required many teachers to
techniques which were
training sessions that demonstrated
needs.
foreign to the teachers’ pedagogical
1

Rubin

(1969)

2

puts this into perspective when he states:

"...A majority

of the programs were either so prescriptive that they

insulted the teacher's intelligence,

...or so vague that

they were almost useless."

Teachers were

(p.

2).

expected to implement these ideas in their classrooms.
One of the major results of this disconnected approach

toward inservice education was resentment by the teachers
toward anything that resembled inservice training, for
fear that it would be another useless workshop wasting

their time and energy.
The decline in openings in the teaching profession
the
along with the competition for teaching jobs during

teacher-educators
late sixties and early seventies shocked
staff deand triggered a new interest in professional
and older
As new teachers were not being hired
velopment.

methodologies it was
teachers required re-training in new
what Harris
imperative that administrators respond to
of society for better
(1980) called "... the demands

education."

(p.

26).

Coupled with this new interest in

federal monies to
staff development was the influx of
development projects.
support teacher centers and staff

Harris (1980) describes this process:
serve
many federal programs began to
local
at
in-service education needs
opportunities and
... there were
levels.
new an
money for attempting to design
...

3

more imaginative in-service education
programs (p 28
.

)

The increased interest in professional staff

development produced some useful instruments to assess
teachers' needs.

Included among these instruments were

school-wide and district-wide needs assessments.

These

were developed to incorporate teacher input and the ensuing assessments enabled inservice coordinators to design

programs that met the stated goals and needs of the
Research by Lawrence

participants.
(

1975

)

(

1974

)

and Edelfelt

provided inservice coordinators with models for

developing successful staff development projects.

Pro-

grams were individualized, workshop attendance increased,
but research by Joyce and Showers

(

1980

)

demonstrated that

learned
there was still very little transference of skills
in

the workshop to the classroom setting.

Showers

(

1981

)

Joyce and

claim:

were the training designed to end at
very
that point (completion of a workshop)
teachthe
of
10%
as
few, perhaps as few
transfer
ers, would achieve the vertical
approach
new
a
of
learning
required in the
to teaching (p. 18
...

)

.

The design and implementation of

a

staff development

criticism were needed.
project which responded to their

4

Purpose of the Study

It is the intent of this study to document the

design and implementation of

a

staff development project

which utilizes the five components suggested by the

research of Joyce and Showers (1980) and the current
research evidence as to what constitutes successful
inservice education.

The project provided participants

with learning experiences related to open education at
these levels of interaction:

1.

skill presentation

2.

modeling or demonstration of skill

3.

practice in simulated classroom
settings

4.

structured feedback and support

5.

coaching for application

research statements
These five components and the twelve
education provided a
which constitute effective inservice
project as well
framework for the implementation of this
The process will be
collection.
as a structure for data

described in Chapter IV of this study.

5

Research Questions that Guide the Purpose
of this Study
The following four questions guide the purpose of
this study:

1.

2.

3.

4.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?
What effect does this project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
their colleagues?

What effect does this project have on
teachers' definitions of an integrated
day classroom and the role of the
advisor?
What are the recommendations for further research?
to the
Finally, this study provides information as

(1980) in
usability of the research of Joyce and Showers
data provides
designing a staff development project. This
projects
justification for a design of staff development

similar model
to others who hope to use a

parable goals.

to meet com-

The progress of this study offers

an inservice
information to those who wish to design
research evidence as to
project which utilizes current

Addiinservice education.
what constitutes successful
through a description of
tional information is presented
which accompanies the coaching
the on-site advising phase

6

for application component of this project.

Definitions of Terms

Inservice Educations

Edelfelt and Johnson (1975)

refer to

inservice education in the following manner:

In-service education of teachers (or staff
development, continuing education, professional development) is defined as any
professional development activity that a
teacher undertakes singly or with other
teachers after receiving his or her
initial teaching certificate and after
beginning professional practice (p. 5)

Workshop

:

session as

members and

This study will refer to

workshop or training

block of time during the day when staff

a
a

leader meet to focus on

agenda reflecting their concerns.
clude:

a

a

pre-arranged

Activities will in-

demonstration;
skill presentation; modeling or

coaching for
practice with feedback and support, and
within the
The leader may be a teacher
application.
hired to provide
school or an outside consultant
skills.
information and develop certain

blocks of time that
A term used to describe
to
or her classroom duties
is relieved from his

Release Time.
a

teacher

7

attend workshops or training sessions.

Coaching for Application

.

Joyce and Showers (1980) use

this term to describe ... "hands-on, in-classroom

assistance with the transfer of skills and strategies...
In this study,

the resource person/advisor provides this

classroom assistance.

Clinical Supervision

.

Goldhammer

(1969)

describes the

stages.
process of clinical supervision in terms of five
requires the teacher and supervisor to clarify
Stage I:

focus for the classroom observation.

room observation)

Stage II:

a

(class-

the supervisor records data that

Stage I.
concentrate on the focus decided upon during
opportunity to analyze
Stage III gives the supervisor an

conference with the
the collected data and prepare a
(the conference) the teacher and
Stage IV:
teacher.
from the classroom
supervisor discuss the collected data
discussion of current problems;
Stage V:
observation.
or her own work.
supervisor receives feedback on his

definition
The Teachers’ Center Exchange
exand the advisory system
of the role of the advisor

Advisory System

.

Workparty #1 (1977)
tracted from proceedings of

is

as

8

follows:

master teacher or support person for
teachers. Working alongside teachers, the
advisor challenges and stimulates them,
...to question and improve their work.
...staff who go into schools to work with
teachers in their classrooms, at the
teachers' invitation (p. 37)
...

a

In this project the advisor

Open Education

.

is

called

a

Bussis, Chittenden and Amarel

describe an open education environment
way:

resource person.

in

(1970)

the following

"The individual teacher and the individual child are

and
active contributors to decisions regarding the content

process of learning."

This is described in the double

classification scheme in Figure

1.

classroom settings are illustrated.
there is

a

Four types of
The setting in which

the
high contribution by both the child and

teacher is called open education.

Background of the Problem

published an article in
In 1980, Joyce and Showers

"Improving Inservice
Educational Leadership entitled,
In the more than
The Messages of Research".
Training:
researched, five components
200 studies that the authors

9

Figure

1

Double Classification Scheme Based on Extent to which (1)
the Individual Teacher and T2) the Individual Child is an
Active Contributor to Decisions Regarding the Content and
Process of Learning

August, 1970, p. 23.
tion Testing Service,

10

that contributed to the impact of

isolated.

a

training session were

These components, when used together, produced

more effective workshops.

The five components necessary

for effective training sessions were:

1.

Presentation of theory or description
of skill or strategy;

2.

Modeling or demonstration of skills or
models of teaching;

3.

Practice in simulated classroom
settings;

4.

Structured and open-ended feedback;

5.

Coaching for application (hands-on,
in-classroom assistance with the
transfer of skills and strategies to
the classroom) (p. 380)
these
Joyce and Showers then took the outcomes of

four levels of
training sessions and classified them into
awareness, the acquisition of concepts
impact, including:
of principles and
or organized knowledge, the learning

those principles and
skills, and the ability to apply

skills in problem-solving activities.
was that for maximum
The message of this research
it appears
effectiveness of most inservice activities,

wisest to include several,

if

not all of the training

components that have been listed.

If any of

these com

of training will be
ponents are omitted the impact
numbers of people will
weakened in the sense that fewer

11

progress to the transfer level.
Studies over the past decade have addressed

certain components, but there

limited research involv-

is

ing the combined use of all five components.

Brophy

(

1974

)

and Jacobson

(

1977

)

Good and

have addressed all five

components, although the Jacobson study is outside the
Several studies including Stokes and

field of education.

Keys

(

1978

and Zevin

)

(

1973

)

have looked at several of the

components together, but the bulk of the research

is

centered on micro— teaching and the production of materials
Borg

for "minicourses".

and Schaut

(

1979

)

(

1975 ), Copeland

(

1977

)

and Moore

are authors who have addressed micro-

teaching issues.
The conclusion may be drawn that the most diffi-

cult component to incorporate into

a

staff development

project is "coaching for application".

Reasons, such as

have all been
lack of sufficient money, time and manpower,
has, for the most
cited as to why this important component
and implemen
part, been left out of inservice planning

tation

concerned with the
A major part of this study was
from the Joyce
implementation of the coaching component
This study isolates and
1980 research.
and Showers
(

describes

a

)

process used to achieve this goal.

The ad

identified to facilitate the
visor or resource person was

12

Rubin

"coaching for application" phase of this project.
(1968)

focuses on the role of

a

"supporting ally" as

means of fostering teacher renewal.

a

This role parallels

the goals and purposes of an ‘advisor's role:

"Given

a

favorable environment ... teachers would relish an

opportunity to engage in

...

procedures which gave promise

of self-renewal and greater mastery."

(p.

9).

Two resource persons, identified by the Integrated

Day Program, were available to help the classroom teachers
who participated in this project develop or implement

curriculum ideas generated during summer workshops.
the
Meetings, initiated by the classroom teacher, enabled

the
resource persons to provide assistance in terms of

requestors'
(1975)

own goals, objectives and needs.

clarifies this point:

Manolakes

"The emphasis is not to do

aid."
for the teacher, but to be a resource and

(p.

55).

clinical
The resource persons were trained in the

model of supervision

(Cogan,

(1973)

and borrowed tech-

conferences from
niques such as pre- and post- observation
resource
This mode of operation enabled the
this model)
.

to focus on
persons, together with the teachers,
conferences in
observable classroom behaviors and conduct
This was intended to facilian open and trusting manner.

tate the growth of

a

helping relationship.

included the opporThe design of this project

13

tunity for the teachers and their resource person to meet
together as

a

support group.

This was designed to

encourage the sharing of ideas and to provide
new curriculum resources.

Ddvaney (1974)

a

says:

forum for
"I

always

try to point teachers toward each other as resources, not

toward me."

(p.

89).

Manolakes (1975) continues with the

same idea and, connecting advisors with support groups, he
says:

"A part of the functioning of an advisor is in

helping teachers know what other colleagues might be
doing, and of helping teachers establish communication

networks

."

(p.

56)

Finally, the research for this project was

a

natural continuation of the research by the Integrated Day

Program on inservice education.

Thus, this study adds to

authors
the documentation of the work in this field by

such as:

Schumer

(1973), Welles

Watt (1980) and Ciesluk (1982)

.

(1980),

.

Scope of the

Study Population

(1975), Newman

S

tudy

The population for this study was

Belchertown
selected from the Anther st-Pelham and
invitation wer
Elementary School Systems. Letters of
to teachers in these
sent from the Integrated Day Program

14

Briefly, the letter of invitation identi-

school systems.

fied the options available for workshops, designated the

role of the resource person to help the teacher set

realistic curriculum goals and described the project
A copy of the letter may be found

funding.

in

Appendix A.

Applicants were selected by the Co-Directors of
the Integrated Day Program and teachers from three schools

Monies from the Jessie Smith Noyes

were identified.

Foundation Grant provided seven teachers and their future
resource persons with tuition waivers to participate in
the summer workshops.

The summer workshop was designed so

that teachers would register for one course entitled

"Integrating Curriculum" and one of two other courses
entitled "Individualized Reading" or "Children's Literature:

An Issues Approach".

The summer workshops were presented by the

described
Integrated Day Program and reflected the beliefs
by Bunker

(

1977

)

of that Program, which are:

Learning is the discovery of personal
meaning
be
We learn to do by doing; learners must
actively involved in solving real
problems

Readiness for growth is built by focusing
on strengths

Learners must be involved in decision
making

15

Programs must meet the needs of learners
Learners seem better able to apply new
learnings, refine their skills and
continue growing as they get feedback and
support from others

Growth takes time and

is

developmental

Academic skills are valued and are
utilized as the tools for solving real
problems
A major thrust of education is toward

self-direction
Four of the seven teachers participating in the
as
study had worked with the Integrated Day Program

cooperating teachers and four teachers had student interns
during the project.

Of the three elementary schools

staff
represented one school included the entire teaching
of five teachers K-6.

represented by

a

The other two schools were each
The original project

single teacher.

be
guidelines required that at least two teachers
important
represented from each school. This was an

integral part of
consideration because peer support was an
the project.

In this case,

the requirement was waived

because both teachers expressed
in

a

high level of interest

were from schools
participating in the project and both

in the same vicinity.

assured
Finally, both teachers had

would work together to
the project director that they

establish

a

support group.

16

Methodology
4

Qualitative methodology was used to conduct this
study and to explore the processes needed to design and

implement this staff development project.

Data were

collected through the documentation of classroom and large
group observations as well as interviews with participants
and resource persons.

Engel

(1975)

points to the

effectiveness of this type of methodology when she states:
Documentation... offers a better possibility for obtaining useful evaluation data
since it can be correlated with the goals
... it can
and contents of the program.
the
in
program
serve to improve the
particithe
to
feedback
process through
pants (p. 1)
.

To determine what effect this project had on

teachers'

implementation of open classroom skills

in

their

litclassroom environment, the researcher examined the
the
erature in the areas of inservice staff development,
of supervision.
role of the advisor and the clinical model

advising and open
Through an examination of literature on
by Walberg
education, The Teacher Questionnaire designed
and Thomas

(1971)

classroom
was selected to record open

skills and strategies.

The Who Decid_es Questionna ire

implemented to assess
modified by Cussen (1974) was also

17

teachers' perceptions of their movement toward an open

classroom.

In addition,

the Teacher Concerns Checklist

developed by Fuller and Borich (1974) was employed to
determine whether the teachers' concerns about their
impact on students were helped by the presence of an

advisor in their classroom.

Finally,

a

brief question-

naire was given to the teachers to assess their

definitions of an integrated day classroom and the role of
the resource person.

All questionnaires were administered

as pre- and post-tests so that the degree of change and

growth could be compared from the inception to the

culmination of the project.
To describe the effect this project had on

teachers'

supportive interaction with their colleagues,

the writer, as participant-observer, collected data by

audio-taping workshops, resource persons' conferences,
field-based support meetings, and other group interactions.
in the

Engel

(1977)

describes the participant-observer

following way:

The participant-observer is an external
the
agent but shares, to a limited degree,
he
inside:
experience of those on the
spends considerable time making direct
observations, collecting various kinds of
documentation, interviewing, etc.; he
becomes 'immersed' in the setting (p. 8).

following three major
The data were categorized under the

18

headings to produce

a

structure and focus for this study.

1.

Beliefs of the Integrated Day Program.

2.

Five components as determined by the
research of Joyce and Showers (1980)

3.

Guidelines for effective staff development extrapolated from the
literature review.

4

Implications and recommendations from this study
are addressed through an analysis and discussion of the

results of the questionnaires and data collected by the

researcher throughout this study.

Assumptions in the

S

tudy

The study is based upon the following assumptions

Teachers and staff members want to be
involved in a staff development project in their school.

1.

A school-based staff development project where teachers help each other to

2.

acquire and master skills is needed.

3.

4

.

Teachers are willing to trust each
other and administrators when a
trusting atmosphere is developed and
nurtured during workshops and continued throughout the project by the
school-based support system.
for
A project has a better chance

the
success when participants share

19

beliefs and goals of the presenters.

4

Delimitations of the Study

This study does not attempt to create
for staff development projects.

a

panacea

It concentrates on a

school-based program and, therefore, provides

a

basis for
The

further application and inquiry by other educators.

findings that emerge from this study are considered as
the project
formative indicators of the effectiveness of

and provide

a

basis for further application.

The author acknowledges that personal bias must

also be considered as a possible limitation of this study
by
and made a serious effort to avoid biased description

taping conversations, observations and presentations.

members to
This material was then monitored by committee

provide an external validity check.
author's work as

a

In addition,

the

classroom supervisor helped him to

offers less
refine an observational technique which

likelihood of biased interpretation.
reputation of
Finally, the prestige and scholarly
summer workshops may also
the professors involved with the
study as some teachers
be considered a limitation of this
professors offer.
will take any courses that these

20

Summary of Chapters

4

Chapter

presents

I

Problem Statement and Background

:

a

design for

a

Chapter

.

staff development project.

I

Five

components are isolated from research evidence to provide
a

structure for this project.

The problem is stated and

a

set of beliefs which guide the Integrated Day Program are

also listed as

a

proposed frame of reference to structure

the data collection.

delineated and

a

Terms are defined, limitations are

study population is identified.

description of the methodology

Chapter

1 1

:

is

A brief

included.

Review of the Literature

A review of the

.

literature on inservice education includes:

a

series of

guidelines in the form of research statements that have
the current
been important in shaping inservice education,

state of inservice staff development,
for the use of modeling,

a

structured feedback and coaching

for application in a classroom setting.

chapter includes

a

theoretical base

In addition,

this

review of the research on the advisory

teachers intersystem and how this pertains to helping
Finally, a brief
nalize skills in a classroom setting.
of supervision
review of research on the clinical model
aspect of the model,
focusing on the non- threatening
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including the development of

a

helping relationship,

is

described

Chapter III

Methodology

:

.

This chapter presents the

methodology employed to conduct this study,

description

a

of the questionnaires used as pre- and post-tests and a

review of the beliefs of the Integrated Day Program.

In

addition, the degree of cogruency between teachers'

beliefs and their relative behaviors is discussed.
Finally, the role of the resource per son/adv isor and how
that person contributed to the collection of data is

described

Project Description and Analysis

Chapter IV:

chapter presents

a

.

This

description of the project and an

analysis of the data obtained.

Results of the question-

section of
naires are described in the spring semester
this chapter.

Chapter

Vj_

Conclusions and Recommendations

.

This chapter

raised by this
contains conclusions and recommendations

project.

relaimplications for further study and their

are included.
tionship to the curr ent literature
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Hypotheses to be tested in further studies are also raised
for consideration.

CHAPTER

I

I

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
v

Introduction

The presentation of

a

documented account of the

processes needed to design and implement

a

school-based

staff development project utilizing the five components

isolated by the research of Joyce and Showers (1980)

necessitates

a

review of the literature in the following

areas
1.

2.

Literature related to inservice education.
Specific literature related to the
five components contributing to
effective inservice suggested by the
research of Joyce and Showers (1980)

3.

Literature related to the advisory
system.

4.

Literature related to the clinical
model of supervision.
stratThough teachers implemented open classroom

the study
egies in this project, the focus of

development.

is

staff

will have
Thus, the emphasis in this chapter

that concern.

chapter will gather
The literature review in this
23
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evidence which is consistent with and in support of the
following twelve reseach statements:

1.

Inservice education must be based on
the expressed needs of the participants
.

2.

To meet those expressed needs, participants must be given release time to
attend workshops and training ses-

sions

.

3.

Inservice education is a continuous
process. Growth is developmental.

4.

Group maintenance and support must be
designed into an inservice project.

5.

6.

Inservice education must have the
financial and moral support of administration and community.

Projects work best when they are selfinitiated and sel f-d i r ected
.

7.

8.

9.

Workshops and training sessions are
extremely effective tools for the
introduction of new theoretical and
practical concepts.
These training sessions must be designed so that participants receive
positive feedback and support in their
own classrooms using the new technique
or theoretical principle.

individualized staff development is
more successful than common activities
for all participants.
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10.

The use of an advisory system for inclassroom assistance is a way of helping teachers internalize new skills.

11.

The clinical model of supervision is
non- threatening method for classroom

a

observation
12.

The single school or school complex
with its administrators, teachers, and
support staff is the key unit to focus
on

The literature on inservice education is vol-

uminous and much that is written is critical of the
inservice programs.

Writers begin with

here, and a prescription there.

a

description

The literature is

haphazard and, by and large, not very useful.

Three

studies from the mid-seventies which begin to alleviate
this situation are:

Nicholson, Alexander and Joyce, Bruce eds.
The Li terature on Inservice Teacher ^
I STE
Education, An Analytic Review
Dissemination
National
Report III.
Center, Syracuse, 1975.
.

Lawrence, Gordon. Patterns 0_f Effective
Tallahassee,
Inservice Educa t l on
ReEducational
Florida
Florida
1974.
Program,
Development
and
search
.

:

eds.

Edelfelt, Roy A. and Johnson, Margo
"Teacher-Designed Reform in Inservice
Education." National Foundation For
Wash
The Im provement of Education
1977.
ington, D.C.:
.

What follows is

a

as
review of these studies, as well
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other important contributions to the literature on

inservice education.

Review of the Research of Nicholson et al

In 1975, Nicholson et al.

completed

a

.

(1975)

review of

the literature for Inservice Teacher Education.

This

large and extremely useful study looked at more than 2,000

books, periodicals and unpublished papers; more than 1,000

documents entered in the ERIC system; as well as hundreds
of articles entered in the Current Index To Journals In

Education and the Education Index .

The following is

a

brief summary of each of the five general contexts for

inservice education extrapolated from this study.

Inservice education is:
1.

Job-embedded

2.

Job-related

3.

Credential-oriented

4

Pr o f ess iona 1 -organization- related

.

5.

Self-directed (p.6).

Job-embedded

.

There are four typical modes of

work for
job-embedded inservice education; committee

interaction in team
program planning and organization;
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teaching;

interaction with consultants provided by the

district; and professional reading and curriculum

analysis
The three important implications derived from the

job-embedded context of inservice education are:
1.

A strong preference on the part of
teachers for types of inservice that
can be completed at school during

school hours (p.
2.

7)

.

Consultation should be decentralized
and individualized; ...it should be
determined by the teacher (p. 8)
.

3.

Stronger school libraries for teachers
would be a useful first step toward
greater utilization of inservice
reading on the job (p. 9)

Job-related

.

Under the job-related category,

inservice
Nicholson found that the most important type of
in

this category is the workshop.

workshops include:

The problems with

"they are extra duty for teachers

the school)
(after regular hours and sometimes away from

and they are often dictated from above;
not responsive to the teachers'

needs."

...they are often
(p.

9)

job-related context
The primary innovation in the
training packages that are
is the teacher center and the

developed for use by teachers.

Credential-oriented.

The most pervasive approach
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to inservice education is the orientation toward various

kinds of professional credentials.

The literature

demonstrates that there is relatively little to be found
concerning the relation of college courses to inservice
teacher education.

College-based courses are too often

undertaken as an end in themselves and not

in

relation to

the specific goals of improving the teacher's classroom

performance.

Receipt and renewal of professional

certification are often dependent on the completion of

a

course of study offered by colleges or universities and

salary increments have been tied to higher degrees

ID

(p.

.

Professiona 1-organ i zat i on-related

.

If

teachers

stature,
are seriously committed to attaining professional

then their collective responsibility for inservice

education must be recognized and fulfilled.

Organizations

for teacher-run
such as AFT and NEA have proposed models

are getting into
teacher centers, and some associations
curriculum packages)
the training product (mini courses,

business in the belief that

a

specialized association can

to the research
lend its collective practical expertise

and development enterprise

Self-directed.

(p.13).

The final approach to inservice
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education found in this review

is

the self-directed one.

v

The assumption underlying this sort of activity is that

there are certain needs for professional development that
the individual teacher can best understand and fulfill.

The teacher is seen as a self-motivated professional who
is

interested in maintaining the currency of his or her
The motivation and direction for

skills and knowledge.

learning come from the teacher, but certain enabling

factors

— time,

money, educational resources

— must

be

provided by the schools or by higher education
institutions

(p.

15)

.

Examples of self-directed inservice education
include
1.

Release time from classroom duties
during the school week.

2.

The sabbatical leave

3.

General education courses.

4.

Professional reading (p.16)

(p.

15).

Revie w
The Substantial Findings of the Nicholson

1.

2

.

The literature has been concerned with
asking the question of what is there
of
in new programs to the exclusion
or
succeed
programs
how
asking why and
fail (p. 20)

Traditional inservice teacher educa-

tion programs have consisted almost
entirely of inf orma't ion-gather ing activities:
attending workshops, taking
college courses, ...Programs that
stress utilization of that information
or practice with feedback have been
distinctly in the minority (p. 20)

There are ... four categories of
persons who ... conduct inservice
the teachteacher education courses:
er himself; another practicing teacher; a supervisor or administrator; a
university professor. ... the literature indicates that their respective
relative success is in the same
descending order as they are listed
above (p. 21)
The school itself seems to be a better
place for inservice teacher education
than the university.

Videotape methods, especially minicourses, and programs that make
specific mention of a book or books as
a medium of instruction report a high
degree of success (p. 21)
Programs aiming toward improvement of
teachers' knowledge tend to be more
successful than those directed toward
teachers' performance which in turn
fare better than programs trying to
Findings
modify teachers' attitudes
also indicate a high degree of success
for programs that strike a measured
balance between theory and practice
,

.

(

p . 21

)

Success ... tends to increase as the
objective of the program is increasingly more precisely specified (p.
21 )

.

Changing the performance of teachers
proporis accomplished more often,
perforthe
tionately, than changing
thirty-six
(Of
mance of pupils.
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studies using pupil’ outcomes as a
criterion, thirteen studies showed no
significant differences in pupil
behavior following an inservice
program for their teachers. However,
seven of those studies showed
significant positive changes in
teacher overt behaviors or conceptions
following the inservice programs.) (p.
22

)

.

Nicholson's (1975) study demonstrates that

it

is

time to reorganize inservice education to stress

utilization of information with feedback, through on-site
teacher— d i rected education courses.

These courses will

achieve greater success if they employ videotape methods
and have clear objectives aimed at improving the

participant's knowledge.

This represents the major

findings of the Inservice Teacher Education Report (1975)
by Nicholson et al. and constitutes

a

major contribution

to the literature on inservice education.

Review of the Research by Lawrence (1974)

the
Lawrence's (1974) comprehensive review of

some clear
research on inservice programs identified

patterns that seem to reflect the trends
the literature.

in

the rest of

The ninety-seven studies that were

analyzed show that as long as training

is

directed toward

long as
relatively clear-cut outcomes, and as
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measurement of gain

is

made -relatively soon after the

training, then the project will have

a

high probability of

A closer examination also shows clear evidence

success.

that difference in materials, procedures and design are

associated with differences
education.

in

effectiveness of inservice

The findings of this review match the findings

of the Nicholson

(1975)

review, with the addition of the

following points:
Inservice education programs that place
the teacher in an active role are more
likely to accomplish their objectives than
are programs that place the teacher in a
receptive role (p. 14)

Inservice education programs in which
teachers share and provide mutual
assistance to each other are more likely
to accomplish their objectives than are
programs in which each teacher does
separate work (p. 15)

Teachers are more likely to benefit from
inservice education activities that are
linked to a general effort of the school
than they are from "single-shot" programs
that are not part of a general staff
development plan (p. 15)

Lawrence's study (1974) demonstrates that
significant
inservice education programs that report
incorporate a higher
positive changes in teacher behavior
reporting no
number of these features than do programs
this research is:
significant changes. The message of
chance of being
inservice programs that have the best
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effective are those that involve teachers

in

planning and

•4

managing their own professional development activities;
pursuing personal and collective objectives; sharing;
applying new learnings; and receiving feedback.

Other Significant Reviews

Other significant reviews of the literature

include a chapter by Lawrence and Edelfelt in Rethinking

Inservice Education (1975)

,

edited by Edelfelt and

Johnson, which provides an analysis of the assumptions

underlying traditional inservice, an overview of the
current status of the art and

a

look at the future.

Edelfelt is also represented in the literature
for 1973
with his review of 256 entries in the ERIC system

and 1974.

This paper describes what problems are being

not
addressed by the literature and what problems are

being considered.
Johnson is
A more recent study by Edelfelt and

Teacher-Designed Reform in Inservice Educatio_n (1977)

.

ones stated
Most of the findings of this project match
of the following
earlier in this chapter with the addition

points

1

.

princiThe role and competence of the
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pal are important factors in the
success of the project. The principal
contributes significantly to teacher
roles in decision-making (p. 59)
2.

Teachers find it difficult to recognize progress over time, the past is
forgotten and the present seems to be
what has always been (p. 58)

3.

Progress is more likely when the major
emphasis is not directly on good
teaching but on the factors that contribute to good teaching, such as
knowing about oneself, about students,
about students’ families, and about
the aspirations of both parents and
students (p. 56)
These authors are underlining the importance of

support both from the building principal as well as from
the district administrator.

The significance of their

roles as leaders is extremely important.

Teachers will

participate in the decision-making process when they feel
administration
that they can rely on their principal and
for support and guidance in this process.
of the
The study also indicates that being aware
to
background of both students and their families helps

contribute to

a

teacher's overall knowledge of his or her

to
students' ability and contributes significantly

improved teaching skills.
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A Review of the Research by Jovce and Showers (1980)

Joyce and Showers (1980)

isolated five components

from the more than 200 studies that they researched.

These components were found to contribute significantly to
the impact of a training session and when used together,
The five components

produced more effective workshops.

necessary for effective training sessions were:

1.

Presentation of theory or description
of skill or strategy.

2.

Modeling or demonstration of skills or
models of teaching.

3.

Practice in simulated and classroom
settings

4.

Structured and open-ended feedback.

Coaching for application (hands-on,
in-classroom assistance with the
transfer of skills and strategies to
the classroom) (p. 380)

5.

structural underThese five components form one of the
provide a
pinnings of this study and will be used to
area.
framework for other research in this

Presentation of theory or description
of skill or strategy.

1.

one thing
Workshops and training sessions have

common

— the

presentation of a skill or

a

in

group of skills.

Sloat (1980) , Murphy and Brown
Authors such as Johnson and
Moore and Schaut (1979)
Joyce and Showers (1981)
(1970)
,

,
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have contributed research on

thj.s

point.

Joyce and

Showers (1981) describe theory presentation

in

the

"...through presentations, readings and

following way:

discussion, material is made available about the nature of
the skill or strategy,

theory."

(p.

8)

its rationale and undergirding

Moore and Schaut (1979)

.

continue with

this same idea of preparing teachers with theoretical

presentations.

They state:

"The teachers met weekly with the
experimenters in order to acquire the
theoretical knowledge necessary ..."
(p.

157)

.

The first component, then, involves presenting an

organized amount of material to teachers over

a

period of

time.

2.

Modeling or demonstration of skills or
models of teaching.
Clearly, the addition of modeling and demon-

stration increases the effectiveness of

presentation.

a

theoretical

Authors including Joyce and Showers (1981)

Sadker and Sadker

(1975),

Stokes and Keys (1978)

and

aspect of
Ronnestad (1977) have contributed to this
"From a
Ronnestad (1977) says:
inservice training.

feedback and
learning theory perspective receiving
by which learning
observing models are potent mechanisms
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can take place.”

(p.

194).

Sadker and Sadker

(1975)

describe

a

period of

microteaching where modeling and demonstrating techniques
are involved:

The teacher .. .might view a perceptual
model... read a description of the
skill .. .discuss the skill with
peers ... teach a microteaching lesson... get
feedback on the effectiveness of the
skill ... (and) reteach a lesson to improve
the skill (p. 92) .
The opportunity of seeing a demonstration reinforces the

theoretical principle and gives the teacher

a

chance to

change theory into reality.
3.

Practice in simulated and classroom
settings

Research over the past decade has demonstrated
workshop
that the inclusion of a practice component, where

participants can develop techniques in simulated classroom
an important addition to the development

environments,

is

of successful

inservice training.

Authors who have

include Joyce
contributed studies to this area of research
Wagner (1973)
and Showers (1981), Moore and Schaut (1979),
and Cruickshank (1968)

.

practice
Joyce and Showers (1981) describe

simulated classrooms:

in

”Pract ice/feedback components in-
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volve practice in simulated conditions, meaning any

conditions less complex than the ordinary classroom...."
(p.

8)

.

Moore and Schaut (1979) continuing with this idea

of structuring procedures to include simulated conditions

describe how they include this component as well as how
they build on other components to increase the

effectiveness of their work:
Teachers participated in three-hour weekly
seminar s ... for the purpose of allowing
each teacher to participate in a simulated
teaching experience in order to demonstrate the conceptualizations in an
applied setting (p. 158)

Simulation helps the teacher develop theoretical skills
a

in

structured environment which is less complex than the

ordinary classroom.
4.

Structured and open-ended feedback
learning
The importance of feedback throughout the

process has been well documented.

Authors, including Good
(1979), Ronnestad

and Brophy (1974), Moore and Schaut
(1977)

and Johnson and Sloat

(1980)

,

have designed

effective results.
feedback into their studies for more
the use of feedback
Good and Brophy (1974) are clear about

when they state:

"...the easiest way to change teachers'

aware of it through
behavior would be to make them more
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feedback."

(p.

390).

demonstrated that

a

They continue: ."...the study has
simple consultation strategy for

presenting teachers with feedback about their behavior was

effective...."

(p.

405).

Clearly, providing teachers with

Ronnestad

feedback produces more effective results.
(1977)

adds

caveat to this component:

a

"When

a

method is used, reinforcement should be provided

predominantly supportive way...."

(p.

feedback
in a

200).

Feedback keeps participants aware of how they are

progressing throughout

a

project, and it provides the

added dimension of personalizing instruction so that the

participants know that there is someone ready to help them
when they are having trouble and praise them when they are

successful
5.

Coaching for application (hands-on,
in-classroom assistance with the
transfer of skills and strategies)
both
Coaching for application enables the teacher

skill and
to receive classroom assistance with a new

incorporate
repertoire.

a

her
new skill as an active part of his or

Joyce and Showers (1981) continue:

Coaching refers to the provision of a
means for analyzing the teaching sitor
uation, determining the appropriateness
various
the use of the skill, the
the
characteristics, and the adjustment of
(p.
situations
teaching
skill to a variety of
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of an
The teacher develops a new skill with the help

The opportunity to develop

advisor’s observations.

a

new

teaching strategy enables the teacher to structure
particular
activities that will work in his or her

classroom situation.

Through the use of supportive

suggestions
feedback, the advisor may offer ideas and

directly to the
about particular instances which relate
Other authors who
teacher's classroom or teaching style.
include:
have contributed research to this

Good and

Zevin (1973), Moore and
Brophy (1974), Jacobson (1977),

Schaut (1979)

and Borg

(1975).

the culmination of
Thus, the coaching component is
started with the theoretical
the training session which
state the
presentation. Joyce and Showers (1981)
component in combination with
importance of including this
"...it
when they say:
components previously mentioned

appears probable that

a

trainees
very large proportion of

measure of vertical transfer
will achieve at least some
repertoire
new skills into their
and begin to integrate
components are implemented." (Pprovided that all five
caveat worth nothing:
They also include a
21).
period of
diminishes during the
quality of performance
vertical
acquisition to complete
transition from skill
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transfer...."
Thus,

(p.

it

20).

is very important to provide support to

the teacher throughout the process.

Without support, the

teacher may very easily revert to former patterns of

teaching because they are more congruent with what they
expect, and, because without support, teachers will be far
less willing to risk new teaching behaviors.

Research on improving inservice training is clear:
the greater the number of components designed into

a

workshop or training session, the greater the likelihood
that the participants will assimilate the new skill or

strategy.
it

is

Further, if the coaching component is present,

more likely that the teacher will incorporate the

new skill into his or her repertoire.

Research that has been previously cited also
indicates that the coaching for application component

is

and,
the most difficult to design into a training session,
to some extent,

for this

support.

the most difficult to carry out.

Reasons

include adequacy of monetary and manpower

Designing

a

training session which incorporates

this component requires

a

long-term investment of time and

money since advisors have to be trained to be competent

in

interaction.
both the teaching strategy and inter-personal
invest the
Schools and school boards must be willing to

advantage of
time and money so that teachers may take
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training sessions which include the coaching component.
Finally, teachers must be willing to develop new

techniques and broaden their teaching perspective.

To do

this, a long-term commitment by the teacher is essential
for positive results to occur.

The need for emotional

support throughout this process requires that the teacher
have

a

colleague and support system ready to offer

assistance when needed.
will describe

a

The next section of this chapter

method for facilitating the introduction

of the coaching for application component into a classroom

environment

Summary.

This section presented

research on inservice education.

a

review of the

Studies from the early

seventies were described and substantial findings were
isolated.

Research related to improving inservice

training was* detailed and five components were isolated.
In addition,

twelve research statements were noted as

a

framework for the entire chapter.

The Role of The Advisor

It becomes clear

that as the importance of the

Joyce and
"coaching for application" component of the
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Showers (1980)

research emerges as

a

significant factor in

the presentation of workshops and training sessions that

there must be

classroom use.

a

way of facilitating this component for
It is the purpose of this section to

isolate the role of the advisor/resource person and to

describe the research that supports this role.

Research

concerning the advisor-teacher interaction and the

characteristics of an effective advisor will also be
addressed
According to Katz (1974), an advisory

is

characterized by:
1.

Providing inservice assistance to
teachers only when such assistance has
been requested by them.

2.

Providing assistance in terms of the
requestor’s own goals, objectives and
needs

3.

Providing such assistance ^n situ
rather than in courses, institutes, or
seminars

4.

Providing such assistance in such a
way as to increase the likelihood that
teachers become more self-helpful and
independent rather than helpless and
dependent (p. 154)

These four guidelines help to describe the role of the
advisor and will be used to provide

research in this area.

a

framework for other
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1.

Providing inservice assistance to
teachers only when such assistance has
been requested by them.

Apelman (1978) clearly describes the role of the
advisor as it pertains to being invited into
by the teacher.
of teachers.

I

She states:

(p.

classroom

"We go only at the request

never would go into

teacher requested it."

a

5).

a

classroom unless

a

Manolakes (1975) continues

with this same idea:
The advisory view places the individual
teacher in control of help to be received,
and assumes that he or she will use, in a
support system, those elements that are of
most benefit at a given time (p. 52)

When the teacher has invited the advisor into his or her
classroom,

a

time is set and expectations are generated.

surprised by
The teacher is prepared for the visit and not
a

sudden and unexpected appearance by the advisor.

This

and it
informal contracting procedure establishes rapport

creates an atmosphere of trust by accepting both

participants as professionals.
2.

Providing assistance in terms of the
requestor's own goals, objectives and
needs

are three
Newman (1980) points out that there
role in providing
strategies appropriate for an advisor's
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assistance for

classroom teacher.

a

These are:

1.

Concrete and material support

2.

Emotional support

3.

Extending and investigating support
(p.

57)

.

These strategies occur at random through the relationship.

There are times when

a

teacher needs moral support, i.e.

a

colleague to talk with rather than new curriculum ideas.
The Teachers' Center Exchange Workparty (1977)
the advisor's need to

1 i

sten to the teacher:

clarifies
"Rather than

taking responsibility for changes, the advisor works with
the teacher to decide together what the next steps should

be."

(p.

51)

.

The advisor responds to the needs of the

teacher and the teacher not the advisor sets the agenda.

3.

Providing such assistance _in situ
rather than in courses, institutes or
seminars
The teacher's classroom is the focal point for the

work of the advisor.

Whatever the nature of the support-

material, emotional, extending or investigating

classroom is the place to start.
(1975)

the

Alberty and Dropkin

of
point to the teacher as being the "central agent

change" in the school

(p.

87),

and Thomas

(1979)

describes

in the classroom;
the advisor as a "participant-observer
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follow-up discussions with the teacher, planting the

in

seeds of innovation and offering technical advice."
5)

The advisor can foster within the teacher

.

a

(p.

life-long

approach to learning and can encourage the teacher to

continue personal development and growth.
Providing assistance in such a way as
to increase the likelihood that
teachers become more self-helpful and
independent rather than helpless and
dependent.

4.

The successful advisor allows teachers to make

their own decisions and encourages them to become self-

directed learners.

Manolakes (1975) states:

"As teachers

succeed in their work ... they continue to welcome the

advisor ... but use this person in less dependent ways."
(p.

57)

Devaney (1974)

and Chittenden

(1970)

,

,

describing the work of Busses

extrapolates the following

description from their work:

"...

teacher when she tries new ideas.

decisions for her."

(pp.

76-77).

advisors support the
...They do not make her

Clearly, the advisor

helps the teacher become self-directed and in-charge of
his or her own professional growth and development.

role of the advisor, then, is to:

-

provide assistance to teachers in their
own classrooms

-

help teachers meet their own goals and

The
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objectives
- assist teachers when they ask for help
-

help teachers become independent and
self-directed

With these points in mind, the next section of
this chapter will deal with the interaction between the

teacher and the advisor.

The Teacher-Advisor Relationship

In the teacher-advisor relationship the advisor
a

helper, facilitator and confidant to the teacher.

development of trust in this relationship creates

The

a

successful partnership throughout the school year.

Apelman
a

(

1978

)

As

"It's extremely important to build

states:

relationship where you begin to trust each other, before

you try to work this way."
(

is

1972

)

,

(p.

7

)

.

Browse and Kallet

commenting on the autonomous roles of the

participants, mention that advisors "... bring to the

attention of teachers

a

wide range of materials and ideas,

without anyone feeling that because these are suggested
they must be used."

(p.

48 ).

Alberty and Dropkin

(

1975

)

further clarify this relationship and address the high and
low periods of activity between the teacher and the

advisor in the following way:

"Clearly there was an ebb-
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and-flow of the teacher's need for the advisor and

a

tremendous need for the advisor to work along with this

ebb-and-f low.

"

(p.

Finally, Newman (1980)

26).

states:

"By providing non- judgemental and accepting types of

support, advisors are able to establish collegial

relationships that foster

teacher's growth and

a

development and relieve the sense of loneliness."
A successful relationship,

then,

(p.

68).

involves advisors

and teachers who are flexible and who are able to work

together constructively in

a

trusting atmosphere where

ideas can be shared and new techniques can be tried.

Having described the role of the advisor and the

relationship between the teacher and the advisor,

it

remains only to outline the characteristics that

contribute to the effectiveness of the role of the
These characteristics will

advisor.

be looked at in-

depth in the following section of this chapter.

The Characteristics of an Advisor

As we survey the research that has been previously

stated,

a

pattern of traits or characteristics that

contribute to the effectiveness of an advisor begins to
emerge.

Newman (1980)

isolated seven characteristics

contributing to the advisor's effectiveness in working
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with teachers and in supporting their growth.

research defines the effective advisor as

a

person who:

positive self-concept.

1.

Has

2.

Respects teacher's individuality.

3.

Understands and draws on principles of
developmental learning.

4.

Enjoys being involved in other peoples
growth

5.

Has leadership ability in working with

a

Her

adults
6.

Is a skilled teacher with depth in at
least one area of the curriculum.

7.

Is actively involved

in their own
learning and growth (pp. 46-57)

It becomes evident that an effective advisor has

started his or her career as an effective teacher; one who
is

skilled at and interested in developing curriculum,

interacting with both children and adults, and continuing
his or her own growth.

The advisor must have

a

background

or reservoir of knowledge pertaining to classroom life and

be able to share this knowledge, offering it to classroom

teachers not as

a

panacea, but as an alternative to

a

given situation.
To accomplish this,

positive self-concept;

a

the advisor must have

a

belief that what he or she is

does not
doing is important and the knowledge that change
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occur overnight, but takes time.

The skill of allowing

growth to take time reflects the advisor's respect for

a

teacher's individuality and demonstrates his or her

ability to start where the teacher is in

a

learning

situation.

Variations of the characteristics mentioned by
Newman (1980)

occur throughout the literature.

including Apelman (1978)

,

and Bussis and Chittenden

Thomas (1979)
(1976)

,

Authors

Devaney (1974)

list characteristics that

are almost identical in content to the ones previously

stated.

Thomas (1979)

includes in her work three "musts"

for teachers who are being advised.

They are:

1.

Awareness of a need, lack, inbalance,
or deep concern.

2.

Readiness and energy to take on new
work and learning at this time.

3.

Long-term commitment to their own
professional development (p. 9)

She also outlines four important points that must be

provided by

1.

2.

a

school setting:

Active support from the school district administration, especially the
building principal.
Respect for the teacher's prerogative
to initiate the request for an
advisor s help
'

3

.

A climate

in

which the teacher's
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efforts for professional growth will
be accepted and supported by fellow
teachers and parents.
4.

A realistic work load and flexible
scheduling that allow the advisor to

have regular, long-term contact with
all the teachers being advised (p. 9)
Thomas' work reinforces the literature that has

been stated earlier.

However, she also defines the

responsibilities of the teacher and the school.
advisor cannot work in

a

vacuum.

The

He or she must have

explicit support from the school staff and administration,

especially from the principal.
advisor's work will be

a

Without this support, the

long and up-hill struggle.

One of the most explicit and complete descriptions
of the nature of the advisor's role in the classroom and

of the many kinds of support an advisor offers can be

found in the study by Bussis, Chittenden and Amarel

entitled Beyond Surface Curriculum

.

(1976)

In this work the

authors cite advisor characteristics that have been

previously stated.

They also include

a

characteristic

that is challenged by other field researchers.

characteristic of modeling in
in part

(1980)

a

The

classroom environment

challenged by Watt (1980)

and Katz

(1974).

is

Watt's

research on rural teacher centers found that

teachers were not particularly interested in having an

advisor come into their classrooms and model techniques.
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Modeling during workshops and training sessions was
beneficial, but teachers, at least in this setting, did
not request advisors to model or demonstrate in their own

classrooms.

Katz (1974)

modeling techniques:

notes two potential problems in

the first danger involves under-

mining the authority of the teacher; the second refers to
a

teacher's sense of discouragement when observing an

accomplished advisor.

The feeling of not being able to

match the advisor's skill threatens the classroom teacher.
Nevertheless, Alberty and Dropkin (1975)
work with children is essential.

feel an advisor's

They state:

By what she does with children and by how
she uses materials with them, the advisor
models some of the possibilities for the
teacher.
... A significant, often subtle
aspect of this help lies in modeling
relationships with children (p. 16) .

Newman (1980)

finds some common ground between these

differing opinions:
Any work carried out in the classroom by
an advisor may be viewed as a subtle type
of modeling, but it seems more important
to note that by providing what Katz (1974)
calls in situ help, the advisor is able to
offer practical assistance that goes far
beyond regular inservice courses or
workshops (p 63)
.

.

The important thing for the advisor to consider in this

transaction is how the teacher feels about the use of
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modeling.

it

is up to

the advisor to be empathtic enough

to "read" what the teacher

non-verbally

.

is

saying both verbally and

Such sensitivity to

helps to develop

a

a

teacher's feelings

working relationship, including

respect for the teacher's individuality.

This working

relationship takes time to grow and flourish.
1979

(

)

a

Thomas

alludes to this issue when she describes the "long-

term contact with all the teachers being advised."

Manolakes

(

1975

)

further illustrates this point:

real growth on the part of people is

a

(p.

9 ).

"...

generally slow

evolution and that direct efforts to bring about dramatic
changes often result in
In short,

a

cosmetic effect."

(p.

52 ).

the successful introduction of an

advisory requires:
-

support from the principle and other
administrative leaders as well as the
support staff.

- an
-

atmosphere of trust and collegial ity

time for the advisor-teacher relationship to grow and prosper.

Summary.

This section presented

literature on the advisory system.
under three major headings:

a

review of the

Research was examined

"The Role of the Advisor",

"The Teacher-Advisor Relationship" and "The Character-

istics of an Advisor".

A list of characteristics that
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contribute to the role of an effective advisor was
generated and

a

list of "musts" that teachers and school

settings need to bring to the interaction with the advisor
was isolated and discussed.
The next section of this chapter will deal with
the clinical model of supervision and the development of

helping relationship.

The creation of

a

a

non-threatening

setting for conferences and observations will also be

discussed

The Clinical Model of Supervision

Introduction.

The previous literature review

demonstrates that classroom observation

is

one of the most

important techniques that an advisor can develop.

This

not only allows the advisor to get a "feel" for the

classroom and the teacher's style of working with the
children but also enables the advisor, among other things,
to take notes,

concentrate on particular children and

focus on room arrangement.

These notes can then be

discussed in conference with the teacher after the class.
Apelman (1978)

refers to her classroom observations in the

following way:
tune into what's going on ... When I
start taking notes ... I explain to them
I
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(teachers) that I am only writing down
things that I want to remember to discuss
with them afterward.
Then when we do
talk, my notebook is before us and I go
through the notes (p. 8)

One way of organizing observations and conferences
is

to borrow techniques from the field of clinical

supervision.

The advisor is not a supervisor and does not

evaluate the work of the classroom teacher.

However,

teacher-advisor conferences sometimes take on the
appearance of teacher-supervisor conferences.

This can be

caused by the teacher's acquiescence to what he or she

believes to be the advisor's superior knowledge in the
field of teaching and an advisor's zealous approach to

sharing observations and "helping" the teacher.

Therefore, it is important to address this atmosphere

between supervisor and teacher with

a

description of some

pertinent research on the clinical model of supervision
and how the more humanistic techniques of this form of

supervision can help make conferences and observations
less threatening and more representative of a collegial

relationship

The Clinical Model

Before the discussion of humanistic techniques for
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conferences and observations can be addressed, it

is

necessary to outline the clinical model of supervision so
that the form may be viewed within the context of a school

setting
Over the past decade, the term "clinical" when
used in connection with supervision has produced feelings
of anxiety among some teachers and supervisors.

clinical was often associated with

a

Since

medical model,

teachers felt that there were psychological and medical
inferences linked with the use of the word.
(1969)

Goldhammer

clears up this misinterpretation of the word

clinical in the following way:

Clinical supervision means there is a
face-to-face relationship between super...we envision a
visor and teacher.
between a superdeveloping
relationship
is built on
that
teacher
visor and a
54).
trust
mutual
(p.

Anderson (1980)

further clarifies the term clinical and

links the process with supervision in schools.

He says:

When clinical supervision is mentioned, I
think mostly about those things that
involve the deliberate and direct intervention by a skillful observer into the
professional performances or episodes of
teaching behavior in which the person
being helped engages (p. 422)
used in
The term "clinical", then, when it is
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connection with supervision means

a

face-to-face, hands-on

approach to teacher observation where teacher and
supervisor work together in an atmosphere of mutual trust
and rapport to improve professional performance and

instruction
To implement this form of supervision, Goldhammer
(1969)

designed

a

five stage model which includes the

following
Stage

I:

Stage

II:

The Preobservation Conference

The Observation

Stage III:

Analysis and Strategy

Stage

IV:

The Supervision Conference

Stage

V:

A

The Post-Conference Analysis

detailed description of this model

is

beyond

the scope of this study, but suffice to say that it

involves an in-depth and concentrated interaction and

collaboration between

a

supervisor and

a

teacher.

This

involves setting an atmosphere of mutual trust and

colleg ial ity much like the one created by the advisor and
is

most successful when this interaction

sharing and discovering new ideas.

is

built on

The number of stages

of added
of this model may vary depending on the placement

emphasis,

(Cogan

(1973)

has an eight stage cycle covering

important as
similar areas of concern), but this is not as
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the humaneness that the supervisor brings to the

relationship.

It

is a

humanistic approach to supervision

that enables it to evolve into

a

helping relationship, and

it is the development of these techniques that will be

discussed in the next section of this chapter.

Supervision As A Helping Relationship

Sergiovanni

(1982)

describes supervisors who use

and develop personal and humanistic styles in their

supervision along with the outcomes of such styles.

He

specifies
Human relations supervisors, ... work to
create a feeling of satisfaction among
teachers by sharing an interest in them as
people.
... Shared decision-making is
practiced as a means to let teachers feel
that they are appreciated and involved (p.
109)

.

Reavis (1976) describing what is wrong with most

present teacher-supervisor relationships mentions that
respect for the teacher is missing.

He makes the

following point:
Even recent research on the teachersupervisor relationship ... has shown that
supervisor's respect for the teacher as a
professional has been missing (p. 361)

a
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Sergiovanni

(1982)

and Reavis

(1976)

are

describing components necessary for successful supervisorteacher relationships.

Shared decision-making, respect

for the teacher's professionalism and an appreciation and

interest in the teacher as an individual create an

atmosphere where supervision as

a

helping relationship may

flourish

Rogers (1973)
a

,

in

defining the characteristics of

helping relationship, refers to "communicating clearly

and unambiguously, being perceived as trustworthy and

accepting, feeling and demonstrating positive attitudes
toward the other person, and not being perceived as

threat."

13).

(p.

a

The possession of these characteristics

enables the supervisor to approach the teacher with an

empathetic understanding of his or her role
interaction.

in

the

Being able to view the relationship from the

teacher's perception enables the supervisor to create an

environment where the teacher will feel supported and,
therefore, will be willing to risk trying new classroom

behaviors.

Abrell

(1974)

elaborates this point.

He

describes an observation where the humanistic supervisor
observes the performance of the teacher by "taking the
supervisor.
role of the performer, the learner, and the
(p.

216)

.

supervisor,

These authors are describing how

interested in helping

a

a

humanistic

teacher attain both a
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higher level of instructional ability and

continued

a

development of growth and fulfillment, structures
supervision to accomplish these goals

in an open

and

trusting manner.
What keeps emerging from the literature on

supervision as

a

helping relationship, as it did from the

role of the advisor,

maintaining

a

is

the importance of creating and

collegial atmosphere.

The next section of

this chapter will deal with the establishment of

a

collegial relationship as well as isolate factors that

contribute to this form of supervision.

The Collegial Relationship

Alfonso and Goldsberry (1982) describe three
advantages of developing col leagueship
creating

a

supportive school climate.

in

supervision and

They mention that

having everyone working together mobilizes the school,

enables the teachers to contribute to instructional

improvement thereby recognizing their professionalism and

contributes to an atmosphere where instructional
innovations are more successfully introduced
Such

a

climate involves

a

(p.

96)

partnership between the

to
supervisor and the teacher, both of them working
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improve classroom instruction.

The supervisor must

support the teacher no matter what the outcome.

Without

creating this atmosphere of trust, the supervisor cannot
expect the teacher to put himself or herself into

position where he or she

is

a

willing to risk trying

new

a

classroom procedure.
The importance of creating

a

network within

a

school where supervisors are supportive to teachers as
well as teachers being supportive to other teachers is

addressed by Galloway and Mulhern (1973)

.

To them, peer

relationships help foster growth and increase the sharing
of

ideas and approaches.

They state:

Given time and opportunity, teachers
cannot only learn from each other, but
also serve as confidantes for feedback on
teaching approaches and as respondents to
teaching philosophy and style.

Alfonso and Goldsberry (1982)

continue with the idea of

colleagues supporting each other, noting that although
this method characterizes other professions, there are

still barriers that need to be broken down within the

framework of the school.

They make the following point:

essential that ... teachers feel
responsible for improving their instruction and for assisting their colleagues
It

is

in
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their own self-improvement

(p.

91)

Clearly, the establishment of

a

collegial

relationship between both teacher and supervisor, and
teacher and teacher, decisively facilitates the

introduction of innovations, promotes growth and selfimprovement and recognizes and accepts the contribution
and professionalism of the classroom teacher.

Factors Leading to the Development of Collegiality
In a Supervisory Relationship

The following factors represent
the preceding research.

fostered between

a

a

condensation of

An atmosphere of collegiality is

supervisor and

a

teacher when there is

-

shared decision-making

-

respect for the teacher's professionalism

-

an appreciation and interest in the
teacher as an individual

-

support and trust

-

sharing of new ideas and innovations

-

a

-

mutual desire to improve classroom
instruction
a

desire to foster growth

feedback on teaching approaches and
teaching philosophy
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-

an inclusion of "personal meaning"
during the supervisory conference

The more factors that are present during

a

supervisor-

teacher interaction, the greater the chance that

a

collegial atmosphere will be created.

The Supervisory Conference

The establishment of a collegial relationship

during the supervisory conference is most important.
is at

It

this time in the cycle of supervision that the

teacher is the most vulnerable and that the supervisor

must be the most empathetic.

Abrell

(1974)

views the role

of the supervisor during this conference as one involving
an "assessing-diagnosing function

..

.helping co-workers

assess and diagnose their needs for the specific situation
in which they are working."

observes in

a

(p.

213).

The supervisor

teacher's classroom, noting behaviors and

needs that either benefit or hinder the teacher's ability
to carry out his or her role effectively and then

discusses these behaviors and needs during the supervisory

conference
Hunter

(1980)

offers the following five types of

instructional conferences:
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1.

Type A Conference; To identify, label,
and explain the teacher's effective
instructional behaviors...
.

2.

Type B Conference; To stimulate the
development of a repertoire of
effective teaching responses...
.

3.

Type C Conference; To encourage
teachers to identify... a teaching
episode with which they were not
satisfied so that strategies for
reducing or eliminating future unsatisfactory outcomes will be developed.

4.

Type D Conference; To identify and
label those less effective aspects of
teaching that were not evident to the
teacher... .

5.

Type E Conference; To promote continuing growth of excellent teachers (pp.
409-412)

Hunter

(1980)

Each one may be appropriate at any given time

situations.

during

has isolated five important conference

cycle of supervision.

a

All are designed to help

the teacher focus on techniques and strategies that are

effective so that these techniques will be assimilated
into his or her repertoire and will be available when

required.

An increase in the teacher's repertoire enables

him or her to have alternate responses to changing

teaching situations and thus promotes his or her

flexibility.
eliminate
In conferences designed to help teachers
classroom,
strategies that are counter-productive in the
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the teacher enlists the aid of the supervisor as

set of "eyes" during the observation period.

a

second

Then,

alternate behaviors are developed to produce more
successful teaching outcomes.
Clearly, the quality of the conferences depends on
the supervisor's ability to analyze data gathered during
the observation period of the cycle of supervision and on

his or her ability to generate ideas and solutions to

instructional problems presented by this data.
The role of the supervisor in a helping

relationship is similar to the role of an advisor
both try to develop

a

in

that

trusting and collegial atmosphere so

that observations and conferences will be open and non-

threatening.

A relationship where both participants are

working together as partners with similar goals and

expectations

one where learning and inventive

is

exploration can flourish.

Summary

.

This section presented a review of

literature on the clinical model of supervision.

The term

clinical was defined as to how it relates to supervision
outlined.
and the five stages of the clinical model were
In addition,

supervision as

a

helping relationship, the

development of humanistic techniques for conducting
supervision and the creation of

a

collegial atmosphere
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were also discussed.

Finally, different supervisory

conferences were isolated and their use

in

instructional

circumstances was detailed.
The next section of this chapter will develop the

twelve research statements outlined at the beginning of
this chapter.

These research statements will form

a

framework for the final section of this chapter and will

provide further evidence and support for this inservice

project

Add i t ional Research on Inservice Education

The final section of this chapter will briefly

describe the literature on staff development with special
emphasis on materials which are consistent with and

in

support of the twelve research statements listed at the

beginning of this chapter.

Since these statements have

been suggested by the literature as being crucial to the

success of

a

staff development project, they will provide

the structural underpinnings for the remainder of this

Several of these statements have been detailed

work.

earlier in this chapter and will be only briefly restated
to add continuity to the work.

1

.

Inservice education must be based on
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the expressed needs of the participants
.

One finding that occurs in the literature for

inservice education again and again is that the par-

ticipants of any project are more apt to be actively
involved and have personal meaning and be receptive when
they are consulted and their ideas are used to structure
the learning environment.

(1974), Wood and Thompson

and Cross
(1978)

(1981)

Authors such as Lawrence
(1980),

(1981), Hruska

have supported this point.

(1978)

As Combs

says:

One of the few principles of learning
about which there is universal agreement
is that people learn best when they have a
need to know (p. 203).

Active involvement allows the participant in inservice

education to structure his or her own learning experience,
to have a voice in his or her personal

learning and to

have input into the learning process.

2.

To meet those expressed needs, participants must be given release time
to attend workshops and training

sessions

Teachers are more involved and willing to come to
scheduled at
inservice projects when those projects are
they are
time that is during their school day or when

a
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Edelfelt

given time off to attend inservice workshops.
and Johnson

(1977), Joyce

(1978), Howey and Bents

(1979)

Howey and

are several authors who address this point.

Bents state:
...the teacher-educator should arrange for
release time for participants involved in
the program so that they could meet
together for a full afternoon at least
twice a month (p. 129)

Release time seems to be the most difficult

arrangement for administrators to accept.

Budget con-

siderations and scheduling problems make this idea an
awkward one for administrators to look favorably upon, but
it

is

obviously

a

high priority with teachers who

participate in inservice activities.

3.

Inservice education is a continuous
process. Growth is developmental.
Recently, at

in Massachusetts,

a

major staff development conference

the Superintendent of the Quincy Public

that
School System announced that it is imperative
to teach and
inservice education begin when teachers start

continue throughout their careers.

Superintendents are

inservice because new
now seeing the value of continuous
ones need to be
teachers are not being hired, and older

retrained in new methodologies.
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Since human beings are constantly changing, one

hopes they will grow toward what Maslow (1958) has called

self-actualization.

Inservice education can build on this

growth and help the teacher experience it in
manner.

positive

a

Others who speak to this include Rubin (1968),

Bunker

(1979)

says:

"Change is

,

Hord
a

(1979)

and Welles

(1975)

process, not an event."

.

(p.

Hord

(1979)

4)

Growth

takes time and successful inservice education provides

learning opportunities that build on experience and

develop over time.
4.

Group maintenance and support must be
designed into an inservice project.

Projects without the support of the people doing
them will have little chance for success.

Too often the

psychological and physiological needs of the group are not
designed into the project; so there is no mechanism to
call upon to foster group renewal.

Combs (1978)
(1977)

,

Howey and Bents (1979)

and Lawrence

guideline.

As Combs

(1974)

(1978)

,

Edelfelt and Johnson

have written in support of this
states tersely:

not sabotage their own projects."

5.

Many authors including

(p.

95)

Inservice education must have the
financial and moral support of the
administration and community.

"People do
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Inservice education cannot live in

emotional vacuum.

a

financial or

Staff development programs are

expensive and require time, materials, equipment and many
other things.

Programs also require the explicit and

implicit acceptance of both the principal and the

community.

have

a

Without this support, inservice education will

difficult time being effective in schools.

such as Lawrence (1974)

,

Rubin (1978)

,

Authors

Edelfelt and

Johnson (1977) and Joyce (1978) have written about this
state:

Edelfelt and Johnson (1977)

issue.

... teacher-designed reform in teacher
education is difficult, if not impossible,
to realize at the school building level
without the sustained active support of
the local association, building administrators and district administrators (p.

48)

.

Community and administration support

is

essential for

effective inservice education.
6.

Projects work best when they are selfinitiated and self-directed.
The literature abounds with information concerning

self-direction and sel f- ini t iat ion
who have contributed are:

.

Among those authors

Rogers (1969), Combs (1978),

(1980).
Lawrence (1974), Dillon (1979), Wood and Thompson

Rogers (1969) makes the point succinctly:

"

Sel f- ini t iated
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learning which involves the whole person of the learner

feelings as well as intellect

— is

the most lasting and

pervasive" (p. 162).

Workshops and training sessions are
extremely effective tools in the
development of new theoretical and
practical concepts.

7.

The literature on inservice education thoroughly

covers the use of workshops and training sessions.

Educational writers as far back as Dewey have stated that
people learn by being actively involved, by doing.

Writers who have supported this concept include:
(1971)

,

Davis and McCallon (1974)

(1980), Edwards

Planning

,

(1973)

and Borg

,

Sobol

Joyce and Showers

(1975).

In their book.

Conducting and Evaluating Workshops

,

Davis and

McCallon (1974) comment on effective workshops, including
the following remarks extrapolated from their work.

Effective workshops:
Use participants' experience as a major
resource for learning.

Help adults convert experience into
learning

Accomodate adults' habits and tastes.
Develop greater abilities in selfdirection and responsibility.
Develop an atmosphere where gain can be
achieved
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The workshop is still one of the most prevalent ways of

conducting inservice training and the literature

is clear

on what is required to manage them effectively.

These training sessions must be
designed so that participants can
receive positive feedback and support
in their own classrooms using the new
technique or theoretical principle.

8.

Feedback and support, along with helping the
teacher try out

a

new technique in the classroom, are

important additions and are becoming more prevalent topics

Authors such as Thomas (1979), Katz (1974),

in research.

Manolakes (1975), Devaney (1974), Joyce and Showers
(1980)

,

Sobol

(1971)

,

Edwards (1973)

all contributed to this research.
in this chapter

and Rubin

(1978)

have

Research stated earlier

concerning the advisory approach to

inservice education is very helpful in describing how the
teacher can receive feedback and support in his or her

classroom.

In addition,

feedback and support should

continue after the workshop is completed with
in the actual

9.

coaching

classroom setting.

individualized staff development is
more successful than common activities
for all participants.
If successful

staff development depends upon
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meeting the expressed needs of the participants, Lawrence
(1974)

Wood and Thompson (1981)

,

,

Hruska

(1978)

and Cross

(1981), then programs must be individualized to meet those

expressed needs.

Inservice staff development cannot

continue to offer generalized programs and expect

significant results.

Authors who have addressed this

point include Lawrence (1974)
(1964)

,

McFarland and Williams

Nicholson (1975) and Edelfelt and Lawrence (1975)

,

.

The use of an advisory systems for
in-classroom assistance is a way of
helping teachers internalize new
skills.

10.

There is an abundance of research concerning the
use of an advisory system for in-classroom assistance in

helping teachers internalize new skills; authors who have

contributed are:
(1974)

,

Newman (1980), Thomas (1979), Devaney

Manolakes (1975)

,

Bussis and Chittenden (1970)

and

Alberty and Dropkin (1975), and their work has been cited
earlier in this chapter.
11.

The clinical model of supervision is
a non- threatening method for classroom observation.

Because the clinical model of supervision
on the premise that the teacher and the supervisor

is

in

based
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partnership define

a

focus for classroom observation,

objective data may be collected in
atmosphere.

non- threaten ing

Authors, who have been cited earlier in this

chapter include:

Cogan (1973)

Anderson (1980), Krajewski
Reavis (1976)

a

,

Goldhammer (1969)

(1980), Sergiovanni

,

(1982),

and Rosenshine (1970)

The single school or school complex
with its administrators, teachers and
support staff is the key unit to
focus on.

12.

Research clearly indicates that projects that

concentrate on single schools tend to be more successful
than those that concentrate on many schools over

Authors such as:

area.
(1974)

(1977)

contributed research to this point.
(1977)

large

Nicholson (1975), Lawrence

Edel felt and Johnson

,

a

and Hruska

(1978)

have

Edelfelt and Johnson

describe the difficulty in trying to transfer

programs from one school to another in the same school

district

in

the following way:

Pro j ects . . . are not easily transferred from
Building faculone building to another.
sufficiently
are
bodies
student
ties and
their own
discover
must
they
that
unique
58)
solutions
(p.
and
programs
be
Programs designed for one person or one school cannot

easily transferred as an entity.
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Summary

.

This chapter has presented

a

review of

the literature on staff development, the advisory system
and the clinical model of supervision.

Twelve research

statements were isolated and provided the structural
framework for the chapter.

The five components suggested

by the research of Joyce and Showers (1980) were analyzed
in depth and

supporting literature for each of the

components was presented.

The roles of the advisor and

the advisor-teacher interaction were detailed;

and,

in

addition, characteristics of effective advisors were

described.

presented as

The clinical model of supervision was
a

technique for facilitating classroom

observations and teacher conferences.
five stage model was presented.
a

An outline of the

Humanistic supervision as

helping relationship as well as the importance of

establishing trust and collegiality between the teacher
and the supervisor so that conferences and observations

may be carried out in
discussed.

a

non- threatening manner were

Finally, the twelve research statements

isolated earlier in this chapter were presented with

supporting research from the literature.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter presents the methodology used to

conduct and implement this staff development project.

The

research population is described and the role of the

resource person/advisor is outlined.

The beliefs of the

Integrated Day Program are stated and the congruence of
these beliefs with teacher beliefs are discussed.

A

description of the instruments employed, the method of
administration and data collection, and finally, the
research questions that guide the purpose of this study
are presented.

Research Population and Setting

The population for this study was selected from
the Amherst- Pel ham and Belchertown Elementary School

Systems.

Letters of invitation were sent from the

Integrated Day Program to schools in these systems and
to
teachers were welcomed to join the project scheduled

of
start in the spring of 1982 and continue to the spring

1983.

A

copy of the letter may be found in Appendix
76

A.
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Briefly, the letter identifies the options available for

workshops, the designation of

resource person in the

a

participating teachers' classroom to act as an advisor and
help the teacher set realistic and achievable curriculum

goals and

a

description of the project funding.

Finally,

participants are asked to describe their interest

in

the

project and what their initial aims are for participating.
Teachers from three schools applied for the project.
Each of these elementary schools is small in size and
rural in nature, although all three are within short

traveling distance from the town of Amherst.
include all the classroom teachers, K-6

,

a

Participants

total of five,

from the largest school and one teacher from each of the
two smaller schools.

schools is

a

The teacher from one of the smaller

Head Teacher and, thus, assumes the duties

and responsibilities of a principal along with her regular

classroom assignment.
Four of the seven participants had student

teachers in their classrooms at some time during the
project.

All participants are experienced classroom

practitioners, and, with the exception of the one teacher
head teacher, all

who changed schools to become

a

participants are working at

familiar grade level.

a

The two resource persons identified for this study
are experienced classroom teachers.

Both are doctoral
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candidates with the Integrated Day Program and have
experience using the clinical model of supervision through
the supervision of student teachers in that Program's

elementary education certification component.

In addi-

tion, both resource persons have taken a course offered by

the Integrated Day Program entitled "Supervision as

Helping Relationship."

a

Among other things, this course

presents supervision from

a

humanistic education viewpoint

and enables the participants to receive feedback on their

supervisory skills through the use of videotape, microteaching procedures and classroom discussion.

Finally,

one resource person has worked as an advisor for several

years with the Learning and Resource Center in Nantucket,
a

The other has worked

federally funded Teacher Center.

as an assistant in public school administration and

educational leadership at Old Dominion University and with
the Urban Services doctoral program for the Virginia State

Welfare and Human Services Division.

Both bring varied

strengths and expertise to their roles and both employ the
clinical model of supervision as

a

model for their

advising procedures.
The principal of the larger school is supportive
to his

teachers and to the project.

In addition,

he too

has served as a resource person and field coordinator in
the Integrated Day Program as well as taken the course in
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supervision.

The principal at the smaller school is not

overtly interested in the project and is more interested
in keeping the status quo.

Role of the Resource Person

One element of the summer workshops was to

identify and describe the role of the resource person to
the participants.

In order

to

implement research

identified in Chapter II of this study under the rubric
"The Role of the Advisor", the principal investigator's

strategies included outlining general characteristics

pertaining to the role of the resource person and

discussing with the participants how that role might
evolve throughout the project.

Showing

a

slide-tape

describing the role of the advisor, responding to
questions concerning the availability of the resource
persons, undertaking

a

number of visits to each classroom

and examining the exact nature of their work were also

Finally,

part of the task of the principal investigator.

establishing an unofficial timeline, figure

2,

to

include

resource person visits, support group meetings on
the
alternate weeks and the starting and ending dates for

project were also tasks for the principal investigator.
present
The role of the resource person was to be
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FIGURE

2

TIMELINE
SUPPORT
GROUP

RESOURCE
PERSONS
VISITS

September 16, 22

alternate
weeks

alternate
weeks

October 20

alternate
weeks

alternate
weeks, upon
teacher request

December

alternate
weeks

alternate
weeks, upon
teacher request

February, to be
determined

alternate
weeks

upon request

March, to be
determined

alternate
weeks

upon request

April, to be
determined

alternate
weeks

upon request

May 18, last meeting

alternate
weeks

upon request

MEETING DATES
May 25

,

26,

27

1
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for the support group meetings to help focus the sharing

and provide a direction and purpose for the participants'

work.

Figure

3

describes possible membership

in

the

support group. Collecting future agenda items for monthly
large group curriculum workshop sessions through

observations and discussions with the participants was
also part of the role of the resource person.

Although the role of the resource person was
flexible and ever changing, there were certain

characteristics that occurred throughout the project.

The

teacher initiated contact with the resource person to

select a mutually convenient time for

a

pre-observation,

observation and post-observation conference.

Resource

persons familiarized themselves with the teachers'

classrooms and children through informal discussions and
observations.

A mail box was set aside in each school so

that correspondence between the resource person and the

participating teachers flowed easily, and collegiality was
fostered by informal conversations in the hall or

teacher's room when the resource person was in the school.
The goals throughout this procedure were to use

effectively the time the resource person spent

in

the

the
school and to focus and structure that time so that

participating teachers received individualized attention
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FIGURE

3

FIELD-BASED SUPPORT SYSTEM

FIELD-BASED SUPPORT SYSTEM

SPECIALISTS

SUPERVISORS

TEACHERS
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The role of the resource person also included

audio-taping selected pre- and post- observation

conferences and support group meetings.

Focusing

classroom observations to include examples of teachers
implementing the

beliefs of the Integrated Day Program

and the components generated by the research of Joyce and

Showers (1980) were also

a

part of this role.

In

addition, two specific research questions guided their

classroom observations:
1.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?

2.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
their colleagues?
Finally, the sharing of observations, notes and

tapes with the principal investigator and the Co-Directors
of the Integrated Day Program through a weekly seminar

were also part of the role of the resource person.

Qualitative Research Methodology

Qualitative research

is

used to document the

staff
processes needed to design and implement this

development project.

Bogdan and Taylor

(1975)

refer to
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this methodology in the following way:

"Qualitative

methodologies refer to research procedures which produce
descriptive data; people's own written or spoken words and
observable behavior."

(p.

4).

Carini

(1975)

describes the

value of observation in social settings when she states:
The function of observ ing . . . is to
constitute the multiple meanings of the
phenomenon, while the function of
recording ... is to reflect those meanings
for the contemplation of the observer (pp.
11 - 12 ).

Patton (1975) expands these ideas and places them in

historical perspective when he states:
...the alternative paradigm (qualitative
research) relies on field techniques from
an anthropological rather than natural
science tradition, techniques such as
participant-observation, in-depth interviewing, detailed description, and qualitative field notes (p. 8)

Finally, Bogdan and Taylor

(1975)

describe the importance

of this form of research for learning about groups and

experiences and how this methodology can help the
observers know about people developing their personal

definition of the world.

They specify:

Qualitative methods allow us to know
people personally and to see them as they
are developing their own definitions of
...We learn about groups and
the world.
experiences about which we may know
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nothing..., qualitative methods enable us
to explore concepts whose essence is lost
in other research approaches (pp. 4-5)
.

These authors are describing

a

methodology that

is

designed to work in social settings where the participants
can be observed, interviewed, and described in-depth so
that a complete picture of the event may be clearly

outlined.

Patton (1978) states this succinctly:

Process evaluations look not only at
formal activities and anticipated outcomes, but also investigate informal
patterns and unanticipated consequences in
the full context of program implementation
and development (p. 165)
The use of qualitative methodology enables the

researcher to describe not only events but processes.

It

provides the opportunity to collect observations and also
perceptions.

In short,

it

is as Patton

(1975)

describes,

"subjectivity in the best scientific sense of the term."
(p.

25)

Research Ques tions That Guide The Purpose
Of This Study

purpose of
The following four questions guide the
this study:

1

.

What effect does the project have on
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teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?
2.

What effect does the project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
their colleagues?

3.

What effect does the project have on
teachers' definitions of an integrated
day classroom and the role of the
advisor?

4.

What are the recommendations for further research?

In addition,

three major categories are used to provide

a

structural framework and focus for the collection of data
in this study:

1.

Beliefs of the Integrated Day Program.

2.

Five components as determined by the
research of Joyce and Showers (1980)

3.

Guidelines for effective staff development as defined by the research
statements extrapolated from the
literature review.
Since Categories 2, and

3

Chapter II of this study, Category

have been described in
1,

the beliefs of the

Integrated Day Program, is described in the following
pages
1.

What effect does the project have on
teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?
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Because the beliefs of the Integrated Day Program
are tantamount to the beliefs of open education and the

use of open education strategies in the classroom,

it

is

important to consider the congruence of this belief system
with the inherent belief system that the teachers

possessed when they came to the project.

Too often

beliefs in theory do not match beliefs

practice.

(1968)

in

Brown

describes this split between theory and practice in

the following way:

The establishment of the unnatural
split between theory and practice has led
to a discrepancy between what teachers say
they know and believe in theory and how
they teach, or fail to teach, in practice
(p.

8)

.

Rubin (1978) continuing with this same idea states:

—

Attitudes the predisposition to behave in
particular ways are thus central to the
a skill will go
entire teaching act:
unused if the holder does not perceive it
Teachers, ...operate withas worthwhile.
in their own belief systems (pp. 41-42)

—

Research in Chapter

II

of this study indicated

that the process of changing teachers' beliefs and

attitudes through inservice education was difficult.

As

modeled by
the beliefs of the Integrated Day Program were
as by the
the Co-Directors of the Program, as well

investigator
resource persons in the field, the principal
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that some of these beliefs would be transferred
to
the classroom environment.

The beliefs of the Integrated Day Program isolated

by Bunker

(1977)

are as follows:

Learning is the discovery of personal
meaning.
We learn to do by doing; learners must be
actively involved in solving real
problems

Readiness for growth is built by focusing
on strengths.
Learners must be involved in decision
making
Programs must meet the needs of learners.

Learners seem better able to apply new
learnings, refine their skills, and
continue growing as they get feedback and
support from others.

Growth takes time and is developmental.
Academic skills are valued and are
utilized as the tools for solving real
problems
major thrust of education is toward
self-direction.

A

One of the objectives in this study is to compare

pre- and post- test results from questionnaires developed
to assess open education strategies.

If

the results from

the comparison of these questionnaires do not match the

perceptions of the advisors working with the teachers on

a
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day-to-day basis, then the lack of congruence between the
teacher's belief system and the belief system of the

Integrated Day Program might be the contributing factor.
Brown (1968) describes the importance of how

person perceives

a

a

situation and filters this perception

through his or her fundamental belief system:
How a person behaves in any particular
situation depends to a considerable extent
upon how he perceives that situation.
And
how a person perceives any given situation
involves his outlook, or point of view.
...the beliefs which are most powerful in
their influence on behavior are the
person's fundamental beliefs pertaining to
the nature of man, reality, knowledge,
In short,
values, ethics, and the like.
believing and behaving are closely related
26).

(p.

Finally, Brown explains how

a

discrepancy between

beliefs and behavior may be dismissed by
of theory and practice.

a

rationalization

He states:

a teacher is made aware of
between his beliefs and
discrepancy
the
dismiss it by rationalmay
he
behavior
izing that "What sounds good in theory
does not always work out in practice" (p.

Even when

27)

.

These authors are describing an important concept.
The implementation of questionnaires for data collection

involves the realization that participants' perceptions
practice.
and beliefs may not be translated into classroom
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As Joyce and Showers

(1980)

have determined in their

research, significant transfer generally does not occur

without "coaching" in the participant's classroom.
employs the preceding material as

a

If one

caveat, the belief

system of the Integrated Day Program can be used as

a

filter for data collection during classroom observations
and support group meetings.

Clark (1980) outlines the

effectiveness of using this system to guide the planning
of a project in the following way:

Workshop objectives can be realized by
utilizing an approach which provides the
participants with opportunities for shared
decision making, active learning and skill
acquisition.
The belief statements .. .effectively guided
the planning of the inservice project in
the eyes of the participants (p. 174)

Ciesluk (1982)

and Hruska

(1978)

also have contributed

supportive research for the use of the belief system of
the Integrated Day Program as

a

structural focus for data

collection
Resource persons, in their role of advising the

participants in this study, kept observational notes to
document teaching situations in which one or more beliefs
contributed to the outcome of

a

teaching sequence.

Data

gathered from audio-taped conversations, observations.
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meetings and workshops also were monitored for references
to this belief system.

The collection of data in this manner enabled the

researcher to document references to the belief system
over the duration of the project and, therefore, to assess
the degree of open education strategies used by the

teachers from the inception to the culmination of the
study.
The Walberg and Thomas

naire and the Evans

(

1971

)

(

1971

)

Teacher Question -

Classroom Observat ion- Ra ting

Scale were selected as the instruments to differentiate

between open and traditional classrooms.

They are based

upon a content analysis of open education literature and
are conceptually verified by advocates of open education

including Bussis and Chittenden

were originally designed for

a

(

1971 ).

These instruments

study that detailed the

differences between British and American open education
The

classrooms and traditional American classrooms.

quesionnaires consist of fifty items to which teachers
respond as to how they view their behavior and that of
their pupils as well as the teachers' assumptions

regarding the nature of children and learning.

Thomas and Evans established

a

scoring procedure for their

high score was indicative of an

questionnaires so that

a

open classroom while

low score would reflect

a

Walberg,

a
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traditional classroom.
A questionnaire developed by Wolfson and Nash

(1965)

and modified by Cussen

(1974)

,

Who Decides

,

was

selected to assess teachers' perceptions of selected

classroom procedures.

The instrument consists of fifty

items for which the teacher is asked to identify whether
he or she, the class, the child or someone else is

responsible for making certain classroom decisions.

The

instrument was designed to determine how closely
childrens' perceptions of decision-making roles agree with
their teacher's expressed perceptions and to what degree

changes in perceptions may occur during the school year.
The teachers administered the questionnaire in the form of

self-test.

a

(1974)

The modified format developed by Cussen

was implemented because it contained items with

situations characteristic of both
open classroom environment.

questionnaire

is

a

traditional and an

The premise behind. this

that children in many classrooms have

very little choice about the items listed in the

questionnaire, and that this is therefore antithetical to
one of the major goals of education

— the

development of

independence
An instrument developed by Fuller and Borich
(1974)

at the Research and Development Center

for Teacher

Education, The University of Texas, Austin called Teacher:
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Concerns Checkl ist was administered

in

this study.

The

instrument lists fifty teacher concerns and allows the
teacher to check the magnitude of his or her concern for
each item.

This checklist was developed to gather

knowledge about teachers' concerns so that this knowledge
could be applied to teacher education programs at the pre-

service level.

Research by Fuller and Borich isolated

teacher concerns over

a

period of time and found that

these concerns change and mature as teachers spend more

years in the classroom.

The self-survival concerns were

hypothesized to be related to inexperience while pupil
benefit concerns were related to experience in teaching.
By identifying the concerns of pre-service and inservice

teachers,

information was acquired that might help

teachers teach other teachers what they needed to know.

Three categories of concerns are isolated in this

checklist
1.

Self-Concern

2.

Impact Concern

3.

Pupil Concern

"Self-Concern" items are about self-survival, insufficient
skills or information, discipline problems, being

evaluated, being liked and presenting information
adequately.

"Impact Concerns" outline elements

in

a
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teaching situation that can interfere or prevent effective
teaching.

Some of these concerns are

instructional materials,

2.

:

I.

insufficient clerical help

for

teachers,

4.

the psychological climate of the school.

3.

the lack of

lack of public support for schools and

"Pupil

Concerns" have to do chiefly with recognizing the needs of
individual pupils and with the teacher adapting self,
teaching methods and procedures in an attempt to meet
these needs.

Bussis et al.

(1976)

found that the highest

level concern for impact is heightened by an advisor

working in the teacher's classroom.
The Concerns Checklist was used in this study

because the teachers were dealing with new curriculum
ideas which might create a change in level of concern from
the inception to the culmination of the project.

If

teachers were risking self during implementation of their
project, then as they became more familiar with the new

curriculum idea,

a

movement toward pupil concern might

indicate a feeling of congruence with the new material.
2.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
their colleagues?
Data

demonstrating the participants' supportive

the
interaction with their colleagues were collected by

resource persons as well as by the principal investigator.
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Resource persons audio-taped support group meetings and
the principal investigator audio-taped all large group

curriculum workshops.

In addition,

two participants in

the project worked in a team situation in their classroom.

This enabled the resource person to observe supportive

interaction as well as extra planning that evolved from
their project.
The principal investigator, through informal

interviews and formal discussions, asked questions

designed to elicit feedback on how the participants were
working and supporting each other throughout the duration
of the project.

Data collected from all these sources

demonstrated the degree of supportive interaction between
and among participants.

3.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' definitions of an integrated
day classroom and the role of the
advisor?
Two informal questionnaires were developed and

distributed to the teachers in this study.

The first one

contained three questions designed to elicit background
information and knowledge about the Integrated Day
Program, the role of the resource person, and the degree
of expectation for the project.

The second questionnaire

gathered information concerning how the teachers had
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learned about the project, what had intrigued them and

influenced their participation, whether an administrator
or colleague had influenced their decision to attend the

workshops, and what prior experience and interaction the
teachers had with the staff of the Integrated Day Program
and open education curriculum.

These questionnaires were administered to assess
the knowledge the teachers had about open education

strategies and the role of the resource person at the
inception of the project, so that when these

questionnaires were administered at the culmination of the
project in the form of

a

post-test, comparisons might be

made
All questionnaires were administered as self-tests

using

a

pre- and post- test format so that the degree of

change from the inception of the project to its

culmination could be compared.

Respondents used

a

secret

identification number protecting their anonymity and thus
fostering greater self-examination during the completion
of the self-tests.

By matching identification numbers,

comparisons were made between pre- and post- test results.
Samples of all questionnaires used in this project may be
found in Appendix B.

Finally, the principal investigator implemented

open-ended
ongoing evaluation by conducting in-depth,
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interviews with the participants.

The first was scheduled

five months into the project and the second was scheduled
at the culmination of the project.

These interviews

provided information for all of the research questions.

Research Questions and How
they have been Addressed

Figure

presents the research questions that

4

guide the purpose of this study; how they have been
addressed, what instruments were employed and what

procedure was implemented to analyze the collected data.

Questions

Question

1,
4

2

and

3

are addressed in Chapter IV.

is addressed

in

Chapter V along with its

relationship to the current literature.
Finally, the usability of the research developed
by Joyce and Showers (1980)

for the design and

implementation of an inservice project is considered.

Summary

.

This chapter has presented the metho-

dology implemented to conduct this study.

The research

population was described and the role of the resource

person/advisor was outlined.

The beliefs of the

Integrated Day Program were stated; and, the instruments

employed to collect the data were described.

In addition,
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the four research questions that guide the purpose of this

study were addressed.

Chapter IV will provide an in-depth description of
the project and an analysis of the results from the

administration of the questionnaires.

CHAPTER

IV

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Introduction

Twelve research statements (pp. 24-25)
from Chapter II of this study, provide

a

isolated

framework for the

design and implementation of this project.

It

is

the

intent of the principal investigator to describe the

degree of congruity of these research statements with the
actual outcomes of the study.

This necessitates outlining

the project from its inception in the summer workshops to
its culmination one year later

in the spring

semester.

Data gathered from sources such as workshops, obser-

vations, interviews and questionnaires are presented

chronologically to illustrate the different stages of the
process and to emphasize where ongoing events suggested

introducing alternate plans.

In addition,

the school year into three parts

spring

— provides

of this

— summer,

separation of
fall and

natural section headings for presentation

information.

Comparisons of pre- and post-test

questionnaires occur in the section entitled spring
semester
Data about three of the four research questions

which guided the purpose of this study are presented in
100
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this chapter.

The research questions dealt with are:

1.

What effect does the project have on
teachers implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?

2.

What effect does the project have on
teachers supportive interaction with
their colleagues?

3.

What effect does the project have on
teachers definitions of an integrated
day classroom and the role of the
advisor?
Data for research questions

1

and

3

involve pre-

and post-test results and are discussed in the spring

semester section of this chapter.

question

2

Data for research

are provided throughout this chapter and are

summarized at the end of the description of the spring
semester.

Finally, this chapter provides information as

to what type of field-based support system can be

developed which utilizes existing personnel and develops
collegiality.
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Preparation for the Summer Workshops

From the beginning, time constraints were
factor in this project.

a

major

Announcement of funding was not

received until late March of 1982.

This provided little

time to organize a set of workshops to meet the needs of
the participants or the Integrated Day Program and still

be in time for teachers to participate before the end of
the school year.
A summer workshop committee was formed, and they

Three

developed an overall plan for the summer session.
courses were offered.

The first course was entitled

"Integrating Curriculum" and was scheduled for three

consecutive days toward the end of May with practicum
experiences to follow during the upcoming year.

The other

two courses were entitled "Individualized Reading" and

"Children's Literature:

An Issues Approach;" they were

offered during the first three weeks in June.

All courses

carried the University of Massachusetts three credit

value
On April 21 a letter was sent out to schools in

the Amherst-Pelham and Belchertown School Systems

describing the courses that were offered and presenting an
outline of the year-long project.

A copy of this

letter
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may be found

in

Appendix A.

Monies from the Noyes

Foundation Grant enabled seven teachers and one principal
to be selected and provided with tuition waivers to

participate in the "Integrating Curriculum" workshops and
their choice of either the "Individualized Reading" or

"Children's Literature" workshops.

All courses were

offered through the Division of Continuing Education
Summer Session and required submission of

a

pass/fail

grade by the end of the summer session.
Dr. Bunker,

the facilitator of the integrating

curriculum workshop, met several times with the principal
investigator of this project to arrange an agenda for the

introductory curriculum classes.

One of the goals of this

project was to provide participants with skills related to
open education.

Therefore, the beliefs of the Integrated

Day Program and the role of the resource person were

considered important concepts to be introduced as

a

foundation for the rest of the project.
The late May starting date did not provide enough

time for participants to begin classroom projects so

follow-up workshops were scheduled for the fall and spring
semesters to introduce them to new material and to discuss
and evaluate their curriculum projects.

A tentative and

flexible timeline was devised to include three meetings
for the fall semester and the same for the spring
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semester.

This timeline allowed the participants either

to schedule if required,

additional meetings.

or eliminate,

if

redundant,

The design of the curriculum course

required participants to be actively involved in their

projects for the entire duration.
received

a

Therefore, participants

passing grade for the course with the

expectation that they complete the required work and

participate throughout the year-long project.
Finally, the larger school was chosen as the site
for the curriculum workshops so that the project was

school-based and provided most of the participants with
easy access to the workshops after their school day was

completed
Preparation for the summer workshops included many
of the criteria

isolated in Chapter II of this study under

the rubric of "Research Statements".

The literature

review generated successful staff development practices
and two of these factors were implemented immediately into
the summer session.

Participants had expressed

a

desire

to attend the summer workshops and work throughout the

year;

and in two of the three participating schools,

administrators were supportive to the ideas of the
project.

With planning completed, the first workshop was

scheduled for May 25.
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The Summer Workshops

May 25

Introduction and defining an
integrated day approach

Dr. Bunker welcomed participants and began the

workshop by describing funding for the project and by
giving an historical perspective of the Integrated Day
Program.

Included in this perspective was

a

brief

description of the work that the Program had accomplished
in

the field of staff development since 1970.

Following

this introduction, participants asked questions concerning
the length and expectations of the project.

These

questions were answered, and Dr. Bunker stressed that
contracting for

a

curriculum project between the teacher

and the resource person would begin in the fall.

One participant wanted to know how flexible this

project was as her school board restricted the kind of
major changes she thought might be required
classroom.

in her

For example, she was expected to use

reader as her reading text.

a

basal

She knew how to work around

this rule by introducing other forms of individualized
system" and
reading, but she was not prepared to "buck the
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discard the basal readers entirely.

She was assured that

the project was flexible and that many teaching materials

were beneficial in an integrated day classroom.
Dr.

Bunker then asked participants to respond in

writing to three questions concerning their view of an
integrated day classroom, the role of the resource person
and where they would like to see themselves at the end of

year.

a

These questions were collected as

a

pre-test.

(Comparisons between all pre- and post-tests may be found
in

the section entitled spring semester)
A major reason to have participants focus on these

questions was to prepare them for the next section of the

workshop which described the work of Bussis, Chittenden
and Amarel

matrix

and introduced their four quadrant

(1970)

(see p.

9)

.

This was used to describe four

different classroom styles where teacher and pupil

contributions were variable.

The quadrant where teacher

contribution as well as pupil contributions were high was
what Bussis et al.

(1970)

called an open classroom.

This

was the kind of classroom that was both child-centered and

teacher-centered and was the style of classroom that best
suited an integrated day approach to teaching.

Dr. Bunker

pointed out that both process and product were important
in an open

education classroom and described how shared

active
decision making, along with skill acquisition and
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learning, contributed to

a

child’s ability to learn self-

direction.

Participants raised concerns about starting an
integrated day approach to teaching but having to stop at
lunch time because "it just seemed to break down," and one

participant felt that pressure from parents and

administrators to have students achieve high marks during
testing periods forced her to stop using an integrated

curriculum approach, prepare her students for the tests,
and then go back to this style after the testing period
Dr. Bunker pointed out that it was

had concluded.

perfectly appropriate

in

this type of classroom to build

in required preparation for tests as "hard-core"

curriculum.
The workshop concluded with one participant

commenting that "it was difficult to do without support"
and this was a natural place to begin the next days

workshop with

a

description of the role of the resource

person

May 26
The role of the resource person,
the beliefs of the Integrated Day
Program, and a look at some open
education classrooms.
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Dr. Bunker began the workshop by reviewing the

definition of an open classroom.

He asked the

participants to discuss their perceptions of the
definition.

In the discussion,

participants raised ideas

about the importance of meeting both physical and

emotional needs of the students, and one participant
talked about the need for quality of learning experiences.

Another teacher raised

a

concern about teachers being

trained as evaluators and how difficult it was to get out
of that role.

The focus of the discussion shifted to children

requesting an opinion from the teacher and how that can

become

a

form of evaluation.

Dr. Bunker stressed that one

way of getting out of the role of evaluator is to ask the
This

children to define success in their own projects.

enables the child to focus on what he or she is doing and
helps him or her to describe the final product.

By having

the child define success, the teacher is structuring an

experience so that the child

is

working toward his or her

own goal and end-product.
The workshop continued with the principal

investigator describing the role of the resource person.

Research generated in Chapter

II

of this study was shared

with the participants and questions concerning the
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resource person's

role in the classroom were addressed.

Dr. Bunker continued the workshop by asking

participants to respond to the following question:

"What

beliefs about children and growth must underlie this

approach to teaching and learning?"
responses included ideas such as:

Participants'

children are naturally

curious, children must be encouraged to take risks,

children learn as individuals and children need to be
heard and have opportunities to express themselves.

This

activity concluded with Dr. Bunker pointing out that many
of the teachers'

statements require them to start where

the child is from a development standpoint and not where
the teacher wants the child to be at the end of the year.
He then condensed the participants'

ideas into

a

framework

of beliefs shared by the Integrated Day Program:

Learning is

discovering personal meaning
building on strengths
receiving feedback and support
sharing decisions

being personally involved
taking time to grow

acquiring skills
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moving toward self-direction

A slide-tape was presented in the final section of

the workshop.

This focused on open education techniques

in different classrooms

in the

Amherst area.

The

discussion that followed indicated that several teachers
did not feel completely at ease with what they had seen on
the slide-tape.

Concerns about room arrangement and too

many activities at the same time pointed to participants'
fear of "losing control" in their classroom.

Dr. Bunker

indicated that room arrangement could be changed for

a

given activity and that it was up to the teacher to decide
what was appropriate to use and to do at any given time.
The workshop concluded with a brief outline of

what was going to happen the following day.

May 27
A curriculum planning tool;
three stages of concern; a
timeline for the fall.

Dr. Bunker began the final workshop by introducing
a

curriculum planning concept which he called "2002".

He

set the stage for the introduction of this concept by
in
asking participants to picture their current students

Ill

the year 2002.

They would be twenty years older and some

of them it turned out would be thirty years old.

the participants the following question:

He asked

"If you met your

students in 2002, what kinds of things would you like them
to have carried away from your class and still have with

them twenty years later?"
ideas such as

I

Participants' answers included

would like my students to:

be excited

about learning; be critical of their world; be able to get
along and have good coping skills; have

a

sense of

responsibility; have self-respect and self-direction; be
able to share their feelings and do problem solving

activities; and, enjoy reading and be able to follow

a

project through to completion.
Dr. Bunker pointed out that their responses dealt

with greater issues and that very few dealt with minute
He described how to build these larger issues

details.

into the day-to-day curriculum of an elementary school

classroom.

He then designed a matrix with several of

these larger issues along the top and time of the day
along the side (Figure

5)

.

He demonstrated how teachers

could plan ways of incorporating the larger issues into
the daily curriculum by asking questions such as:

am

I

"What

doing to engage kids and lead them to one of these

goals?"

(Figure

5

demonstrates this concept graphically)

For example, "What can

I

do in spelling that helps the
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kids become more self-directed or critical of the world or
II

• • • •

He then asked for group reactions.

remarks included:

Participants'

"I can see this as another

overview of the whole classroom;"

layer

— an

"It gives you courage

to break away from the teacher's guide."

Dr. Bunker

pointed out that because these issues are universal, it is
easier to talk to parents about what goes on in the

classroom.
issues in

Immediate curriculum can be related to larger
a

way that makes the connection for both parents

and children.

He then asked the group to explore these

ideas so that they might be used as a curriculum planning
tool in the fall.

He concluded this section of the

workshop by suggesting to participants that they begin
with small steps and have
were going to finish.

a

clear vision on where they

He also mentioned that the resource

person could be helpful in clarifying goals and listening
to

ideas.
Dr. Bunker then introduced the three stages of

concern developed by Fuller (1969) which described the
stages

a

teacher moved through as he or she grew in the

profession.

The three stages described were:

1.

concern for self

2.

concern for materials
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concern for students

3.

He pointed out that teachers move at different rates from

concern for self through concern for materials until they

may finally reach concern for students.

A resource person

can help the teacher through these stages so that the

teacher's work will have a maximum impact on students.
Dr. Bunker supported this, with the research of Bussis et
al.

(1976)

who clearly identified the importance of the

work done by the resource person in helping teachers move
through these levels of concern.
The workshop concluded with the principal

investigator describing

a

timeline for the fall semester

including opportunities for support group meetings and

visits from

a

resource person.

He stressed that this

timeline was tentative and that after the first fall

meeting

a

more comprehensive timeline could be developed.

September 16 was chosen as the first large group meeting
for the fall semester.

During the month of June, participants concluded
their summer work by taking one of the two courses offered
by Dr. Rudman.

submit

a

She required the teachers to prepare and

written contract concerning how they would

develop the ideas generated

in her

workshops in the fall semester.

upcoming summer

Dr.

Rudman'

s

overall plan
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and goal for these sessions consisted of having the

teachers help their students become more responsible for
their learning.

Thus, the workshops on individualized

reading instruction as well as the record-keeping skills

which were developed throughout these training sessions

provided opportunities for teachers to achieve this goal.
Dr.

Rudman's courses provided

for specific curriculum areas.

a

theoretical base

Teachers were provided

with demonstrations and Dr. Rudman modeled important
concepts.

Verbal feedback and support were given

throughout the workshops by Dr. Rudman and the teachers
themselves.

Written comments on class feedback sheets and

project materials produced another form of positive
support.

In addition,

one teacher began her indivi-

dualized reading program before the end of the school
semester, and Dr. Rudman visited her classroom to offer

supportive comments and ideas.

Participants who enrolled in the "Children's
Literature:

An Issues Approach" workshop agreed to

include in their classrooms books which addressed issues
in the

field of children's literature such as death and

divorce.

These would be included when possible in their

reading program and different issues would be discussed
with their students.
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Preparation for the Fall Semester

During the fall semester two resource persons were

selected to work with the participating teachers in this
project.

As was mentioned in Chapter III of this study,

both resource persons had extensive inservice backgrounds
in

Massachusetts and Virginia.

They had expressed an

interest in working as advisors with teachers in this

project and final selections were made by the Co-Directors
in consultation with faculty and staff of the Integrated

Day Program.

Criteria listed under "Characteristics of an

Advisor" described in Chapter

II

of this study were used

for the selection of the resource persons.

their second year of

a

Both were in

doctoral program and both had

participated actively with the supervision of student
interns.

They were skilled in several subject areas

including environmental education and integrated curriculum, and they had demonstrated leadership ability in

working with adults through their inservice work
and Nantucket.

In addition,

in

Boston

they were continuing their

own growth and development through course work and

independent study at the University of Massachusetts.
example, one resource person was co— teaching

a

For

curriculum

course for the teacher education component of the
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Integrated Day Program; the other was conducting workshops
in environmental education which included helping

elementary school teachers incorporate environmental

curriculum into their classrooms.

Finally, both of the

resource persons were familiar with the beliefs and

philosophy of the Integrated Day Program.
Three schools were represented by the participating teachers in this study.

Assignments were arranged so

that one resource person worked at the larger school and
the other resource person worked at the two smaller

schools.

The teachers at the larger school were familiar

with the work of the assigned resource person through her

supervisory role of the previous year.

In fact,

they had

requested that she be the resource person for that school.
The teachers at the smaller schools had not worked

previously as co-operating teachers with the Integrated
Day Program and therefore did not know the resource person

assigned to their schools.

The two resource persons

continued to work with student teachers who were assigned
to the teachers

involved in the project and this provided

expertise at the pre-service and inservice level.
The principal investigator, the two resource

persons and Dr. Bunker met several times to develop an
agenda for the September 16 workshop.
included:

a

The ensuing agenda

review of the "2002" curriculum planning
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tool, a discussion of ideas generated by the summer

workshops,

a

look at the research developed by Joyce and

Showers (1980)

and how that related to the work of the

resource person and

a

review of

a

slide-tape produced by

the Integrated Day Program which demonstrated the role of

the resource person and the work of the advisor.

In

addition, time was scheduled for each resource person to

meet with teachers and personalize the slides; i.e. set

a

focus, discuss contracts, arrange dates and meeting times.

Finally, time was allotted so that the principal investigator could describe and hand out pre-test materials.

Other meetings were held between the principal

investigator and the resource persons.

These meetings

were designed to familiarize the resource persons with the

research of Joyce and Showers (1980) and to discuss the

principal investigator's plan of research and his expected
outcomes.

Both resource persons acknowledged the

importance of their roles as data collectors and suggested
ideas to facilitate the collection and documentation of
this data.

The principal investigator asked that

important group sessions such as support group meetings be

audio-taped.

He also asked that periodic meetings between

resource persons and participating teachers be taped so
that ongoing data would be available.
To help focus the data collection, the principal
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investigator gave each resource person

a

containing the following information:

the five components

for

sheet of paper

increasing the effectiveness of workshops isolated by

the research of Joyce and Showers

(1980)

,

the beliefs of

the Integrated Day Program and two specific research

questions which pertained to the study.

Those questions

were

1.

What effect does the project have on
teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?

2.

What effect does the project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
their colleagues?

The resource persons were asked to use these materials as
a

framework for their observations and interactions with

the participating teachers.

They also agreed to keep

notes so that they could share information with the

principal investigator throughout the project.

Their

other tasks included regular meetings with the par-

ticipating teachers to help them set goals and to help
them implement their summer and fall curriculum projects
as well as to provide them with physical resources such as

books and curriculum materials.

Finally, the resource

person provided the human link between the project teacher
and a network of curriculum specialists available
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throughout the university community.

The Fall Workshops

September 16

This workshop was cancelled due to the teachers'

busy schedule at the beginning of the school year.

In

spite of this, the principal investigator met briefly with

available teachers and set September 22 as

a

new date.

Resource persons were introduced and the principal
investigator exchanged short conversations with most of
the teachers concerning their summer vacations and their

plans for the fall.

Unfortunately, Dr. Bunker was not

present at this meeting due to illness and had

a

conflict

for the September 22 meeting which he was unable to

resolve.

Therefore, the principal investigator decided to

lead the September 22 workshop and follow the planned

agenda from September 16.

September 22
Summer workshop ideas; Joyce and
Showers (1981) research; role of
the resource person slide-tape;
informal contracting.
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The principal investigator began the workshop by

asking the teachers to share the plans they had developed
for their projects.

Some teachers were still at an early

planning stage and required help to focus on project ideas
and goals.

This was

a

perfect opportunity for the

resource person to help with goal setting and to become
part of the teacher's project.

Other teachers were well

on their way to implementing their ideas.

As was

mentioned earlier, one teacher had started her project
during the last weeks in June.
included:

Participants' projects

an individualized reading program,

indivi-

dualized record-keeping system and an integrated social
studies unit for neighborhood children.

The sharing of

these ideas generated interest among the teachers and one

teacher inquired if she might come and visit another

teacher's classroom to see her record-keeping system in
action.

Both teachers agreed to set

a

date for a visit

later on in the semester.
The principal investigator continued the workshop

by describing the research of Joyce and Showers (1981)
by connecting the coaching for application component to
the role of the resource person.

At the conclusion of

this activity, each resource person met with their

respective teachers to discuss expectations for the

and
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project, coordinate schedules for meeting times and begin
informal contracting and goal setting procedures.

activity was followed by

a

This

slide-tape presentation funded

by the Massachusetts Teacher Center Network.

This

described the classroom role of the resource person as
well as the work of the Integrated Day Program.
The principal investigator concluded the workshop

by handing out the "Who Decides Questionnaire" developed
by Cussen (1975)

and the "Teacher Concerns Checklist"

developed by Fuller and Borich (1974)

.

He asked

participants to respond to the items on the two

questionnaires and return them to their resource person.
(Results of all questionnaires may be found in the spring

semester section of this chapter)

.

October 20 was

confirmed as the next large group meeting time.

October 20

Collection of pre-test materials;
Joyce and Showers as a "curriculum tool";
Individualized record-keeping.

The principal investigator began the workshop by

collecting the participants' pre-test materials.

The

teachers expressed some anxiety about the "Teacher

Concerns Checklist" because they felt that it was designed
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to measure the concerns of beginning teachers and not
the

concerns of teachers who had been in the field for several
years.

The principal investigator explained that the

"Checklist" was used to give background information as to
how each teacher viewed his or her level of impact on
students' development.

He mentioned that as they were

starting new curriculum projects their level of concern

might vary from the inception to the culmination of the
project.
et al

.

He reiterated the research developed by Bussis

(1976)

which demonstrated how advisors helped

teachers to move toward

a

level of concern that focused on

their students' needs.
The next agenda item concerned meeting times for
the rest of the semester.

Teachers mentioned that it was

difficult to find time to meet during the school week
because their time was devoted to parent conferences.

The

principal investigator asked the teachers if they would
feel less pressured by time commitments if the December

meeting was cancelled.

They stated that this would give

them more time to work on their particular projects.

At

this point, concern was raised about support group

meetings.

The teachers felt that although it was

a

valuable idea they were uneasy with the time commitment
that was required.

(Two hours every two or three weeks).

Several teachers mentioned that they would like to use
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that time to work on their projects rather than to
come to
a

support group meeting.

More discussion led to consensus

and the participants decided that there would be a large

group meeting in February and that if they did not feel
that the support group meetings addressed their needs,
then their resource person could suggest alternate ways of

sharing information.
Thus, the first hour of the workshop provided the

teachers with

a

forum to air their views about the

project; re-evaluate what was required and start the rest
of the semester with a more focused vision of their role.

The second half of the workshop concerned

individualized record-keeping and Dr. Rudman joined the
group to offer feedback and expertise on participants'
projects.

Two of the teachers had developed a contract

with her to design an individualized record-keeping system
for their classroom.

These teachers worked in

a

team

situation and were in the process of producing

a

record-

keeping project for the reading and writing components of
their K-2 curriculum.

Their long-term goals included to

simplify the objectives stated on the report card so that
their students would be able to understand the complex

language and to help their students develop responsible

methods for meeting these objectives.
report card objective was:

For example, one

"accepts constructive
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criticism."

To meet this objective, the teachers

developed sharing times during the day where children
could receive feedback from teachers and from their peers.

Children were taught how to give and receive constructive

criticism and how to incorporate this feedback into their
reading and writing projects.

From then on, it was up to

them to use these skills and demonstrate that they were
taking responsibility for their own learning.

(Dr.

Rudman's overall goal for her summer workshops).

Special

consideration was given to their ability to accept
criticism during outside classroom activities, such as
playground, recess and lunchroom.

Forms were developed so

that the children could keep their own records.

Questions raised included concern for the amount
of paperwork the teachers were required to do and how the

children were held accountable.

The teachers pointed out

that the children were responsible for filling out their

forms and making conference appointments; they saw the
forms when the children brought them to their weekly

conference.

Certain students were followed more closely

than others due to their inability to demonstrate

responsible learning habits.

The teachers stressed that

their system had to provide structure in

a

room that

contained seven adults and thirty-eight children,

without

this structure, children would be able to go from one
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adult to another in an attempt to get the best possible

assignment.

After more discussion and feedback, the

teachers decided that they would ask the principal of the

University Laboratory School, who was skilled
objectives and clarifying curriculum goals, to

meeting at their school.

in
a

defining

group

Hopefully, this would help them

design understandable objectives

— ones

that their students

would be able to follow.
At the conclusion of the workshop, the principal

investigator met with teachers to arrange times for

classroom observations of their projects and mid-term
interviews.

As the university was closed during the month

of January, February

8

was set for the next large group

meeting

Participants

It was the

1

View of the Resource Person

intent of this study to provide the

participants with the services of

a

resource person who

would facilitate the successful completion of their

classroom projects.

This was in response to the component

Joyce and Showers (1980)

cation."

called "coaching for appli-

As was stated earlier in Chapter II the

assistance of the advisor/resource person was available to
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the teachers when they required and requested help in

their classrooms.

At no point in the project did the

resource persons force their help on the participating
teachers.

Instead, they were present in the school and

were available if required.
During the fall semester four out of the seven

participating teachers regularly used the services of the
resource person.

All of the teachers participated in

individual goal setting conferences, but three teachers
did not follow through with their commitment.

Interviews with all the participants conducted at
the end of the fall semester by the principal investigator

produced the following comments and suggestions concerning
the role of the resource person.

The first teacher

interviewed described how she used her resource person as
a

"model" and sounding board for new ideas:

extremely helpful as
does...

(and)

a

model so that

I

"He's been

can watch what he

try and do some of the same things

someone to bounce ideas off of."

— just

as

She continued to convey

how effective she felt her resource person was and then
made this interesting connection between the work of her
resource person and the research developed by Joyce and
Showers (1980)

concerning the degree of transference of

workshop skills to the classroom environment.
cally, she states:

Specifi-
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I was thinking back to what we had talked
about that first meeting about what
percentage of information people retain
and use from an inservice workshop and I
thought your figures were way off. And
yet, I find myself thinking that I'm going
to do all these fantastic things and then
because there was so much else to take up
my time, I wouldn't get back to it. But
somehow this semester I kept coming back
to what I really wanted to do.
... and I
case if
have
been
the
think that wouldn't
my resource person hadn't been there.

Other teachers mentioned how effective the resource person
was in helping to "define project goals" and one teacher

added the following comment on how he saw the role of the

resource person for his project in the coming semester:
"I

think that her role would be most useful as an

observer, someone to give some feedback on what we've
done".

Later in the interview, the same teacher brought

out another important aspect of the resource person's

role

— creating

a

timeline.

Specifically:

"...having to

commit to someone, to meet to go over some materials means
that we have to have gotten some materials together.

So

that's been useful."
resource
A third project participant felt that the

person was useful in "clarifying issues and offering

really helpful suggestions" and

a

fourth teacher described

feedback about
how her resource person offered valuable
her students'

time.
use of pre-test materials during math
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The teacher did not like these materials and wanted some

outside advice as to their effectiveness.

"The children

did not understand the purpose of the pre-test and thought
that they were being graded... the resource person was able
to observe during a lesson and see that some children were

cheating so that they could get the right answers,
she shared her observations with me

I

when

decided not to use

the pre-test materials."

One of the participants who did not use the

resource person other than to set original project goals
offered the following reason:

because

I

"I

think part of that is

was very unclear of what we were doing and where

we were going and kept waiting for direction and not
She continued on in the conversation to

getting it."

describe how she had invited the resource person in to her
classroom to observe

a

specific record-keeping device

which did not function properly
was wasted.

So then

I

—

"...her time

I

was embarassed to ask her back.

had to re-work it through my head and by the time

re-worked it

I

thought

found out that

I

I

I

had

could do it without her."

Other participants felt that their resource person
was helpful in setting goals and providing materials but
in one case,

the teacher felt that she did not have enough

time to be involved in a project and use the resource

person effectively; and, another teacher was happy doing
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things herself and only occasionally used the services of
the resource person

— more

as someone to get materials and

do odd jobs rather than as a colleague and classroom

facilitator.
Thus, participants felt that the resource person
had been helpful and had provided them with support,

clarification, materials, creative ideas and structure.
In addition,

the resource person had provided the teachers

with a role model that was helpful in their dealings with
other adults in their buildings.

Finally, participants

were pleased with the availability of the resource person
and with the knowledge that there was someone who was

ready to help with their projects.

Goal Setting

One of the aims of the resource person was to help
the teachers set realistic and achievable goals for their

classroom project.

As was mentioned earlier

in this

chapter some participants had initiated formal contracts
with Dr. Rudman to develop an individualized reading or

record-keeping system in their classroom.

This provided

an opportunity for the teachers to help their students

become more responsible for their learning.

In addition,

it satisfied one of the beliefs of the Integrated Day
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Program:

to help children become more self-directed.

the resource person worked closely with these

Thus,

teachers helping them refine their projects.

This

included clarifying goals and setting observable classroom
For example, the following conference excerpt

behaviors.

demonstrates how the resource person helped
focus on an important goal;

later,

in

a

teacher to

the same

conversation, she summed up the work that had taken place
during the conference and set forth an informal contract
as to what student behaviors she would focus on during the

observation.

This helped the teacher to define her own

role and set next steps.
R.P. ...Where did you come up with the
idea of helping your students become more

responsible?
Oh, Masha's (Dr. Rudman) classes.
And just experience hearing people talk.
took a one day workshop on
I
responsibility.

T.

—

Later
R.P.

So we could set up a situation

where... (we) sat down and went through
what the next unit was going to be and how
to get at student behaviors ;.. .plus the
record-keeping part... so that they are
working to become responsible for their
actions
...it's going to involve me planning
time for conferences with the children.

rp

In the following example,

the resource person
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creatively joined in

a

brainstorming activity to help the

teachers develop ideas for

a

record-keeping system

— one

that enabled children to become more responsible and one
that gave them an opportunity to practice responsibility

during classroom time.

The following excerpt (edited for

brevity) was extracted from an hour-long conversation.
...the only time we ever have recordkeeping for kids who are having social
problems is when they're having social
difficulties
T.

...the report card.
That's our social
scale... that we have to grade each child
on. ...breaking that down
some kind of a
checklist

T.

—

...a record-keeping system that we can
document what we put down on the report
card
T.

R.P. Then we'll eventually end up with
kids having more individual responsi-

bility.
It's a lot more, but all it says is
"Cares for Materials".

T.

R.P. So that if you had something that was
"Cares for Materials" A.B.C.D.
like this:
and this is how we as teachers provide you
And maybe
with the opportunity to do it.
this is where you have or haven't done it
And then with the teacher or
in reality.
without the teacher.

really like listing this as opporI
tunities we give the kids. And then the
kinds of behaviors we expect.

T.

The preceding examples indicate how the resource
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person worked with teachers to help them set goals and
next steps.

Throughout these conferences, the resource

person had to blend behaviors so that the teacher contributed forcefully to the conference outcome.

To

accomplish this the resource person was required to
provide direction, support, input and structure.

All of

the participants found the work of the resource persons to

be exemplary and stated that their help in goal setting

conferences was extremely valuable.

Support Group

It was the intent of this study to provide the

participants with the opportunity to meet regularly (every
two or three weeks)

as a support group to share ideas,

focus on classroom projects and receive specific expertise

when requested.

The principal investigator hoped that the

support group would take advantage of other human

resources in the schools, such as librarians, curriculum
specialists, supervisors and principals.
The establishment of a support group was not

successful.

Originally, it was designed to function in

larger school setting.
in these smaller

a

Unfortunately, the human resources

schools were not available.

For example,

none of the schools had full time curriculum specialists.
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nor were there librarians working in the school for the
*

entire day.
also

a

In the larger school,

the resource person was

supervisor for student interns; and, in one school,

the only teacher involved in the project was also the

acting principal for most of the day.

In addition to

these restrictions, the principal investigator still was

aware that the teachers were not committed to the idea of
regular support group meetings.

Therefore, during the

end-of-semester interviews, he addressed these issues with
the intent of finding out why the concept of

a

support

group was not accepted by the participating teachers.
Interviews with participating teachers produced
varied responses as to the effectiveness of the concept of
a

All teachers felt that it was an

support group.

important idea and that it was worthwhile to have designed
it

into the project.

was too much of

a

However, they were concerned that it

drain on their after school time.

following response was typical:
like a lot.
I

The

"The support group idea

...we have trouble with this because we have,

think, ten times more meetings than any other school

district.

...it’s one of the few times when even our

staff gets together and gets to discuss inf ormal ly .. .what

we're doing."

Other teachers felt that even if they did

of
have the time to attend extra meetings the concept

group sharing was not working well.

They felt that with

I
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only one teacher at each grade level, working on his or
her own project, that there was little that the group had
in common.

The principal investigator asked the participants
if a support group was needed

in a small

school.

One

teacher replied that "...there is less need... but

I

think

we actually don't have as much time as... you would think.

...we're only five people and yet we almost never... talk
about what we're doing in our rooms."

Throughout the interviews the participants
provided information which conflicted with their day-today behaviors.

For example, "We like the idea of

a

support group, but we don't have the time to meet; the
school is small, but there is still

a

need to share

information and focus on each person's project."
teacher felt that there was
(and),

a

One

lack "of group commitment;

I'm not sure where that lack of involvement is

coming from."

When the participants were asked how the

support group could be reorganized to meet their needs
they stated that there was
their project.

a

need for structured time on

With out this structure, they would commit

their time to other school work.

Finally, the principal investigator asked the

teachers if they were receiving support in their schools
other than from the large group meetings.

Some teachers
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replied that they had formed

a

support group with their

resource person; two teachers in

a

team situation felt

that they provided support to each other.

One teacher

made the following point about how her resource person had
modeled support throughout her project and that she was
now trying to pass that model on to the rest of her school
in an active way.

Specifically, she states:

"I've seen

how much (my resource person)

could be of help to me so

that

can do that kind of thing to

I

can say alright... if

I

somebody else maybe the relationships will build within
the building."

Another teacher felt that the main reason

she applied for the project was to be involved in

a

"buddy

system" and that "you will always have trouble meeting if
...if you could meet with one

you get into a bigger group.

other person then it's a heck of

a

lot easier."

The following summary is a condensation of the

information provided by the participants.

Teachers felt

that the support group concept was valuable but too time

consuming; that

a

small school provided some time for

colleagues to talk but that
to focus on classroom ideas;

a

structured time was needed
sharing in

a

support group

format would be more valuable if there were more than one

teacher at each grade level and if the teachers were

involved in similar projects; the support group provided

expertise for specific needs; and, support provided by the
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resource person or a colleague could take the place of
large group meeting.

Finally,

a

a

sense of group commitment

was needed for the support group to function effectively.

Participants

1

Comments on the Project

During the fall semester interviews, the principal

investigator asked the participants to evaluate their

progress in the project and assess their needs for the
spring semester.

He hoped that this informal needs

assessment would provide the three teachers who were not

participating in the project an opportunity to contribute
to the

integrated curriculum design for the spring
All participants were interviewed and con-

semester.

tributed to this informal assessment and to the evaluation
of the first half of the project.

Teachers who had participated regularly in the

project and used the resource person consistantly felt
that their needs had been met and that the first half of
the project had been successful.

One teacher felt that

the availability and support of her resource person was an

important contribution to the first term success of her
"I guess

project.

if

I

got into a problem with

particular curriculum area
somebody.

.

I

feel that

I

a

could get to

.and say this is what I'm into; have you got a
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suggestion?"

Later, she commented on the sharing
aspect

of the project:

liked the sharing because ... j ust

"I

listening to what other people do is very
helpful to me."
In another

interview

a

teacher felt that the

summer workshop sessions devoted to reading and
writing
had been the most helpful to her.

she felt that the

frameworks" that were developed during that time

contributed to her record-keeping system.

During her

interview, she brought out the following point about how
her goals had not been attained as quickly as she had

hoped;

she felt "good about what she had accomplished" but

"I'm still feeling

a

little bit uncomfortable that we

haven't accomplished more."
of being

involved in

a

She described the importance

project where time is "blocked off"

and "no one else can touch it... and it's a time that's

pretty much free from other kinds of influxes."
concluded her interview with an example of

a

She

positive

classroom outcome derived specifically from her project.
Her record-keeping system had produced enough information
so that she felt "comfortable" discussing the social

skills of her students with their parents during parent-

teacher conferences.

"We didn't have our ... sequence of

behaviors .. .but we had talked about it and we'd look at
closely enough so that we both... felt more comfortable."
Parents commented that it was very helpful to receive

it
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specific behavioral feedback concerning their children

because it enabled them to see examples of what their
child was actually doing in

a

given situation.

All the teachers felt that they needed to devote

more time to the project.

They felt

a

sense of conflict

between the time needed for meetings, attending workshops
and their other school responsibilities.

teachers had

a

None of the

solution for this conflict although one

teacher felt that the best solution was to schedule

meetings far in advance so that the teachers would be
aware that

a

meeting was coming up and that they were

expected to contribute.
Another concern which was raised during the end-

of-semester interviews was that of project clarity.

One

teacher was unclear about what she was expected to do for
her project; and, even after she had received that

clarification from the principal investigator, she felt
that she needed more direction and structure before she

could continue.

Two teachers expressed concern about

being the only teacher at

a

specific grade level.

This

concern was alluded to during the discussion of the
bother
sharing and support group meetings and continued to

these two teachers.

One stated:

"I

must say I'm getting

teach no
things out of listening to what other people

matter what the grade level is.

I

really would love to be
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m

a P lace

that

I

where there are people ... teaching ... the
grades

(teach)."

Another teacher expressed this same

concern in the following way:

"I'd like to hear somebody

on my own level ... somebody who's doing
it now; making it

work in their own room now."
The principal investigator was able to gather
the

following information from the project interviews.

The

four teachers who felt that the project had met
their

needs cited the following reasons:

effectiveness of the resource person
effectiveness of the curriculum ideas
presented during the summer workshops
expertise of the guest contributors
The three teachers who felt that the project had not met

their needs cited these reasons:
the lack of structure and direction for
the project
the lack of need to produce a specific
product or have a specific project outcome
the lack of ownership in the project
because they had already received credit
for the work

General concerns included:

not enough time for meetings

and sharing with other teachers;

the absence of more than

one teacher at each grade level and, finally, the failure
of the support group.
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Interviews and discussions with the resource

person provided the following description of how the

participants were developing their fall projects.

One

resource person described how she was working with

a

teacher to help her individualize her math program.

Specifically:

(the teacher)
I think the fact that she
wants to have a situation where the math
program is individualized is a movement
for her because that's not where she's
coming from before, so that's different
She also sees integration in the
for her.
sense that particularly when she is in a
long math period there's an opportunity
to place math in her students' everyday
life. ...She's been using the 1980 Almanac
for numbers and also the Guinnes Book of
World Records. ...So she has probably
moved more towards activity and manipulatives which is something that she
wanted to do.

—

—

Later, the resource person described how she had helped
the teacher by being in the classroom while the math

period was underway.

"...I think being in the classroom

when she is doing the math lessons is helpful because
have my eye on what's going on as well.

I

And then we

always stop to discuss it."
At the conclusion of the interview the resource

what she
person looked forward to the next semester and
the
would be doing with the teachers who were developing
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individualized record-keeping system.
seen the classroom often enough that

more suggestions and observations.

people that does an hour

observations for them.

a

She stated:
I

I

"I've

might make some
could be one of the

week or something, some of the

Then we would have some more data

to apply to the kids who are having difficulty socially

interacting in the classroom."
Finally, the resource person commented on the
teachers' motivation for the fall semester:

"Some are

It's not that they are not

more motivated than others.

doing great things in the classroom; it's just that they

don't see it as part of the project."

Discussions with the other resource person
provided the following comments and descriptions of his
Specifically, he described

work during the fall semester.

the work he did with the teacher who was developing an

individualized reading program:
great things in the classroom.

"She is really doing
The kids are working

independently and she is able to work with certain kids
who need her help the most."

Later in the conversation,

this
he mentioned how much he had learned working with

teacher in her classroom:

"I've learned

a

great deal.

pleasure
...She is a very creative teacher and it is a

working with her on this project."

Finally, he mentioned

him more during
that "He hoped the other teacher would use
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the spring semester."

He felt that the conservative

nature of her school and the lack of administrative
support and had contributed to her less than active

participation during the fall semester.
Project comments by the participants and the

resource persons were collected by the principal

investigator and these mid-term evaluations helped to

structure the project goals for the spring semester.

Preparaton for the Spring Semester

Participants' comments collected at the end of the
fall semester provided valuable feedback about the

project.

This enabled the principal investigator, in

consultation with the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day
Program and the two resource persons who worked with the
project, to provide alternate curriculum experiences for
the larger school.

Two major concerns had surfaced among the teachers
in

this school.

Their first concern was that their

principal was not participating in the project.

They felt

they wanted
that his active commitment was necessary and

him to be part of their project.

The teachers felt that

with his staff and to
he was missing an opportunity to be
hoped that his
work with them on a common theme. Teachers
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participation would enhance school climate and increase
staff colleg ial i ty .

The second concern was

a

perception

that the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day Program were
not committed to the project.

The teachers felt that they

had joined this project to work with Drs. Bunker and

Rudman as well as to develop integrated curriculum skills.
In addition,

they felt that the C0-Directors had not been

present for the fall semester workshops as much as they
had wanted them to be and the teachers wanted to be sure

that if they continued throughout the spring semester that
the Co-Directors would be actively involved with the

workshops
The Co-Directors assured the participants that

they would be actively involved with the workshops; they
told the teachers that they would talk with the principal

about his active participation in the project.

During

this discussion, the teachers expressed interest in

school curriculum project

everyone.

— one

a

that would be shared by

They felt that it was important to work on this

together (including the principal)

and to have a unit that

they could use during the fall of the coming year.

completion of this meeting tasks were assigned:

At the

the Co-

that
Directors of the Integrated Day Program confirmed
group decided
they would speak to the principal and the

early Wednesday
that meeting times would be changed to
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afternoons (this was curriculum planning time
school

— teachers

the

in

were present but students were not) and

dates were set for February, March, April and May.

Within

a

week of this group meeting, The Co-

Directors, the principal investigator and the resource

person for the larger school met with the principal.

He

was asked how he perceived his role in the project for the

spring semester.

He stated that he would be actively

involved if the meetings were held on Wednesday afternoons

when he could be available.

He agreed that he would like

to be part of the all-school planning team and that his

participation was
project.

a

"key element" to the success of the

In addition,

he stated that monthly meetings

would be "perfect with this group of teachers" and that
there were no "givens" as far as what they could

brainstorm for an all-school curriculum unit.

He assured

the
everyone that his commitment would be active during

workshop sessions.
Bunker asked
At the conclusion of the meeting, Dr.

curriculum
him to outline his role for the up-coming
meeting.

He stated that he would confirm the

appropriateness of the meeting times (Wednesday
afternoons)

staff that
and that he would emphasize to his

in the project.
he would be an active participant

in

to the strengths
addition, he stated that he would "speak
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of the Co-Directors in the field of staff development" and

"to their expertise in the development of integrated

curriculum."

Finally, he stated that this project was

something that the school had wanted to do for several
years; and that it was very helpful to focus on something

that was positive.

As the meeting adjourned. Dr. Bunker

pointed out that it was helpful to let the staff know when
the project would be introduced in the fall semester.

Everyone agreed that it was essential for all the

participants to have

a

date to work toward as

a

way of

focusing their project and validating their work.

February 23

Brainstorming and developing
curriculum ideas and concepts.
The building principal began the workshop by

stating that he was prepared to be an active participant

throughout the spring semester.

He then suggested that

the teachers set a date for the fall

curriculum unit.
purpose.
a

introduction of the

October was the month chosen for this

After some discussion, the teachers decided that

brainstorming technique would develop curriculum ideas

for later consideration.

Many different suggestions

surfaced during this activity; and, after further
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discussion, the concept of change was chosen as

curriculum theme.

a

possible

Dr. Bunker asked the teachers to

clarify why they were interested in developing this unit
and how they saw themselves using it during the fall

semester.

One teacher stated that "It made for

experience rather than

a

a

school

grade experience;" and, another

teacher said that "It provided the staff with the

opportunity for shared decision making as well as

a

chance

to learn and develop new curriculum skills.

The second half of the workshop was devoted to the

development of

a

flow chart which depicted different

curriculum areas that were connected to the concept of
change.

Ideas included:

multi-cultural aspect of change,

changes and cycles in growth and development, economic and
political changes and social changes such as values,

attitudes and families.

The principal suggested that they

incorporate higher level thinking skills into the

curriculum materials and one teacher had some ideas on how
they could measure the children before school ended and

measure them again in the fall.

Her idea would

demonstrate to the children how much growth and change had
occurred in their bodies over the summer.
suggested that the

Dr.

Rudman

teachers involve the children early in

ideas and
the project by consulting with them to get their

input.

In addition,

she stated that she would bring some
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children's books to the next session.

These books would

reflect change, and topics might include death and
divorce.
The meeting adjourned with the setting of

responsibilities for the March session.

Agenda items

included different examples of curriculum models to be
shared by Dr. Bunker as possible tools for the planning of
this unit.

Teacher responsibilities included the

investigation of an area developed in the flow chart and
the

development of ideas for the integration of learning

concepts into that area of interest.
The tone and interaction of the workshop was

positive, enthusiastic and stimulating.

It was the shared

belief of the project directors that the teachers were
interested in this concept and that they were prepared to

devote their time and energy to this project.

March 30

Various curriculum models.

Dr.

Bunker began the workshop by asking the

participants to re-state and clarify their reasons for
suggesting an all-school curriculum unit.

The teachers

mentioned that it was "important to have an all-school
goal" and that it sent

a

"message to the kids that the
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school was

a

group

limited to age."

—a

family and that topics were not

Then, Dr. Bunker asked the teachers how

the "2002" curriculum model could be related to their

topic of change.

They replied that it was important to

use this model among others because it enabled them to

plan long-term curriculum goals, e.g. helping their

students to become more self-directed and responsible for
their own learning.

They were concerned that the students

who were graduating and going on to junior high school

would not have the opportunity to develop these skills at
later date.

a

Then, Dr. Bunker handed out examples of various

curriculum models extrapolated from the literature on

curriculum development.

Much of the remaining workshop

involved the general discussion of these models.

At the

conclusion of the discussion, the teachers were asked

to

look at the examples during the next four weeks and decide
if

they wanted to incorporate any of the ideas into their

own unit.

Dr.

Bunker stressed that he would help the

teachers develop and implement any of the models presented
in

the handouts.
In the last section of the workshop,

one of the

teachers presented her preliminary ideas for the concept
of change in the Connecticut River Valley System.

She was

the
interested in developing these ideas for her part of
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curriculum unit.

She wanted to develop

a

"stream table"

for her classroom and she was eager to get some ideas and

feedback from her colleagues.

An example of one of the

suggestions which were offered was "the political issues
raised by the pollution of the river."

suggested that the class "monitor

process of change over

a

a

One teacher

stream to record the

certain length of time."

The

discussion provided the teacher with useful ideas for her
project and several other participants mentioned that the
process had helped to "clarify their own ideas for their
part in the project."
At the conclusion of the workshop,

the

participants were asked to consider how their long-term
goals of education could be applied to this curriculum
unit.

This would help them focus their unit and it would

provide them with an overall curriculum objective.
20 was set as the next meeting time,

April

and two teachers

stated that they would report on their trip to Boston

where they planned to visit schools that incorporated allschool units.

April 20

Refining goals and setting
priorities
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Two teachers began the workshop by reporting their

observations and perceptions concerning their visit to

Boston area schools which utilized

curriculum unit.

a

form of all-school

Both teachers felt that there were good

curriculum ideas demonstrated at each of the schools but
that the transfer of these concepts to their school would

be difficult.

After some discussion, the participants

decided that the models observed in Boston would not be
useful for their school setting.
The next agenda item concerned the reiteration of
the goals for the project.

statements.

These were itemized into six

The goals of this project are:

1.

to work together as a faculty team.

2.

to offer students activities with dif-

ferent age level groupings.
3.

to help students gain a stronger sense
of identity with a larger group ( the

entire school)
4.

to help students see connections
between what they are learning at
their level and what those above and
below them are learning.

5.

to

6.

insure that a sufficient amount of
individual teacher autonomy is maintained during the all-school unit.
to offer both an introductory stimulus
to all students at the inception of
the unit and to include a natural and
important culminating event for the

project.
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A great deal of discussion,

interaction and group process

occurred before these goals finally were clearly stated
and agreed upon.

The teachers'

next step was to outline

a

model for

Their further

next years implementation of this unit.

discussion and interaction produced these points:
1.

"Change" will be the all-school topic.

2.

Teachers will develop content to teach
their own class.

3.

Wednesday mornings will be set aside
for all-school unit activities which
involve mixed-aged and class groups.
These activities will be designed to
accommodate a broad developmental
range
Teacher time will be set aside to plan
and evaluate Wednesday activities.

4.

During the workshop, there was heated debate and

discussion over these items.
although just

a

beginning

— was

Finally,

a

clear outline

produced and agreed upon.

concerning
The workshop concluded with a brief discussion
think about and
the important points that the group had to

decide upon for the next meeting.
1.

The content for the Wednesday acti-

vities
2

.

These included:

.

A timeline for these activities and
for their evaluation.
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3.

The stimulus for the inception of the
pro.ject.

4.

A plan to involve the support team and
the specialists.

The principal recorded the minutes at this

workshop and distributed them to all the participants.
addition, he posted

a

In

chart in the teachers' room so that

the participants could make comments and suggestions

concerning the Wednesday activities.

This would provide

the teachers with an opportunity to create concepts from

each others ideas.
f

May 18

Designing a timeline for
the implementation of the
all-school unit.

The skillful facilitation by the resource person
and the participants' willingness to reach group consensus

enabled this workshop to cover all the necessary points to
allfinalize the schedule for the implementation of the

school unit.

September 14 would be the starting time for

school assembly.
the unit and the event would begin with a

workshop
The teachers would describe their different
provide sign-up
presentations before lunch and they would

grades would
sheets for each classroom so that different
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be represented.

A timeline was set to include three

Wednesday presentations,

a

staff evaluation and planning

time, and then three more workshops.

A final evaluation

was scheduled to include a time for reflection and for

planning more workshops should the staff feel that was an

appropriate activity.

The principal stated that he would

contact the support staff and specialists to assess their
interest in joining with the classroom teachers or

developing some idea of their own.
it was

Everyone agreed that

important to start slowly and evaluate their
t

#

progress so that new ideas could be implemented during the
process
It

is

important to note that the atmosphere of

this workshop represented

which had proceeded it.

a

significant change to those

Participants were willing to make

group decisions rather than personal ones, and there was

a

greater effort by the participants toward taking and
sharing responsibility for tasks which needed to be

accomplished
At the conclusion of the workshop, the

participants asked Dr. Bunker if the services of

a

resource person would be available to help them implement
the unit during the fall semester.

In addition,

they

person would
stated that they hoped their current resource
because she had been
be able to work with them in the fall
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very helpful throughout the past year.

Dr. Bunker replied

that there was strong likelihood that the resource person

would be available to them for the fall semester.

Participants' Comments About the Spring
Semester

The principal investigator interviewed all the

participants with the exception of the teacher who
withdrew at the beginning of the semester

.

1

In addition,

the investigator interviewed the principal at the larger

school.

Specifically, the teachers were asked questions

about the outcome of their projects and their use of the

resource person.

What follows is

a

condensation of those

interviews
The teachers who actively participated in this

study felt that the project had enabled them to help the

children in their classrooms to become more self-directed
and to take more responsibility for their own learning.

This teacher stated that she had joined the
studies for a
project because she had wanted to begin her
of getting
Master of Education degree and this was a towaythe project
committed
actively
She was not
started.
classroom
goals nor to the successful completion of her
1

uni t
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These four teachers stated that this project had given
them the opportunity to try new ideas and to develop

systems (individualized reading and record-keeping) which
they would use in their classrooms now and in the future.
In addition,

these teachers stated that they would not

have been able to accomplish their goals nor would they

have continued to work on their ideas had the resource

person not been there to help them during the year.

One

"She would not have

teacher emphatically stated that:

been able to develop her individualized reading program

without the help of her resource person."
Two teachers did not use the services of the

resource person and one of them said that "By the time
started this project,
year and
so,

I

help."

I

knew what

I

I

I

was going to do this

had my planning done and my resources gathered;

didn't feel like

I

needed the resource person's

The principal investigator asked this teacher if

she would use the resource person, should one be available
to the school,

next fall when the implementation of the

all-school curriculum unit was scheduled to occur.
replied "If

She

know in advance that we are going to do this

I

unit on 'change' and that the resource person will be

available to help plan lessons, gather materials and teach
lessons then

I

will plan my ideas to include that person."

helped
The teachers were asked if this project had
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to

increase open communication within their group.

One

teacher felt that the project had helped to increase

communication among the staff because they were "Planning
toward

a

common goal."

She continued:

"The atmosphere

this year is much better than it has been over the past

several years and

I

think that the Noyes project has

helped that to occur."

The other four teachers felt that

this project had not helped significantly to create

positive or open communication and one teacher mentioned
that in

a

small school "problems sometimes seem larger

than life."

The teachers were asked to contribute any final

project comments and some concerns from the first semester
re-emerged.

Four teachers felt that the project needed

the
more individual role clarification, especially of

Program.
roles of the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day
and felt that
These teachers wanted more outside direction

provided some
although the all-school curriculum unit had

structure more was needed.
they had signed up for

a

Their basic concern was that

project with an expectation of

the Integrated
working closely with the Co-Directors of
not met they felt
Day Program; when this expectation was
to why this had not
need for greater clarification as
of
Their second major concern was that
happened.
they were expected
receiving credit for a project before
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to do the work.

Three teachers felt that this was still

a

contributing factor to their lack of commitment to the
project.

The teachers'

remarks indicated to the principal

investigator that they were uncomfortable interacting with
a

resource person unless that person was performing

standard classroom tasks

— observing,

and interacting with children.

providing materials

They were unwilling to

accept the resource person as someone with the authority
and expertise to structure their learning experiences;

instead, they wanted this structure provided by the CoIn essence,

Directors.

resource persons.

they wanted them to be their

Thus, the roles of the resource person

and the Co-Directors were perceived by these teachers in

a

way that differed from the project design.
The conversation and interview with the building

principal also contributed information to these culHe echoed several of the sentiments

minating interviews.

expressed by his staff; specifically, the ones concerning

project clarification and the need for more direct
influence by the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day
Program.

In addition,

he mentioned that teachers at his

school were very task oriented and that assignment of
tasks and directions

— not

in a telling way

but through

group
group process produced excellent results with this
of teachers

He was aware of the mixture of teaching
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personalities in the building and mentioned several times
that he and the teachers had been working throughout the

year on addressing these concerns.

making headway in the process.
happy taking

meetings.

a

He felt that they were

In addition, he was not

leadership role during the large group

In essence, he felt that he should be an equal

participant during the discussions and the planning of the

curriculum unit and take

a

leadership role when it was

time to make building decisions such as the implementation
of schedules.

He was concerned that there was not enough

direction at the meetings and that one of the Co-Directors
"should take on the role of facilitator to help the staff
come to consensus."

He said that he did not see this

happening at these meetings and he was reluctant to take
charge because he felt that would influence the teachers'

decisions as to what they wanted to develop in the

curriculum unit.

He completed the interview by stating

that he felt that the all-school curriculum unit would be

developed and implemented during the fall semester because
there was enough interest expressed by the teachers to

make this happen.
The principal's remarks indicated that the

description of the role of the resource person had not
provided enough clarity for the project participants at
this school.
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Final comments by the resource persons contributed
the following information to this study.

They were asked

among other things, how this project had helped to develop
students'

responsibility for their own learning.

One

resource person stated that "Children make decisions as to
what to do during sharing time and when that sharing time
is to occur."

She continued "Children can work on

anything during their free time and they actively

participate in the development of classroom rules."

In

addition, "In the older grades, students are more active
in

the decision making process and are able to decide for

themselves what major project to work on during the day."
She mentioned that the teachers in this project wanted her
to "Set guidelines,

agendas and prepare materials;"

she

added that the teachers had become more "Comfortable

talking about problems and more open to her suggestions
over the duration of the project;" and, finally, she

concluded by stating that she felt "The all-school

curriculum unit would be developed during the fall
semester provided that the teachers receive positive
support from the building principal."

Comments from the other resource person included
the following excert from a longer conversation:
feel that there has been great progress
She has developed and
in ... classroom.

I
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implemented an individualized reading
program that's really working well. The
students have taken responsibility for
their books and materials and she has let
them work independently on their reading
tasks throughout the spring semester.
...
It has been very easy to work with her;
she is open and is very willing to try new
I've seen a great
ideas in her classroom.
deal of growth in both her and her students this year and I''m looking forward to
working with her again next year.

Throughout this study, the resource persons

provided valuable ongoing feedback to the principal
investigator through informal conversations and formal

discussions during the weekly seminar attended by the
faculty and staff of the Integrated Day Program.

This

extremely useful information helped the investigator to
keep in touch with the day-to-day events that occurred

throughout the project.

The Belief System of the Integrated Day
Program as a Framework for Data Collect ion

Throughout the entire study, the beliefs of the
Co-Directors of
Integrated Day Program were modeled by the
investigator and
that Program as well as by the principal
As was mentioned
the two resource persons in the field.
in

the
Chapter III of this study, the beliefs of

beliefs of
integrated Day Program are tantamont to the
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open education.

Therefore, attention was given to the

collection of data which would illustrate classroom
situations where project teachers clearly demonstrated one
or more of these beliefs.

Resource persons collected

these examples through classroom observations and shared
this information with the principal investigator.

follows is

a

What

description of the resource persons's

observations concerning how the participants

in

this study

implemented these beliefs in their classroom environment.
Learning is the discovery of personal
meaning
One of the project teachers organized her

individualized reading and writing programs to include
books which emphasized and reflected relationships among
children.

One specific outcome of the introduction of

these books was that her students discovered that they had

feelings and interests in common with their classmates and
this led to after school sharing.

One friendship

developed because both children discovered that they
shared

a

mutual interest in model airplanes.
In another

instance, teachers introduced

a

broad

the
multi-cultural curriculum unit and then encouraged

students to choose

a

learning more about.

culture that they were interested in
Thus, there were many examples where
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the teachers provided their students with opportunities to

study curriculum areas which were meaningful to them.
We learn to do by doing; learners must be
actively involved in solving real
problems
In one classroom,

the teacher, through the use of

puppets, helped the children to role play situations which
These concerns included the

reflected classroom concerns.

alienation of one child from

a

group as well as concerns

about conflicts between children on the playground.

This

use of role play was followed by classroom discussion as
to how the children might solve these problems so that

they would not occur at another time.
In a different classroom,

a

teacher introduced

a

unit on the Middle East and this enabled her students to

grapple with questions to which there were no easy
answers.

Students were able to discuss and debate both

accounts
sides of the issue using newspaper and television

interviews with
as well as information gathered from

visiting scholars from the Middle East.

Readiness for growth
on strengths.

is

built by focusing

on the
Examples of the project teachers focusing
For example,
strengths of their students were numerous.
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children were encouraged to continue working during
creative writing classes by the teacher focusing on what
they were doing right and not dwelling on spelling

mistakes.

This was particularly important to children who

had difficulty getting things down on paper because they

were worried about making spelling mistakes.

The teacher

focused on their creative ability, and this helped them to

produce new ideas.

This did not mean that the teacher was

not interested in correct spelling;

it just

indicated that

spelling did not have to be perfect for the first draft of
a

composition.

By focusing on the child's strength

(creative ideas)

the teacher encouraged the child to

continue writing.
Learners must be involved in decision
making
The individualized reading programs allowed the

students to choose books that they wanted to read.

No

attempt was made by any of the project teachers to force
their students to read specific books.

At other times

during the day students contributed their ideas and

actively participated in setting rules for their classroom
behavior.

This participation varied in some classrooms,

but even in the more formal settings the students had
fair amount of classroom input.

a
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In one classroom,

children could decide when they

worked on some of their projects, and many times children
were allowed to return to

a

favorite project during the

day.

Programs must meet the needs of learners.

One teacher, by talking and listening to her

students was able to incorporate many of their outside
interests into curriculum options for the classroom.

She

was flexible as to the length of time she allowed for each

subject, and this fostered an atmosphere where discussion,

development of extra materials and the introduction of new
ideas could occur at any time during the day.

Through her

effective use of body language, she was able to encourage
shy children to continue talking and to expand their

topic.

In addition,

children were encouraged to bring

things to class that they were interested in, both to
share with other students and to use in classroom

projects.

which
This not only developed curriculum areas

helped the
were of interest to her students, but it also
thus,
students to become resources to each other and,

fostered another form of responsibility.

Growth takes time and

is

developmental.
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In one classroom the individualized reading groups

were developmentally organized.

This teacher was prepared

to move children to another group when she felt that they

had developmentally reached the next level.

She was also

retaining several children at the end of the year because
She

she felt that they were not ready for the next grade.

made this decision in consultation with their parents and
with the knowledge that she would be working with these

children again next year and that they would not have to
start over from the beginning but could start where they
had left off at the end of this year.

Academic skills are valued and are
utilized as the tools for solving real
problems
All of the teachers in this project placed

value on the importance of academic skills.

a

For example,

classroom the use of sequence evolved into

a

project where students could either draw or write

a

in one

high

story

was similar
which related to an event in their lives that

sequence
to the event used to develop the original

technique
In another classroom,

even the children, who were

individualized recordtoo young to write, filled out

middle or bottom of
keeping sheets by coloring in the top,
clocks with
Beside the figure were pictures of
a figure.
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their hands pointing to different times in the morning

session.

By comparing pictures of the clock and the real

clock on the wall the children were able to know where
they should be working and what they should be doing.
A major thrust of education is toward

self-direction.
A major goal of this project was to help the

children to become more responsible for their own
learning; and, therefore, to become more self-directed.
Dr. Rudman emphasized this belief during her summer

workshops.

The teachers who developed the individualized

reading, record-keeping and math programs encouraged their

students to take responsibility for their own learning.
In some cases, children were encouraged to take

responsibility and to help other children in their class.
In addition, children were always encouraged to discover

things for themselves.
child work on

a

Sometimes

a

teacher would have

a

problem for the whole day coming up with

various solutions, putting it aside for awhile and then
going back to it later in the day.

This encouraged the

children to take more responsibility and to therefore
become more self-directed.
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Results of the Research Questions
Which Guided the Purpose of this Study

1.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' implementation of open
classroom skills in their classroom
environment?
Results from the preceding section of this chapter

indicate that for the teachers who actively participated
of open
in this study there was significant implementation

classroom skills in their classroom environment.
Interviews with the teachers and their resource persons
statement.
provided information to support this research
In addition,

observations during the fall and spring

principal
semesters in these teachers' classrooms by the
to their
investigator provided collaborating evidence as

strategies.
successful implementation of open education
investigator to
It was the intent of the principal
of the various
use the pre- and post-test results
by the participants to support

questionnaires completed

It was not
resource persons.
the observations made by the
comparison of these
his intent to do a statistical
area are all
Since the teachers in the Amherst
results.

of classroom experience
skilled practitioners with years
university with an active
with proximity to a large state
have many opportunities to
teacher education program, they
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fill out questionnaires concerning their classroom
*

teaching style.

In essence,

the teachers know what the

researcher is looking for before they fill out the survey.
In addition, during the early seventies, open education

strategies were implemented in the Amher st-Belcher town
area schools, and the teachers who participated in this

study were aware of the "proper" form for answering

questionnaires which were supposed to reflect certain
aspects of their classroom.

Therefore, the principal

investigator felt that the classroom observations by the

resource persons, as well as his own observations and

discussions with the participants throughout the study,
would give

a

broader and more detailed description of the

participants' classrooms and their use of open education
skills.

Nevertheless, results of the pre- and post-tests

contributed some interesting information to this study.
These are presented under the title of each of the

questionnaires.

Results of these questionnaires do not

nor
include the one teacher who withdrew from the project,
for two of
is there collaborating observational evidence

with the
the teachers at the larger school who continued

project but did not use their resource person.
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Results of the Questionnaires Distributed
to the Participants as Pre- and Post-tests

Results of the Walberg and Thomas (1971) Teacher

Questionnaire indicated that the teachers felt they
operated

a

moderately open classroom when they began the

project and that they still felt their classroom was

moderately open when they completed the project.

Small

fluctuations were evident, but for the most part results
of the questionnaires indicated little change.

The Observation- Rating Scale
(1971)

developed by Evans

was completed by the resource persons and

represented their perceptions of the teachers' growth in
their classrooms over the entire duration of the study.

The resource persons felt that there was significant

growth in some of the classrooms in which they worked.
Their perceptions of the teachers' classrooms from the

beginning to the end of the project represented greater
growth and movement than did the teachers' perceptions of
their own classrooms.
the teachers'

This could be due to the fact that

beliefs were not congruent with their

behaviors at the beginning of the project which influenced
the pre-test results.

By the end of the project, the

teachers' greater familiarity with materials, their

resource person and the goals of the study may have
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produced results which matched their original beliefs.
Thus, the pre- and post-test results would be similar, but

would not correlate with the perceptions of the resource

persons
The Who Decides Questionnaire refined by Cussen
(1974)

produced some interesting information between the

pre- and post-test results.

There were six questions

which were answered differently by the participants in the
post- test as compared to their answers in the pre-test.
This was significant because all of these questions

involved children taking more responsibility for their own

learning and contributing to their classroom environment.
For example, the following six questions were consistently

answered by the teachers on the post-test as
decision.

a

child-made

This was in direct contrast to their answers on

decision.
the pre-test, which indicated a teacher-made
10.

How far or how many pages to read in
your book.

15.

How well you are doing in your work.

18.

How the room is to be arranged.

23.

If your work

is

to be hung up or

displayed
38.

What desk or seat you can sit in.

45.

The rules in your room.

that the teachers were
This provides additional evidence
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giving the children more responsibility as
of this project.

a

direct result

It should be noted that the project

teachers did not offer this questionnaire to their
students.

Reasons for this oversight were never

mentioned.

However, the resource persons' observations

confirmed that the children were taking more

responsibility in the day-to-day running of the classroom.
Finally, results of the Teacher Concerns Checklist

developed by Fuller and Borich (1974)

indicated that the

project teachers were concerned about their impact on
their students.

Pre- and post-test results varied only

slightly as to the degree of concern expressed by the
teachers.

The principal investigator felt that there

might be some supportive evidence to the research by
Bussis et al.

(1976)

as to the importance of an

advisor/resource person helping teachers
classroom develop new techniques.

in

their

This research indicated

that the advisor significantly helped the teachers move

through various levels of concern and helped them to focus
on concern for their students.

As all the teachers in

results
this project indicated in their pre- and post-test
a

"concern for student" there was no movement from lower

level concerns to higher level concerns.

2.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' supportive interaction with
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their colleagues?

Results of this project indicate that there were

mixed feelings and perceptions among the participants as
to the effectiveness of this project in helping teachers

to become more supportive in their

other.

interactions with each

In one of the smaller schools,

the participating

teacher felt that what she had learned through this

project and through working with her resource person had

contributed significantly to the way that she interacted
with her colleagues in the building.

mentioned that other teachers
to her

in her

For example, she

building were coming

for advice about their reading program.

She had

further noticed that more teachers in the building were

leaving their classroom doors open while they taught.
In the larger school,

there was no significant

evidence that this project increased the supportive
interaction among teachers.

The principal investigator

specifically asked this question at the conclusion of the
spring semester, and all but one of the teachers felt that

there was not

a

strong supportive climate in the school.

The resource person for this school felt that the

individualized nature of each teacher's project did not
the
require them to share ideas and materials; therefore,

project had not contributed to increased interaction among
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the staff.

Although the all-school curriculum unit was

designed to help the teachers interact with each other and
with their principal, the participants did not feel that
it had helped to

school.

increase collegiality throughout the

It is the principal

investigator's belief that

the all-school curriculum unit represents
for the teachers of this school.

a

starting point

The more work and

planning they do for this unit the more chance they will
have to interact with each other in

3.

a

positive way.

What effect does this project have on
teachers' definitions of an integrated
day classroom and the role of the
advisor?

Information for this research statement was

generated through an informal questionnaire given to the

participants at the beginning and the end of the project.
Some of the project participants were aware of these

definitions through their contact with the Integrated Day
Program as co-operating teachers.

Others had taken

classes with Drs. Bunker and Rudman and were aware of the
Thus, there was not

beliefs and ideas of this Program.

a

significant change in the teachers' definitions of these
two concepts.

However, there was

a

subtle change

they interpreted the role of the resource person.

in

how

At the

were
inception of the project, participants' definitions
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general and they related the role of the resource person
in a

non-specific way.

By the culmination of the project,

the participants who actively used the resource person

were able to relate that role to specific things that

happened in their classroom.

In other words,

the

utilization of the resource person enabled the participant
to make connections to their own classroom environment.

The following is a condensation of the

participants' definitions of an integrated day classroom
and of the role of the resource person.

"My definition of

an integrated day classroom is:"

where children and teachers define
interest and theme areas and explore these
Since in my world view
ideas in depth.
all areas are interconnected, an effective
classroom should mirror this interconnectedness
.

where a theme or topic is explored and
basic subjects are related to that theme
Individual interests
as much as possible.
are respected and encouraged.
where students take personal responsibility for their learning and at the same
time all the basics of a good education
are taken into account.
"My definition of the role of the resource
person is:"

someone who can provide a point of view
with regard to classroom activities that
is broader than my own.
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someone who is an observer and joint
participant in the planning, execution and
evaluation of an integrated curriculum.

someone who is available to visit my room,
observe my techniques and help me evaluate
myself

someone who is a supportive facilitator
and keeps me on track redefining
curriculum and establishing goals.
I love
to have another concerned educator to talk
to

The Research Statements as a Structural
Framework for the Design of this Project

The following section of this chapter presents the

twelve research statements isolated in Chapter

study (pp. 24-25).

Research indicates that

a

of this

II

project's

effectiveness increases when these concepts are
What

incorporated into its design and implementation.
follows is

a

brief description outlining how each

principle was incorporated into the project.

1.

Inservice education must be based on
the expressed needs of the
participants
The summer workshops provided the opportunity for

the participants to choose a topic of interest and develop
it as a

practicum throughout the fall and spring

semesters.

At the conclusion of the fall semester,

participants from the larger school expressed

a

need to
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work 2.together as

a

staff on a common project.

Their

decision was to produce an all-school curriculum unit.
To meet those expressed needs, participants must be given release time
to attend workshops and training

sessions
The principal investigator felt that release time
3. important concept.
was an

However, the fiscal reality of

the schools that participated in the project was such that

monies were not available to allow teachers to be released
from their classroom obligations to attend meetings and

workshops
Inservice education is a continuous
Growth is developmental.
process.
4.

The project was designed to last for one year so

that participants would have time to develop and implement

their summer workshop ideas.

The open-ended structure of

to
the project enabled the teachers at the larger school
of an
spend the entire spring semester in the development

all-school curriculum unit.

In addition,

the teachers

requested that the project continue into the fall
semester

Group maintenance and support must be
designed into an inservice object.
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Initially,

a

support group was designed into the

project to provide the teachers with opportunities to
share ideas, receive feedback and offer support to their

colleagues.

In addition,

larger group meetings including

participants from other schools, resource persons, the
principal investigator and the Co-Directors of the
Integrated Day Program

were regularly scheduled to

provide more feedback and support for the teachers'

projects
5.

Inservice education must have the
financial and moral support of
administration and community.
The financial support for this project was

provided by the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation.

These

monies enabled all the teachers involved with the project
to

receive tuition waivers for their summer courses.

These monies also supported the work of the resource

persons for the entire project.
The administrator at the larger school was

supportive to the project and to his teachers' work

at

first verbally and then by active participation throughout
the spring semester.

One of the participants at the smaller school was
to the
the acting principal and was therefore supportive

project.

The administrator at the other school was not
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involved with the project and was not supportive to his
teacher

'

s

work

Projects work best when they are selfinitiated and self-directed.

6.

Participants were given the opportunity to design
their own projects in collaboration with their resource

person.

In addition,

those who attended Dr. Rudman's

summer workshops initiated contracts with her to develop
ideas such as an individualized reading program and an

individualized record-keeping system.
Finally, participants initiated contact with their

resource person based upon their need for classroom help
and guidance.

7.

Workshops and training sessions are
extremely effective tools for the
introduction of new theoretical and
practical concepts.
The project design included summer workshops which

focused on "Integrating Curriculum", "Individualized

Reading" and "Children's Literature:

An Issues Approach".

These workshops were designed to provide

a

theoretical

background for the participants to use during their fall
and spring practicum experience.

In addition,

fall and

spring workshops were scheduled so that materials,
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concepts and issues could be addressed as the project

progressed
8.

These training sessions must be designed so that participants receive
feedback and support in their own
classrooms using the new technique or
theoretical principle.
The project was designed so that the participants

would have

a

resource person available to them when they

requested help and guidance.

These resource persons were

members of the Integrated Day Program and shared the
beliefs of that program including:

"Learners seem better

able to apply new learnings, refine their skills and

continue growing as they get feedback and support from
Furthermore, the role of the resource person

others."

involved helping the teachers in their own classroom

situation.
9.

Individualized staff development is
more successful than common activities
for all participants.
As was mentioned earlier

in this

section,

participants were encouraged to individualize their
project so that it met the needs of their own classroom

environment.
10

The use of the advisory for inclassroom assistance is a way of
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helping teachers internalize new
skills
The role of the advisor/resource person was

implemented in this project to help the teachers

incorporate into their classrooms the skills they learned
in the summer workshops.

This was in direct response to

the research of Joyce and Showers

(1980)

particularly

component #5 "Coaching for Application."
11.

The clinical model of supervision is
a non- threatening method for classroom observation.

The two resource programs, five of the seven

teachers, the principal investigator and the principal of
the larger school were all trained in the use of the

clinical model of supervision.

In addition,

several of

the teachers had worked with the Integrated Day Program as

co-operating practitioners and were familiar with this
model of supervision as it pertained to classroom

observation of their student teachers.

Finally, the

resource person utilized the various stages of the model
as they conducted their classroom visits and observations.

12.

The single school or school complex
with its administrators, teachers and
support staff is the key unit to
focus on.
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The project was designed to meet the needs of

three different schools in two different school districts.
No attempt was made to design a staff development project

that could be transferred from one school district to

another.

Each school was treated as a single entity; the

larger school was represented by all the teachers and the

building principal.

Project Utilization of the Research by
Joyce and Showers (1980)

One of the goals of this study was to provide

participants with the opportunity to develop concepts,
ideas and materials in their own classroom.

Thus,

workshops were designed utilizing the research by Joyce
and Showers

(1980)

.

Of the five components generated by

their research, only the third component

— "Practice

in

simulated classroom settings" was not incorporated into
the study.

This was due to the participants'

curriculum projects.
a

choice of

All of the teachers chose to develop

project that involved classroom systems (record-keeping,

individualized reading)

rather than classroom models of

teaching, such as open-ended questioning skills.

Even so,

teachers were offered an opportunity to use video-tape

procedures in

a m

icro- teaching format; but, as was stated
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earlier, their projects did not generate
style of simulation.

a

need for this

Therefore, this component was not

implemented
The other four components were incorporated

throughout the study.

Figure

6

describes the delivery

method, the semester incorporated, the projects initiated
and the major belief of the Integrated Day Program as they

pertain to each of the four components.

Drs. Bunker and

Rudman provided the theoretical background to:

integrated

curriculum, individualized reading, individualized recordkeeping and issues in children's literature.

In addition,

the beliefs of the Integrated Day program were discussed

and modeled throughout the project.

The use of positive

feedback and support were important procedures in all of
the workshops.

The interaction between the resource

person and the participating teachers employed feedback
and support as a positive means of developing collegiality

and building on the teachers'

strengths.

The role of the

resource person facilitated the component Joyce and
Showers called "Coaching for application."

Finally, the

resource person was available throughout the fall and
spring semester of the study to help the teachers develop
their skills and implement their ideas in the classroom.
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Teachers' Participation Throughout
The Study

The following section of this chapter presents an

analysis of the collected data as they pertain to the
teachers' participation throughout this study.

categories are used as
information:

a

Three

framework to present this

structure, beliefs and commitment.

Within

each category, the teachers' active or passive

participation is discussed.
opposite ends of
where

a

a

These terms represent

continuum.

Often, situations exist

teacher may be active in one category and passive

in another.

These terms are not used in

rather, they help to clarify teachers'

a

negative sense;

learning styles,

perceptions and behaviors.

Structure

Throughout the study there were teachers who

actively initiated their learning experiences.

For

example, during the fall and spring semesters four

teachers used their resource person to design

individualized reading and record-keeping systems.

One

field
teacher, with the help of her resource person,

tested and developed ideas for

a

new math program.

These
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four teachers actively worked on their projects and did

not require outside structure.

Other teachers needed more direction before they

Feedback

could become actively involved in the project.

from the fall semester interviews demonstrated to the

principal investigator that these teachers perceived the

project as one in which there was
focus.

a

lack of structure and

They stated that they would be more comfortable

working toward an expected outcome (product)

;

rather than

designing the process through which they arrived at that
expected outcome, they wanted to be directed by the
project designers.

As was stated earlier,

these teachers

were unwilling to allow the resource person to structure
their learning experiences.

Thus, they had the

expectation that this structure and focus would come from
the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day Program.
reIn response to this need, project goals were

structure
evaluated so that teachers who desired more

could be offered curriculum experiences with

product as the expected outcome.

curriculum unit was

a

a

finished

The all-school

response to this need for

a

structured learning experience.
fall
Participation by these teachers during the

semester was passive.

They enunciated their goals,

but did not
attended the workshops, contributed ideas
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actively use the resource person or pursue their stated
interests.

During the spring semester, as more structure

was provided, these teachers became actively involved in
the all-school curriculum unit.

Interviews conducted at

the end of the spring semester indicated that they felt

more comfortable with the project goals as well as with
the direct structure provided by the resource person and
the project designers.

These results do not necessarily indicate that the
teachers were less self-directed than the four teachers
who worked in consultation with their resource person.

What the results seem to indicate

is

that,

for this

project, three of the seven teachers stated that they
required more direction and structure before they could

become actively involved with the process.

These teachers

were considered to be self-directed and active project

initiators by their colleagues.

Therefore, it was assumed

that they were not actively involved in the first half of
the project because, at that time, the project did not

meet an important need in their professional life.

Their

active participation in the spring semester indicated that
they perceived the curriculum unit as

their classroom environment.

perience which produced

a

a

useful addition to

Thus, a structured ex-

usable curriculum product was

the kind of learning experience that they required.
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Additional evidence provided by the "Teacher Concerns

Checklist

supported participants' need for curriculum

material which met classroom objectives.

Finally, there

was another incentive for these teachers.

beginning of each year time was set aside
theme;

At the
to plan a

school

the teachers felt that the completion of the

curriculum unit would provide additional time

in

the fall

for other classroom projects.

Beliefs

Throughout this study participants demonstrated
varying degrees of congruity between their stated beliefs
and their behaviors.

The teachers who were active in the

project tended to demonstrate

congruity between

a

greater degree of

their stated beliefs and behaviors then

did the teachers who were passive.

For the teachers who

were passively involved in the project

a

mid-term

clarification of project goals and objectives did not help
to entice them

semester.

into active participation for the spring

All the teachers joined the project with the

expressed intent to work with

a

resource person to develop

curriculum ideas in their classroom (the original goals of
the project).

However, for some of these teachers their

behaviors did not suggest an active commitment to this
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goal.

Mid— term interviews enabled the project directors

to design new curriculum concepts for the spring semester
in an effort to structure the

inservice project to meet

the needs of those teachers who had not actively

participated during the fall semester.

Although these

teachers professed to feeling more comfortable with this

re-designed project their active behavior did not support
this belief.

For example, the two teachers who had not

used the resource person during the fall semester

continued not to use her throughout the spring semester.
As we mentioned earlier

in

this chapter, all the

participants stated that they believed

in

the concept of a

support group which would allow them to share ideas, offer

feedback to each other and investigate new theoretical
With the exception

information should that be required.

of a few isolated meetings the teachers'

active behavior

did not support their original belief.

Participants

stated frequently that they were not willing to attend

extra meetings after the school day.

Thus, their

behaviors conflicted with there stated beliefs.
Exceptions, when specified information was required, have
been noted earlier in this chapter.

The final solution to

schedule
this lack of interest in the support group was to

them upon the participants'

request.

and
Thus, the degree of congruity between beliefs
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behaviors demonstrated by the teachers varied along with
their commitment to the project. The more personal meaning

participants found

in

their project work the more their

behaviors were congruent with their stated beliefs.

Participants* Commi tment

There were various ways that the participants

demonstrated their commitment to the project.

From its

inception, four of the seven teachers were actively

involved with their work.

As was stated earlier, two

teachers required the additional focus and structure

provided by the all-school curriculum unit.

In fact,

this

unit provided all the participants at the larger school

with a mutual goal.

In addition,

their commitment to this

unit provided the opportunity for the principal to become

actively involved.

During the fall semester he had been

passively supportive to his teachers' work

in

the project.

However, his active participation and commitment during
the spring semester provided an important unifying factor-

-one that contributed to the success of the curriculum
unit.
As was mentioned earlier

in

this chapter, the

support group was

teachers'

commitment to the concept of

passive.

that
Throughout the project, participants stated

a
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they felt the idea of

a

support group was important but

when it came time to attend meetings the teachers always
had other commitments.

There were two notable exceptions:

during the fall semester the two teachers who designed the

individualized record-keeping system asked their resource
person to invite the principal of the University Lab-

oratory School to the support group meeting.

They wanted

his help in developing objectives for their record-keeping

system; similarly, another teacher was interested in

talking with him about an individualized math program.
The teachers initiated this meeting

curriculum concepts.

— to

deal with specific

The other notable exception was

a

support group meeting initiated by the participants for
the purpose of planning the theme for the all-school

curriculum unit.

The teachers were actively committed to

the support group when they initiated the meeting and when

the meeting focused on a specific curriculum objective.

Thus, the participants'

commitment to the project

varied from passive to active depending upon their need
for curriculum expertise and their need for large group

decision making.
to

As a result,

their involvement.

there was an ebb-and-flow

Active commitment to the goals of

the project and passive to active commitment to the

support group.
One of the participants in the study withdrew at
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the beginning of the spring semester.

The resource person

tried on several occasions to contact this teacher to find
out if she needed help getting started with her project.

The teacher did not answer his notes nor did she return
his phone calls.

After many attempts at contacting her,

the resource person along with the project directors,

decided that she had withdrawn from the study.

One of her

early comments during the fall semester indicated to the
principal investigator that she had joined the project

because she had wanted to begin her studies for

a

Master

of Education degree and viewed this project as a way of

getting started.

Observations of her passive par-

ticipation throughout the study indicated that she was not

actively committed to the project goals nor to the
successful completion of her classroom unit.

Although her

withdrawal may have been contingent on other considerations, it is the principal investigator's belief that
the lack of administrative support for her project as well
as the conservative school system in which she worked

contributed to her loss of interest and to her ultimate
withdrawal

Summary

.

This chapter has presented an in-depth

description of the inservice project.
described in detail.

Workshops have been

The planning and organization of the
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project have been included to provide an accurate picture
of the ongoing process.

In addition,

the structural

frameworks which were incorporated as data collectors

in

this project were outlined and discussed as to their

effectiveness in this study.

Finally, three of the four

research questions which guided the purpose of this study
were addressed.

The fourth research question, as well as

conclusions and recommendations are presented
Chapter V.

in
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study described the design and implementation
of an

inservice project which utilized current research

evidence as to what constituted successful staff development.

The year-long project involved seven teachers and

one principal who represented three elementary schools
from the Amherst-Pelham and Belchertown School districts.

The project's design incorporated three structural

frameworks:

twelve research statements extrapolated from

the literature on staff development, the beliefs of the

Intergrated Day Program and the research concerning the

transference of skills from

a

workshop to

a

classroom
Par-

setting isolated by Joyce and Showers (1980).

ticipants were provided with curriculum experiences
related to open education strategies presented during
summer workshops, and these were followed by

a

practicum

experience throughout the school year.

During this

period, participants were provided with

a

resource

ideas
person/advisor to help them implement curriculum

generated during the summer workshops.

This resource

the theoretical
person provided the human link between
the practical
presentation of curriculum materials and
classroom settings
implementation of these materials in
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and, thus, addressed the "coaching component"
isolated by
the research of Joyce and Showers

(1980)

Data were

.

collected through observations by the resource persons and
the principal investigator, mid-term and final in-depth

interviews with all the participants and comparisons

between pre- and post-test questionnaires.

Finally,

analysis of the ongoing events enabled the project

directors to implement strategies designed to increase the
effectiveness of the practicum experience.
This chapter presents the conclusions and

recommendations generated by this study.

In addition,

the

results of the inservice project are applied to the twelve

research statements which provided

a

framework for the

entire study. This is to provide practical evidence as to
the effectiveness of employing these statements as

a

conceptual framework for future staff development
projects.

Finally, the last of the four research

questions which guided the purpose of the study
the recommendations for further research?"

— is

— "What

are

addressed.
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Results of the Project as they Apply to the Research
Statements Extrapolated from the Literature Review

The following section of this chapter applies the

results of this study to the twelve research statements

extrapolated from Chapter

II

(pp.

24-25)

This provides

.

information as to the effectiveness of incorporating these
statements as

a

framework for the project.

population for this study was limited

generalizations are kept to

1.

a

in

As the

number,

minimum.

Inservice education must be based on
the expressed needs of the par-

ticipants

.

The results of this project demonstrate that this
is a

critically important concept.

Staff developers

cannot provide participants with effective inservice

programs if the participants'

real needs and desires are

not expressed at the beginning of the project.
(1982)

Edelfelt

describes how some needs will not surface

is for
immediately no matter how complete the instrument
In a project evaluation
conducting needs assessments.

University he
which he conducted for Eastern Michigan
states
needs may
In needs assessment original

reveal mainly surface needs, the things
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people are willing to admit.
Into the
project a few months, more basic needs
surface, and that may require reassessing
needs in the
implementation stage (p.
14

)

.

The results of this project provided collaborating

evidence to his hypothesis.

Participants joined the

project and stated that they had

a

need to work with

a

resource person and to develop curriculum ideas which were
introduced during the summer workshops.

Four of the seven

teachers followed through with this stated need and

accomplished their project goals.
interviews revealed
the participants.

a

However, mid-term

deeper concern from among some of

Further discussion with the par-

ticipants at the inception of the spring semester enabled
them to express feelings which needed to be addressed by
the project designers.

This self-reflection enabled the

principal investigator along with the Co-Directors of the
Integrated Day Program to change the project design and to
offer the staff at the larger school an opportunity to

work on an all-school curriculum unit.

participants’

real

needs— at least

Thus, the

at a deeper

level— were

in the way
not stated until well into the project much

Edelfelt has described this phenomena.

The tailoring of a

teachers helped
curriculum unit to meet the needs of these
to

increase their project commitment.

Had these deeper
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level concerns not been addressed by the teachers and the

project designers effective interaction would not have
been possible.

2.

To meet those expressed needs, participants must be given release time
to attend workshops and training

sessions
This is still

a

very important concern shared by

many teachers including the ones who participated
project.

this

in

Most teachers would rather have inservice

workshops conducted during school hours so that the
workshops do not become an extra burden on an already
heavy daily workload.

However, as was stated earlier in

Chapter IV, the fiscal reality of current educational

budgets prohibits most teachers from receiving monies for
inservice work conducted during classroom time.
In this project, monies were not available to pay

substitutes.

However, workshop attendance increased when

Wednesday
they were rescheduled from after school to early
afternoons.

This day was selected because the teachers

after
were in school but the children were sent home

lunch.

This was

a

time set aside for teachers to plan

By
curriculum and schedule parent- teacher conferences.
project
moving the workshops to early afternoon, the

after school
directors were no longer competing with
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activities and other teacher commitments.

Furthermore,

this was a convenient meeting time for the school

principal who wished to participate in the workshops.
This was the best solution possible considering current

educational funding and represented,

in

fact,

release

time.

3.

Inservice education is a continuous
Growth is developmental.
process.
The four teachers who actively participated

throughout the project and used their resource person

effectively demonstrated continuous growth.

This was

illustrated by the continuing development of their

classroom projects.

individualized reading and record-

keeping systems were developed, evaluated and refined

throughout the fall and spring semester.

Materials and

suggestions from the resource person were incorporated
ideas and
into the project so that the outcome represented

teachers
perceptions of several people. In addition, these
person, as
were able to use feedback from their resource
their ongoing
well as from their students, to discuss
evolution of
project during parent conferences. Thus, the
the summer
these projects from their inception during
during the spring
workshops, to their refined conclusions
process of growth and
semester demonstrated a continuous
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development; the active involvement of these four teachers
was visible throughout the study.
Two of the teachers required more time passively
to

interact with the project goals before they were
For them,

comfortable enough to become involved actively.

the all-school curriculum unit provided the vehicle for

this involvement.

The commitment of these two teachers

demonstrated that they had reached

a

stage where they

could see the benefit of devoting some of their time to

curriculum unit.

Developmentally

there was need to aim toward

a

product complete with materials

,

a

for these two teachers,

classroom unit

— before

a

finished

they could commit

time and effort to the inservice project.

In essence,

concern for materials as described in the research of
Fuller and Borich (1974) was

involvement with the project.

a

high priority for their
In fact,

as was stated

earlier in Chapter IV, these teachers had expressed

a

which met
strong concern for curriculum materials

classroom objectives.

Thus, evidence generated by the

verbally during the
"Teacher Concerns Checklist" surfaced
The development of the all-school
spring semester.
for these two
curriculum unit provided an opportunity
and materials for
teachers to develop curriculum ideas

their classroom.
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4.

Group maintenance and support must be
designed into an inservice project.
The principal investigator envisioned the concept

of a support group as a vehicle for sharing

ideas and

supporting participants throughout the project. As was

mentioned earlier

in

Chapter IV of this study,

participants were not eager to devote their after school
time to extra meetings.

This was clearly stated by the

teachers even though they all professed the importance of
the support group concept.

Results from the fall and

spring semester interviews concerning the support group

demonstrated that participants had not resolved this
incongruity between beliefs and behaviors.
it was

They felt that

important to develop ongoing support, but that time

commitments and schedule conflicts could not be resolved
given their active after school schedules.

Their solution

their
was to form small support groups, thus satisfying

involving
need for feedback, while at the same time, not

great deal of after school meeting time.

a

In addition,

project in
interaction and support occurred throughout the

hallways, lunchrooms and other meeting places.

The

furnish
original intent of the support group was to

a

to
place for these types of interactions
group support system
occur; results indicate that a larger

reason and

a
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was not nearly as appropriate for this school as informal

interactions were.
Finally,

a

formal support group was not organized

as a delivery system for future staff development projects
in

this school.

Inservice programs in this school will

have to continue to use the informal arrangements in place
or develop another means for providing support and

feedback to the participants.

5.

Inservice education must have the
financial and moral support of
administration and community.
The financial support for this project was

provided by the Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation.

As was

stated earlier, this provided monies in the form of

tuition waivers for the participants in this project as
well as monies to support the resource persons who acted
as advisors throughout the study.

Support offered by the administration
case the school principal

— varied

— in

this

throughout the project.

each one
Three schools were involved in this study and

represented

a

unique administrative situation.

Each of

one teacher.
the smaller schools was represented by

At

also the acting
one of these schools, the teacher was
as her teaching
principal and assumed those duties as well
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She was active throughout the project

responsibilities.

and made administrative connections as to how she could

use ideas and concepts not only in her own classroom but

also in her school.
The teacher at the other smaller school was not

supported by her building principal and, with no other

support in her school, her withdrawal from the project was
not unexpected.

Sample size of this study prohibits

generalizations; however, the investigator believes that
if

the principal had supported this teacher she may well

have altered her decision to withdraw from the project.
The principal at the larger school was passively

supportive throughout the fall semester.

He was

to
interested in the project, but although he was invited

participate in the project on several occasions, he was
until
unable to participate because of other commitments
the spring semester.

As was stated earlier, he met with

Program to discuss
the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day
the spring semester goals.

During this meeting,

afternoons)
workshop time was arranged (Wednesday
he could attend the sessions.

a

new
so that

This enabled him to become

to work alongside his
actively involved in the project and
time available for
teachers contributing ideas and making
curriculum unit during the fall
the implementation of the

semester

encouraged the other
His active participation
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teachers in the school to become more actively involved
with their part of the curriculum unit and to invest more
time in the planning and implementing of the project.

Results of this study indicate that this research

statement is crucial to the overall success of an
inservice project.

Teachers cannot work in

a

vacuum;

the

active support and feedback from their school principal

provides them with psychological, physical and emotional
support.

This helps them to feel respected for their

contribution and their abilities both as classroom
teachers and as adults who have something to share with
their fellow practitioners.

Successful implementation of

inservice projects requires the active support of the

building principal.

6.

Projects work best when they are selfdirected and sel f- in i t ia ted

Results of this study confirm this research
statement.

to
Four of the seven teachers were able

project as well as
initiate, implement and evaluate their
colleagues of
develop next steps. As we stated earlier,
them as self-directed
the other three teachers described
projects on their
individuals who were able to initiate
own.

believes that
Therefore, the principal investigator

did not meet these three
the first half of the project
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teachers'

needs.

As the study continued, these teachers

became actively involved

in

the planning of the unit and

took the initiative to do research on different curriculum
topics.

Thus, as was mentioned earlier, these teachers'

need to produce curriculum materials for their classrooms

provided the incentive to become actively involved

the

in

project.

7.

Workshops and training sessions are
extremely effective tools for the
introduction of new theoretical and
practical concepts.
Results of this study indicate that materials,

resources and concepts introduced during the summer and
fall workshops were useful to four of the participants

throughout the year.

Conceptual frameworks, including

individualized reading, record-keeping and math were
implemented during the fall semester.

In addition,

belief system of the Integrated Day Program

the

especially

responsible
the belief concerning children becoming more
for their own learning

— was

built into the larger

and
conceptual frameworks so that individualization

responsibility were linked together as

a

common goal.

The

by one of the
"2002" curriculum planning tool was utilized
the
participants to plan part of her project and

children's books
dissemination of appropriate titles for
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helped teachers develop and implement new resources for
their reading programs.

Finally, teachers involved with

this project were experienced workshop leaders; thus, they

were at ease with this format and presentation.

Their

comments were favorable as to the effectiveness of the

workshop format and its use as the delivery mode through
which new material was introduced.

8.

These training sessions must be designed so that participants receive
positive feedback and support in their
own classrooms using the new technique or theoretical principle.

Results of this study indicate that having

a

resource person available to work with teachers in the

classroom

is

a

very important concept and that the

"coaching for application" phase of this study as

described by the research of Joyce and Showers (1980)

contributed significantly to the success of the classroom
Participants reported that their resource

projects.

and
person provided "helpful ideas", "modeled behaviors"
the
offered "positive feedback and support" throughout

resource
The four teachers who worked with the

project.

continued
persons all commented that they would "not have
person not been
with their project had the resource
this project
A great deal of the success of
available
.
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rests with the contributions made by the two resource

persons

9.

Individualized staff development is
more successful than common activities
for all participants.
The results of this study present situations which

confirm and contradict this research statement.
teachers worked on individualized projects.

Four

Two teachers

did not become actively involved in the project until they

began working on the common curriculum unit.

Thus, for

this project, results were mixed as to the effectiveness
of individualized activities compared to common activities
for all participants.

Circumstances beyond the control of

the project directors, that is the need of the staff at
on
the larger school to work together with their principal

an all-school curriculum unit, contributed to the

effectiveness of common activities for this group of
teachers

10.

The use of an advisory system for inclassroom assistance is a way of
helping teachers internalize new
skills
was very
The work of the advisor/resource person

effective

in

skills.
helping teachers to internalize new
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Throughout the project, four teachers mentioned that their
resource person helped them to set goals and provide them
with technical, material and psychological support.

One

teacher mentioned that she felt her resource person was

responsible for the success of her project because "she
had provided so much support during the year."

Results of this study indicate that allowing the

teachers to initiate contact with the resource person does
not work effectively in all cases.

three

In the study,

teachers felt that they wanted the resource person to be

more directive.

This was confirmed by one of the resource

persons; specifically, she stated that she "no longer

allowed teachers who had scheduled

a

meeting with her to

make excuses as to why they had to change the time."

In

this project, this proved to be an effective method of

dealing with teachers who required more direction.
Finally, both resource persons stated that they wished
they had been used more by the participating teachers.

Results indicate that teachers working with

a

resource

person for the first time require far more information as
to the role of that person and the various ways

in which

he or she may help the teacher in the classroom

environment.

Continued use of the resource person would

provide opportunities for these teachers to develop

attitudes supportive to this role.

The principal
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investigator believes that this would lead to

a

greater

use of the expertise provided by the resource person.

Indeed, at the May meeting, participants at the larger

school requested the continuation of the resource person's

advisory help during the next year.

11.

The clinical model of supervision is
non- threatening method of classroom

a

observation
Results of this study indicate that the clinical

model of supervision provides an effective framework for

teacher/resource person interactions.

As was mentioned

earlier, both the participating teachers as well as the

resource persons were familiar with this model of
supervision.

The resource persons employed this model for

classroom observations of students
the teachers

— and

— to

collect data for

for observations on how well the systems

(record-keeping, individualized math and reading) were

functioning in the classroom.

Obervational notes were

to the
shared with the teachers providing feedback as

effectiveness of the particular method.

Fall and spring

indicated that
interviews with the participating teachers
way for planning
this method of advising was an effective
at the
observations and sharing these observations

completion of the lesson.
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12.

The single school or school complex
with its administrators, teachers
and support staff is the key unit to
focus on.

Two different school districts were involved in
The participating schools brought varied

this study.

human, material and monetary resources to the project.

In

addition, the school district administrators varied

politically from conservative to liberal.

Therefore,

projects were individualized for each school district.

effort was made to design

a

different school districts.

No

package which could be used in
In response to the need to

focus on a school complex, the larger school joined the

project as

a

group of teachers and one administrator

representing K-6

.

Results of this study indicate that

this policy of focusing on the single school unit produces
a

greater degree of staff interaction which can lead to an

atmosphere of change and growth.

Results of this study indicate that employing
the work of
these twelve research statements as defined by
as
Nicholson (1975), Lawrence (1974) and Edelfelt (1977)

a

this staff
framework for designing and implementing
These may
development project produces effective outcome.
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be summarized as follows:

1.

participants were able to express
deeper level concerns.

2.

four teachers demonstrated continuous
growth and development.

3.

teachers at the larger school worked
cooperatively with their principal on
an all-school curriculum unit.

4.

the principal's support at the larger
school contributed significantly to
the success of the all-school
curriculum unit.

5.

four teachers initiated, implemented
and evaluated their projects and
then developed "next steps".

6.

the use of a workshop as a delivery
method for "theoretical presentations
worked effectively.

7.

the work of the resource person
contributed significantly to the
success of the participants projects.

8.

the clinical model of supervision
provided and effective framework for
teacher/resource person interactions.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Several conclusions may be drawn from the

implementation of this staff development project.
a

limited population, generalizations are

minimum.

The following conclusions are based on

project involved
kept to

a

As this
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the utilization of:

the Joyce and Showers

(1980)

research, the twelve research statements extrapolated from

Chapter II of this study, the beliefs of the Integrated
Day Program
1.
and the data collected throughout the yearlong project. The final conclusions to be drawn at least

settings described in this study are:

in the

Utilization of the research by Joyce and Showers
(1980)

provides an effective framework for the

design and implementation or workshops and
training sessions.

"Coaching for application" provides for the

2.

effective transfer of workshop theory to classroom
real i ty

The establishment of the role of the resource

3.

person/advisor provides

an effective method for

the realization of the "coaching component"

isolated by the Joyce and Showers research.

"Practice in simulated classroom settings" may be

4.

omitted from

a

workshop design providing that

participants' projects involved systems (recordkeeping or individualized reading)

rather than

models (open- ended questioning techniques or

deductive thinking skills)
5

.

Utilization on the twelve research statements
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extrapolated from Chapter II of this study provide
an effective framework for the design and

implementation of

a

field-based staff development

project

Modeling the beliefs of the Intergrated Day

6.

Program by both the workshop leaders and the
resource persons helps those beliefs to be

transferred to classroom environments.

Focusing on one major belief of the Integrated Day

7.

Program (helping children to take responsibility
for their own learning)

enables teachers to build

that belief into several different curriculum

concepts and thus provides them with more

opportunities for successful

implementation and

evaluation
8.

the staff
An all-school curriculum unit provides

and principal with an

extended opportunity to

10. work together on a common goal and building

priority.
9.

The concept of

a

large support group for sharing

method for
ideas and for providing a delivery
supported by
is
future staff development projects
not by their
participants' stated beliefs but

behaviors
the building principal
The positive influence of
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on the implementation

development
11.

is

of

inservice staff

extremely important.

There is some evidence that this project had an

supportive interaction with

effect on teachers'

their colleagues; however, for most participants,
the status remains the same as when the project

began
12.

Support groups work best when they are developed
by teachers to meet

13.

their specific needs.

The concept of a support system is still valid

although

a

team (pair)

is

easier to accomplish

than a large group.
14.

The participants'

commitment to the project varied

from passive to active depending upon their need
for curriculum expertise and their

need for large

group decision making.

Analysis of the conclusions from this study has

generated the following recommendations.
1.

A greater clarification of the role of the

resource person/adv i sor

would be useful to

encourage participants to allow the resource
person

to provide structure and

projects.

Although this role

focus for their

was defined several
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times during the project, three teachers expressed

confusion about what tasks the resource person
could do in their classrooms.

Therefore, this
and

role must be defined early in the project

teachers must be periodically reminded as to the

available options.
Resource persons and their classroom role should

2.

not be linked to course credit.

Should this

happen, it might be difficult to develop

a

collegial atmosphere between the resource person
and the participating
A mechanism for

3.
4.

teachers.

teachers to withdraw from the

project, so that if they
in

are no longer interested

participating they would avoid

a

situation in

see
which they feel uncomfortable every time they

the resource

person in the school.

One solution

from
would be to allow the teachers to withdraw

mid-term
the project at the completion of the
evaluation
Mid-term teacher interviews as well as
evaluation of needs

a

re-

assessments would allow the

participants'
project directors to incorporate the
stages of the
feedback into the implementation

project
5

.

structure to allow
A varied approach to project
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for different learning styles would permit

teachers at various developmental levels to

actively participate in the project.

This might

result in a combination product/process style of
staff development providing different opportunities for teachers who were developmental ly

concerned with creating curriculum materials for

classroom objectives and those

teachers who were

concerned with pupil outcomes.
Collegial support is
inservice staff

a

must for this form of

development.

Therefore, staff

developers should follow the research advice and
have more than one teacher in each school
More than one teacher at each represented grade
level would provide for the mutual sharing of
ideas and concepts.

This could be provided by

increasing the project population through the

involvement of several

more schools.

inception
The principal's active support from the
of the project would

help the participants feel

that they were working on

a

meaningful

project--

one that was important to their school.

that the two
The principal investigator speculates
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teachers who did not actively participate during the fall
semester of the study were not interested in the project
as it was originally conceived.

Their perception of the

project included the Co-Directors of the Integrated Day

Program as their active resource persons.

Although it was

mentioned several times during the project that the CoDirectors would be available for specific expertise and
that the resource person in the school was there to handle
the day-to-day classroom advising, these teachers did not

seem willing to accept this reality.

earlier, there was

a

As was mentioned

reluctance on the part of these

teachers to accept the expertise of the resource person
and to allow that person to structure their learning

experiences.

Thus, their active participation during the

spring semester might have been due to the presence of the

Co-Directors at each of the workshop sessions.

Recommendations for Further Research

This study was undertaken to provide

a

description

inservice project
of the design and implementation of an
as to what
which utilized current research evidence
Specific attensignified successful staff development.

for application"
tion was devoted to the "Coaching
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component of the Joyce and Showers (1980)

research.

Throughout the year-long study, other avenues of research
became apparent and the following section of this chapter
outlines some of those prospective areas.

The following

areas of study relate to inservice staff development and
are suggested for further research:

1.

An examination of needs assessments is required so

that staff developers can design and implement

projects which best serve inservice teachers.
Particular attention might focus on helping

respondents state concerns which go beyond the
surface level.

Current research

evidence de-

monstrates that some inservice teachers require at
least a

year of working in an inservice project

before they will state meaningful concerns on
needs assessment.

What are the implications

a

to

staff developers of this "testing out" period?
2.

An examination of the role of the resource person

and how that role can be linked to the coaching

component isolated by the research of Joyce and
Showers is needed so that staff developers can

recommend employing
projects.

this component in their

The cost factor of implementing this

procedure outside of

a

university setting would
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provide useful information to these staff
developers.

It would also contribute to the

research needed in this area of inservice

education
An examination of the role of the building

3.

principal and how his or her role can be tailored
to the

implementation of an inservice project

is

needed to provide researchers with information as
to the feasibility of linking this role to the

coaching component during an inservice staff

development project.
4.
5.

An examination of the effectiveness of the

resource person in working

with classroom

teachers if he or she is linked to course credit
or other monetary incentives is needed to provide

information to project

designers; specifically,

will the teachers use the resource person more

if

there are outside incentives, such as money or
cred it?
and
An examination of what constitutes voluntarism

what this says about self-motivation

is

specifically, teachers who volunteer for

needed,
a

project but who have difficulty participating

because there are no
6

.

external rewards.

is needed to
An examination of support groups
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provide information to

staff developers who

wish to design this form of teacher support into
7.

staff development projects.
a

support group be

Specifically, how can

structured to meet the needs

of the participants?

An examination of resource personnel is needed to

provide information

for future projects as to

what constitutes an effective resource

person/advisor.
trained in

a

Specifically, should they be

particular

curriculum area or

should they be able to provide expertise in

several

In addition,

curriculum areas.

how can

they be trained to deal with the various human

interactions which occur throughout

a

long-term

project
8.

An examination of the beliefs of the Integrated

Day Program is needed to determine the

effectiveness of concentrating on one belief
throughout

a

project compared to focusing on

several beliefs.

Specifically,

is

it

teachers to incorporate one belief at
rather than implementing
9.

a

easier for
a

time

complete belief system?

Further use of the Who Decides Questionnaire
needed to help teachers become aware of the
who
discrepancy between their perceptions of

is

222

decides events in their classrooms and their
students'

events.

perceptions of

who decides the same

This would provide information to staff

developers who wish to help teachers structure
their classroom so that

their students are more

responsible for their own learning.

These areas of study would add to the current

literature concerning inservice staff development.

Since

the coaching for application component is relatively new
for

inservice education, there

is a need

for more docu-

mentation about the successful transfer of skills from
workshops to classroom environments.

Coupled with this,

a

need exists for more documentation about the role of the

resource person and how this person might become the in-

classroom link between the workshop theory and the
classroom reality.
It

is

the principal investigator's hope that

future inservice staff development projects will

incorporate the role of

a

resource person to provide the

and
necessary in-classroom assistance so that teachers

support
administrators may be provided with feedback and
new classroom
crucial to the successful implementation of

material.

will
The provision of this school support

help in
enable participants to receive structured

a
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collegial atmosphere, and will encourage them to grow

professionally as classroom practitioners.
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SCHOOL Or EDUCATION
April 21, 1982

Dear Colleagues:

PROGRAM DESIGNED TO
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE IN A TOO YEAR
HELP YOU
Integrate your curriculum
Identify your teaching scyles
Engage students' learning styles
Design curriculum materials
devices and
Refine planning schemes, record keeping

-

-

-

techniques
Design a multi ethnic curriculum approach.
Increase students’ self-concept
scudencs to set
Develop learning experiences which lead
evaluate own
make decisions, take responsibility,

-

-

goals,

progress and set next steps.
NOT ALONE, BUT THROUGH:
-

("Integrating Curriculum" with
A SPRING WORKSHOP SERIES
choice of Rudman s
Bunker - 6 afternoons in May, and a

"Individualized
"Issues in Children's Literature" or
Reading Approaches" in June).

.

-

from a teaching colleague
on-SITE SUPPORT IN YOUR CuASSROOM
now and next year!
your classroom next year
THE SERVICES A RESOURCE PERSON in
you to set curriculum
helping
role
advising
an
to act as
goals and meet them!

**^

been funded to otter e ^*
The INTEGRATED DAY PROGRAM has
Professors R. Mason Bunker
teachers who share these objectives.
workshops this May and June.
Masha K. Rudman offer the first

22 £ .22T.

Introductory^

^ ^ ““
2222-=-“. »-—• -

in
selected teachers will participate
"Integrating Curriculum"
Workshop:

B

or
"Issues in Children's Literature"
"Individualized Reading Approaches

er 's Spring

e

participants

Page Two
April 21, 1982

Teaching scholarships will be awarded on a sliding scale depending
(University tuition waivers may also be
upon degree of participation.
used)
Preference for admissions will be given to individuals who coregister with other members of their school staff.
.

TIMELINE

:

APRIL. 1982

May

3

Accepted
Apply now to:
particiIntegrated
pants
Day Program
Summer Institute notified
224 School of
Education
U. Mass.
01003
Amherst, MA

Early Fall
1982

Early Dec.

Follow-up
workshop
plan and
meet Resource
people

Follow-up
Workshops to
be announced

1982

May 11, 12, 13
18, 26, 27 4-6:30
Phase I
Workshop
"Integrating
Curriculum"
wich Bunker

June 2-18

Course from
Rudman's Workshops
Mon.-Thurs. 4-6:30
Individual Reading
Approach
Mon.-Thurs. 7-9:30
Children's
Literature

Jan. -May
1983

May-June

Curriculum
projects ongoing work with
peers and
Resource people
in schools wich
periodic all
group workshops

Advanced
Summer work
shops

1983

partial
CREDIT INFORMATION the selected participants will receive
graduate
stipend tor enrollment in Che two workshops. Three U.Mass.
also arrange
credits are offered for each workshop (participants may
individualized study for credit).
degree
The participants will be encouraged to apply for graduate
program when appropriate.
FUTURE
project for the
We are intending to apply for refunding of this
Services and intensive
next two years to support the Resource Person

Summer Workshops.
to work wich
Some participants in chis project may be invited
Program Studenc Teachers in the future.

237

rage Three
April 21, L982

We are very excited about this project which allows us to work
closely with classroom teachers and principals; and we are nose fortunate to have been awarded a granc to support this important work
especially in a time of financial constraint.

Please consider joining us in this professional partnership.

Masha K. Rudman
R21B/:flCR:tle

INTEGRATED DAY PROGRAM 1982

APPLICATION

SLTfl'.ER

INSTITUTE

WORKSHOPS AND
YES, I’D LIKE TO JOIN YOU FOR THE tlAY-JUNE

WORK ON AN INTECRATED CURRICULUM IN MY CLASSROOM.

1.

I

WILL REGISTER FOR
"INTEGRATING CURRICULUM" (REQUIRED)

AND

June 2-18
"ISSUES IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE"
(Mon.-Thurs. 7-9:30 p.m.)

2.

OR
2-18
"INDIVIDUALIZED READING APPROACHES" June
(Mon.-Thurs. 4-6:30 p.m.)
3.

(Name)

(ZIP)

(Address)

(TEL)

(PRINCIPAL)

224 School ot Educacion

University of Massachusetts
01003
Amherst, MA

GRADE

(TOWN)

(SCHOOL)

(413)

545-31-1

(TEL)
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Classroom
Teacher

_

3.

QUESTIONNAIRE
circle th« number
For each of the following statements
Instructions
of the extent to
estimate
your
expresses
closely
t
which mo 3
If the statement ts abaolute y
'statement is true'oHour own classroom.
1
minimally tru., *° os *
very
"1;"
is
if
it
circle
case,
the
not
your classroom, choose 3,. if it
the statement generally describes
absolutely true, choose "4."
:

«

\

disagree

agree

strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

l

2

3

4

until
Materials are kept out of the way
my direction.
they are distributed or used under

1

2

3

4

simulMany different activities go on
taneously.

1

2

3

4

own
Children are expected to do their
5.
other children.
work without getting help from

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

strongly
disagree
class
Text3 and materials are supplied in
their own.
sets so that all children may have

1

personal
Each child has a apace for his
classroom is
storage and the major part of the
organized for common use.

2.

3.

4.

in
Manipulative materials are supplied
little
with
range,
and
diversity
great
replication.

6.

blocks of
The day is divided into large
with my help,
time within which children,
determine their own routine.

7

in small
Children work individually and
groups at various activities.

C.

and pronook, «re supplied in diversity
children s
fusion including reference books,
literature.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

g

about
Children are not supposed to move
permission.
the room without asking
10.

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

241

11.

strongly
disagree

12.
13. Desks are arranged so that every child
can see the blackboard or teacher from his

disagree

strongly
agre*

agree

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

17 .

talk whan they
i prefer that children not
are supposed to be working.

2

3

4

Children voluntarily group and regroup
themselves.

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

children's
I plan end schedule the
activities through the day.

1

2

3

4

use materials only
I make sure children
21.
as instructed.

l

2

3

4

directed at
group children for lessons
needs.
specific

1

2

3

4

manipulative
Children work directly with
23.
materials.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

desk.

The environment includes materials
developed.

I

have

Common environmental materials are provided.

Children may voluntarily use other areas
14.
of
of the building and school yard as part
their school use.
Our program Includes use of the neighbor-

15.

hood.

Children use "books" written by their
16.
classmates as part of their reading and
reference materials.

18.

24.
The environment Includes materials
19.

developed or supplied by the children.
20.

22.

I

to
Materials are readily accessible
children.
25

1

by
promote a purooseful atmospaere

ejecting and enabling children

to use time

work and
productively and to value their

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

learning.
to group children in
X use test results
reading and/or math.

26.

27.

work.

all their
Children expect me to correct
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28.

strongly
disagree
I base my Instruction on erch Individual
child and his Interaction with materials
and equipment.
I give children tests to find out what
they know.

29.

The emotional climate is warm and

30.

J/. UL« Uort
subject matter areas.

cl

o

ti

agree

strongly
agree

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

disagree

al'iiiiUJm-io

assignments arc given Co
Ky lessons and
the class as a whole.

32.

information, I
To obtain diagnostic
or concern of a child
observe the specific work
experience- based
closely and ask immediate f
questions.

4

3

2

33.

34.

or

on curriculum guide.
I base my instruction
grade level I teach.
text fecks for the

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

,e

write individual his1 keep notes and
intellectual, emotories of' each child's
development.
tional. and physical

35

3£

have children for just one year.

i

operates within clear guide37.
42. The class
lines, made e::plicit.

1

2

3

4

i

2

3

4

l

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

43.
dealing with conflicts and
I take care of
38.
the

involving
disruptive behavior without
44.
group.

are

products and ideas
:hildren's activities,
,ruvt»l Jwwluiity ouonc tli. clasaruotn.

40.

I

39.

an in charge.

rediBefore suggesting any extension or
diagnostic attenrection of activity, I glve
and his particular
tion to the particular child
activity.

41.

2

3

4

2

3

4

children and rate
use tests to evaluate
peers.
their
to
comparison
them in

2

3

4

of someone in
I use the assistance
supportive advisory capacity.

2

3

4

look at and
The children spontaneously
discuss each other's work.
X

1

a

strongly
disagree

strongly
agree

disagree

agree

*

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Academic achievement Is my top priority
for the children.

1

2

3

4

Children are deeply involved in what they
are doing through the day.

1

2

3

4

I try to keep all children within my
sight so that I can be sure they are doing
what they are supposed to do.

45.

I have helpful colleagues with whom 1
discuss teaching ideas.

46.

I keep a collection of each child's work
for use in evaluating his development.

47.

Evaluation provides Information to guide
48.
my instruction and provisioning for the class*
room.
49.

50.

scnool
l.

Classroom

2

Teacher

.

Observer

3.

OBSERVATION-RATING SCALE

1.

2.

3.

«

x

o

Texts and materials are supplied in class sets
so that all children may have their own.

1

2

Each child has a space for his personal storage
and the major part of the classroom is organized
for c .mmon use

1

2

1

2

1

2

Children are expected to do their own work
S.
without getting help from other children.

1

2

Manipulative materials are supplied in great
diversity and range, with little replication.

1

2

Material*, are kept out of the way until they
are distributed or used under the teacher's
direction.

Many different activities go on simultaneously.

u.

s,

Day is divided into large blocks of time
within which children, with the teacher’s help,
determine their own routine.

7.

Children work individually and in small groups

9.

at various, activities.

Books are supplied in diversity and profusion
including ’reference, children's literature).

9.
(

u
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C

o «
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frequent

strong

v c

5

-H

move about the
Children are not supposed to
without asking permission.

5.

:5 n

every child can see
Desks are arranged so that
desk.
his
from
teacher
he blackboard or
1.

materials developed
The environment includes
teacher.
the

2.
y

2

Corr.r.cn

.

e nvironmental

materials are provided.

ichcsl time.

the neighborhood.
ogram includes use of
The program

IS.

lb.

-itet

their class„„ "books" written byreference
Children use
and
0 f their reading
as z

3

2

-.aterUls

children not talk when
-each^r prefers that
working.
be
to
they are supposed

3

2

17

ki

group and regroup
children voluntarily

'

2

1

tnensc Lves

includes
he environmer., t
cnildren
cnildren.
supplied by the

materials developed

3

2

7

or

schedules the children’s
Teacher plan s and
aytne day
activities througn

1

2

20.

only
children use materials
Teacher makes sure
as instructed.

”?1.

2

3

evidence
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Teacher groups children for lessons directed
22.
at specific needs.

1

2

3

4

Children work directly with manipulative mater23.
ials.

1

2

3

4

27.
24.

adily accessible to children.

1

2

3

4

28.
Teacher promote! a purposeful atmosphere by
25.
expecting and enabling children to use time
productively and to * alue their work and learning.

1

2

3

4

Teacher uses tejt results to group children
26.
for reading and/or math.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3,

“

1

2

3

4

The emotional climate is warm and accepting.

1

2

3

4

subject
The work children do is divided into
matter areas.

1

2

3

are
The teacher's lessons and assignments
given to the class as a whole.

1

2

3

Materials are

rt

31.
Children expect the teecher to correct all
their work.
32.

Teacher bases hfr instruction on each
individual child and his interaction with
materials and equipment.

Teacher gives children tests to find out what
29
they know.
.

30.

the teacher
To obtain diagnostic information,
33.
concern of.
closely observes the .specific work or
questions.
child and asks immediate, experience-based

2

3

t
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v

c u
requel

n
Teacher bases her instruction on curriculum
she
ides or text books for the grade level
.

Teacher keeps notes and writes individual
emotional,
stories of each child’s intellectual,
ysical development.

12

strong

f

3

.

just one
Teacher has children for a period of

.

“

3

2

1

1

2

3

“

1

2

3

4

ar.

guidelines
The class operates within clear
de explicit.
conflicts
Teacher takes care of dealing with
the group.
disruptive behavior without involving
ideas are
Children's activities, products, and
classroom.
fleeted aoundantly about the

The teacher is in charge.

or redirection
Before suggesting any extension
attention to
activity teacher gives diagnostic
and his particular activity.
,e parties ’ar child

4

3

2

1

1

2

3

“

1

2

3

“

.

-

The children spontaneously
ether's work.

look at and discuss

Teacher uses tests to evaluate
to their peers.
lr. comparison

children and rate

of someone in a
Teacher uses the assistance
capacity.
advisory
^pertive

1

1

4

3

2

x

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

2

3

4

,

children within her
Teacher tries to keep all
what
make sure they are doing
ight so that she can
noy are supposed to do.

;

2

3

4
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occasional

46.

47.

48.

whom she
Teacher has helpful colleagues with
discusses teaching.

3

2

49.

Teacher keeps a collection of each
development.
for use in evaluating his

child

s

wor.

to
Teacher views eva_uation as information
provisioning for the
guide her instruction ind
classroom.

teacher's top
Academic adhievem :nt is the
priority for the child—en.

SO.

what they are
Children are deeply involved in

2

i

•

i

.

2

1.2

4

3

3

3

“
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Date

Name

Teacher

School

"Who Decides" Questionnaire

decides
Generally, in your classroan, who

250

Generally, In your classroom, wbo decides:

251

Generally, la your classroom, who decides:

252

Teacher Concerns
Checklist
Frances

Gary

F. Fuller

D. Borich

Research and Oeveicoment
Center tor Teacher Education

The

University of Texas

Austin

at

designed to explore what teachers are concerned about at
each
There are. ot course, no right or wrong answers;
person Ineshis or her o.vn concerns.
in terms of what they
Sometimes people »'e tempted to answer Questions like these
concerned about m the 'uture. ms
think they should be concerned about or exocct to be
would like to xnow only w"at you are actually concerned
is nor whir is wanted here. We

DIRECT! On/S: Tins checklist

s

different point* in their careers.

about NOW
concerns you mig.'t have
-aces you will •ind statements about some
-lolt owing
T
THINK ABOUT TEACHING. AM
now Read each twnmit hen asx yourself; WHEN
COWCERUED ABOUT THIS?
statement does not apply, write the nunfryow annorzoncemed about that now. or the

On -the

I

I

-

ber

r' in

the box.

H you are a
rf

"2"
concerned, write the number

Utrl «

are very concerned, writs the

you

If

And

if

you

number "4"

in

-tern

Circle -Hve

Male
'hat best

’.

3

experience
Education courses but no formal observation or teaching experience.
Education courses and coserva’ion
experience cut no teaching

you are

?

—

the box.

A?e

Pe,rale

4

Presently student reach -g

5.

Completed student teaching

5

Presently an msorvice teac"?'

Scn-or

Junior

Sophomore

Freshmen

student:

in

deser bes your teaching experience.

No education ccurses and no formal
classroom observation or teaching

I.

1

o-e

numoer "5"

Begin by completing the following;

Name..

2.

the box.

write the
are Torafy preoccupied with the concern,

6e surd -re answer every
,.

the box.

in

"3" in the box.

number

you are mcdefaTaly concerned, write the

raduane
4

qrnde
rts&or*
oilege

r

voe clan

level

to

E V;-h-:n:ary

0 ;-e'

.

F.

(if
.

student)

J«n<or

:

or

are

ct it-Centc

?\M«r 2r - &• S *•'

-r

now

teaching

Senior h. v

gh

-

5 <tCurrently teaching:

ospynqht 1474 by P

teach

ycu

.

f
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you can.

as accurate

m

best apoiias to ycu
decide which of tho following answers

statement- below

sack

3

Mot concerned

A

little

Very concerned
Selecting and teaching con-

'

0

Moderately concerned

3

concerned

Totally preoccupied

|—

Being

14.

constant

in

demand by

students

tent well

2

like

3

really

Whether the students

-

mo

of

accomplishment

Lack

4

of

freedom

initiate

to

innovative instructional pro-

grams

U

5.

q

«,

[~[

Doing well when a supervisor

is.

is

Increasing students' feelings

-

—

|

or not

quality of in-

The nature and

Meeting the needs

16.

[—]

—

in

17.

Insufficient

p~]

18.

Being

“I

19.

Getting a favorable evalua-

each
1

^
I

Q

7.

Motivating students to study

o

|—|

Lack

q
^

9.

Rao

instructional

curriculum and

Lack

22.

I

|3.

(“l

it,

I

—
—

23.

1

24.

Maintaming the appropriate
degree of class control

f—

*2.

Frustrated by the routma and
situation
inflexibility of the

Q

;3.

The rnde range

U
I

achieve ''•-nt

of

student

many

Too

noninstructional

In*unn$ that students grasp
subject matter fundamentals

Working with too many
.

0
0
—
'

opportunity for pro-

duties

i

1

Feeling -rider pressure too
much of the time

of

fessional growth

—
U

change

teaching

21.

i

r—
L "'

my

and impartial

Diagnosing student learning
problems

0
U
I

d 'ate of

fair

20.

of instructional

materials

time to think

q

tion of

class

ot differ-

ent kinds of students

structional materials

Too many students

present

25.

_

stu-

.Aak H etvy

Challenging unmotiv'ed students

26.

Adapting myself to the needs
of different students

1

39

Ineffective faculty meetings

27.

’

and

intellectual

0

28.

Whether students can apply
what they learn

29.

Students

Q
“

30.

Inadequate fringe
for teachers

rn

31.

Student health and nutrition

Q

32.

p|

33.

rest

41

benefits

time

many

standards

and

regulations set for teachers

-

Being accepted and respected by professional parsons

Q

42.

0

43.

0

44.

0

45.

0

46.

0

47.

Inadeouate teacher salaries

48.

Increasing
content

Adequately presenting

for

Slow

of

of

progress

certain

of

students

and class preparation

The psychological climate

ail

the required material

affect learning

class

Insufficient

Too

disrupt class

problems that

emotional

growth
40.

who

tov/ard

students

Guiding

.

Insufficient clerical help ‘or

teachers

tne school

P]

J4.

Clarifying

the

limits

of

authority and responsibility

(~| 35.

q

36.

0

37.

Inadequate assistance from
specialized teachers

Lac*

of

public

support

i

for

students

value

to

learning

—

'

Whether eachsjudent
ting what hennelds

my

is

get-

proficiency

m

schools

—

|

1

49.

Chronic absence and drop-

Recogn'zmg the social and
emotional needs

of

students

ping out of students

0
0

Helping

my

33.

Peeling

more adequn'e as

a
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The wide diversity o' studertr
ethnic and socioeconomic
backgrounds

teacher

may be atout the ques-co
for any comments. These
flease use the back of this page
additional concerns you may u-.e.
scec-'ic items or about any
In general. about

3! re

